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The edding 24 EcoLine is
the first highlighter to be
presented the “Blue Angel”
eco-label, Germany’s most
important eco award.
This seal is only given
to manufacturers who
comply with strict resource,
environmental and health
protection criteria.

The 1 st highlighter to be awarded
the Blue Angel eco-label.
A contribution for tomorrow’s world!
www.blauer-engel.de/uz200

HIGHLIGHTER
e-24 ECOLINE

With the edding 24 EcoLine
we have created something
which is particularly
important to us – a truly
sustainable highlighter. The
cap and barrel are made
from at least 90% renewable
resources, and the
mouthpiece and filter fibres
are made from at least 97%
recycled materials.

www.ecoline.edding.com

Dear Trading Partner,
This year we celebrated our 60-year anniversary. For us, this is primarily a reason to say “thank you”.
Without the close partnership that connects you to us as our trading partner, we would not be currently looking back
on six successful decades. You are the link to the users of our products and we rely on your expertise with regard to
advice and customer service. The fact that you have trusted us and our products for such a long time is not something
that we take for granted, but instead is a great incentive for us to continue being a good partner to you in the future.
That’s why we have once again had so much going on: we have invested in digital technologies, developed new
products in line with the latest trends and have won numerous awards.
At the end of 2018, we were awarded the title of Germany’s most innovative medium-sized company by business
magazine Wirtschaftswoche. One aspect that was highlighted in particular by the jury was our corporate boldness,
the continual development of the brand and the development of new products and product categories as well as the
expansion of existing ranges. As part of the process of digitalisation, we discovered ways of transferring our strengths
from the marker business to other industries and applications, and we developed our own digital technologies such as
the edding code, which involves using conductive ink to print a digital marking on packaging or labels that can be read
out using a smart phone.
2018 was also a very successful year for our EcoLine: the edding 24 Ecoline highlighter received the Blue Angel award,
which was the first time a marker has ever received the renowned environmental label. We are delighted about the
high-ranking award, and hope to make a contribution to the conservation of resources with this product. The Blue
Angel award has been setting demanding environmental criteria for products and services regardless of economical
interests for 40 years now. It is considered one of the most trustworthy labels for consumers.
In 2019, we opened up the power of pastel. Soft pastel colours have not only taken over the fashion and interior design
industries, but are also omnipresent in the creative sector. The edding 1200 fibrepen first conquered the market 50
years ago, and is now a classic for drawing and writing. To celebrate its anniversary, we have added six trendy new
pastel shades to the colour range. The gloss paint markers in new pastel colours allow for almost limitless creativity.
You can bring your creative ideas to life in soft pastel shades on almost any surface, including metal, glass and
plastic. The range of gloss paint markers is completed by the exciting new blister packs and sets. The edding 7 minihighlighters will add variety and fun to any pencil case, with five new pastel shades making them fully on trend.
We will also continue to do all we can to ensure everything runs smoothly, from product development to marketing and
online activities right through to supplier support. This will ultimately help to achieve the desired high level of success
for both our partners and for us. We look forward to a successful future and to working with you to continue the edding
success story.

Kind regards,

Per Ledermann
CEO edding

PAINT MARKER
e-750

MINI HIGHLIGHTER
e-7 PASTEL

PERMANENT MARKER
e-2000C

GLASSBOARD MARKER
e-90

COLOUR PEN FINE
e-1200 PASTEL

HIGHLIGHTER
e-24 ECOLINE

GLOSS PAINT MARKER
e-751

COLOUR HAPPY
BIG BOX

	Multiple opportunities for boosting sales

Inspirational ideas for all presentations
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FLIPCHART MARKER
e-380

WHITEBOARD MARKER
e-250

GLASSBOARD MARKER
e-90

Presentations using markers on flipcharts, white and glass boards have continued to grow in popularity over the past years.
And that in the age of digitalisation! Why? Because we are able to understand and process images far quicker than text
alone. With the presentation pros from edding, you can offer your customers innovative solutions to make their day-to-day
work more creative and allow them to inspire others with their ideas.

Embrace the power of pastels

COLOUR PEN FINE
e-1200 PASTEL

Introducing the new mellow shades for making powerful statements. Pastels are the new trend.
The new delicate colour range from edding allows you to create diverse and decorative accents.
There is no limit to the creative possibilities!

MINI HIGHLIGHTER
e-7 PASTEL

GLOSS PAINT
MARKER e-751

Boosting sales with the edding POS solutions
Well-presented comprehensive ranges – edding offers suitable product placements for all shop areas; from the shop
system and innovative shelving solutions to displays, packaging, blister packs and clip strips. Find out on the following
pages how the edding products will win over your customers and practically sell themselves.

	 edding POS Shop high
The highly attractive initial placement which meets both yours and your customer´s needs. A better overview and
improved sales thanks to application-related and rapid orientation, an optimised range and product benefits at a
glance. The edding POS Shop is available for wall or aisle placement.

Ask your edding customer
consultant!

2040 mm

2200 mm

Almost 90 % of your professional colleagues recommend
the edding POS Shop:*

83 %

described a positive effect on their
business as a result of the edding
POS Shop.*

75 %

of those questioned stated an increase
in sales of up to 30% for edding
products.*

94 % of shoppers think the

edding POS Shop is very good
or good:*

55
0
m
m
Similar to illustration

1040 mm

89 %

of those surveyed rated the
orientation and clarity of the edding
POS Shop as very good or good.*

50 %

of shoppers discovered new pens or
new applications from edding.*

A quick glance, product found, sale made
In addition to a POS shop in the form of a wall placement and for the aisle area, we also support you and your sales
with a permanent shelf solution. The carefully considered structure makes it possible: your customers find what they‘re
looking for quickly and with focus. They receive all the necessary information systematically, leading to quicker purchase
decisions and additional purchases.

	 edding POS shelf solution
The new POS shelf solution can be flexibly adapted to the available space and to almost every trade shelf solution.
The powerful lighting also makes the displays more eye-catching, and boosts the image and shopping experience.

Easy to install on almost any
trade shelving and can be
flexibly expanded as required

380 mm

10 00 mm

260 mm

Systematic product information
to back up and accelerate
purchase decisions

Lit shelving for optimal attention

Environmentally-friendly LEDs
help to save electricity

Stimulating application examples
promote extra sales

Similar to illustration

* Study source: Bormann & Gordon on behalf of edding International GmbH: POS Shopper & Dealer Study “edding POS Shop Test”, findings from December 2014 Survey of 309 end
consumers (buyers and non-buyers) as well as 36 owners of specialist writing utensil shops in Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.

	 edding displays
Driving force at the POS
edding offers a large selection of displays and packaging for promotional product placement at the POS. The various
product applications are communicated in an attention-grabbing way to create new buying incentives for customers.
In order to satisfy the various demands, the displays are available in a variety of sizes and configurations with either just
a single product type or a mix.

Counter displays

	 edding blister packs and clip strips
Perfect positioning for a quick overview
Successful cross-selling – space-saving and flexible. The blister cards, clip strips and MMM blister displays not only
include all the relevant information on the product, but also explain the possible applications at a glance.

MMM blister boxes/displays
Blister

Clip strips

Blister packs for selected markers, writing utensils and
stationery come in three different sizes:

210 mm

210 mm

115 mm

210 mm

90 mm

60 mm

Tech Solutions

A revolution in industrial labelling
edding compact printers are the new generation of innovative industry 4.0 labelling solutions and offer
outstanding reliability, maximum connectivity and unbeatable user-friendliness.

	edding portable 12

	edding in-line 12

compact printer

compact printer

Robust, lightweight and ideally
suited for flexible use in almost
any environment.

Reliable, user-friendly and easy to
integrate into any production line.

	Application areas
Food and drink

Dairy products

Pharmaceuticals

Commodity trading

Take a look at our printers online!
https://edding.tech/en/printers
Automobile industry

Aerospace

and much more ...

Intelligent, versatile and entertaining: the edding code turns ordinary paper and conventional packaging material
into modern means of communication. Thanks to its innovative features, this unique next-generation labelling
solution supports you in a wide range of tasks – from checking documents to interacting with your customers.

Open the app or website on your
phone’s browser.

Place the product on the smartphone
screen.

Swipe up to activate eID tag.

Remove the product and the information
will be displayed directly on your
smartphone.

	edding code is
the next-generation eID solution
With edding code, we are combining the inventiveness of Prismade Labs,
a German start-up, with edding’s unparalleled ink expertise. The result is
a smart, ultra simple eID tag that can be embedded into everyday
products. Design your own edding Code to interact with smartphone
screens, creating a unique customer experience and enhanced
brand engagement in the product marketing or document verification
industries.

If you would like to learn more about
our technology, please visit our website:
www.edding.tech/en/eddingcode

Tech Solutions

edding code – the invisible QR code
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Legend
Cap diameters larger than
16 mm, so no ventilation
requirement as per ISO 11540

Aluminium barrel

Ventilated cap as
per ISO 11540

Refillable product

Water-based ink

Application overview

Application overview
CD/DVD/
BD

Dark chalk
boards

Dark
paper

Flipchart

Slides

✓

Brilliant paper markers
CD/DVD/BD markers

Glass

✓

Cutters and spare blades

✓

Fibrepens
Fineliners

✓

Flipchart markers

✓

Gel rollers

✓
✓

Gloss paint markers
Glassboard markers
Calligraphy markers/pens

✓

Window pens for children

✓

Face paint sticks for children
Correction products
Chalk markers

✓

✓
✓

Paint markers
Matt paint markers
Non-permanent pens
Permanent pens
Permanent sprays
Permanent markers

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Porcelain brushpens
Precision fineliners
Special solutions
Textile markers/pens
Highlighters
Ink rollers
Whiteboard markers
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✓

Application overview

Glassboard

Rubber

Skin

Hot
metal

Wood

Wet wood

Cardboard

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
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Application overview

Ceramic

Wicker

Leather

Canvas

Metal

Heat resistant
glass

Brilliant paper markers
CD/DVD/BD markers
Cutters and spare blades
Fibrepens
Fineliners
Flipchart markers
Gel rollers

✓

Gloss paint markers
Glassboard markers

✓

Calligraphy markers/pens
Window pens for children
Face paint sticks for children
Correction products
Chalk markers

✓

Paint markers

✓
✓

Matt paint markers
Non-permanent pens
Permanent pens
Permanent sprays
Permanent markers

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Porcelain brushpens
Precision fineliners
Special solutions
Textile markers/pens
Highlighters
Ink rollers
Whiteboard markers
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✓

Application overview

Paper

Plastic

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Porcelain

Radiogram

Stone

Terracotta

Textiles

Whiteboard

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
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Gloss paint markers

Gloss paint markers
Glossy appearance on all especially smooth materials guaranteed. The low-odour, waterproof
gloss paint markers provide a brilliant, glossy finish and are ideally suited for labelling, marking
and decorating – even on dark and transparent materials. Quick-drying and weather-resistant,
these markers are also impressively lightfast and smudge-proof.
Before use, shake the gloss paint marker, remove the cap and carefully pump up and down until
the ink fills the nib.

edding 750 gloss paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  015
edding 751 gloss paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  017
edding 753 gloss paint marker calligraphy  .  .  .  .  .  .  020
edding 780 gloss paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  022
Spare parts, inks and accessories  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  187

Overview of application areas*

Glass

Metal

Plastic

* Detailed information in individual product sections

014

Paper

Cardboard

Stone

edding 750 gloss paint marker
Gloss paint markers

Gloss paint marker for highly opaque, permanent and smudge-proof
writing and decorating on smooth and even dark and transparent
materials, e.g. glass, metal, plastic and coated paper. The round nib has
a stroke width of 2-4 mm. The paint-like pigment ink is quick-drying,
weatherproof, extremely lightfast and wear-resistant. Available in 14
different colours. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added
toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Permanent opaque ink adheses on materials where everything else
smudges. Wide range of brilliant high-gloss colours, especially shimmery
for metallic colours. Valve-system allows even inkflow for great coverage.
Foil seal ensures the product is unused when purchased. Easy and clean
to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Long-lasting indoors
and outdoors. High-quality brand product.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

049 white
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

053 gold
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

054 silver
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

055 copper
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

edding 750 gloss paint marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

150 x 80 x 35







Code
4 004764 953028
4 004764 953059
4 004764 953080
4 004764 953110
4 004764 953141
4 004764 953301
4 004764 018567
4 004764 018574
4 004764 018581
4 004764 018598
4 004764 953172
4 004764 953332
4 004764 953363
4 004764 820276

4 004764 087716




Order no.
4-750-9-001
4-750-9-002
4-750-9-003
4-750-9-004
4-750-9-005
4-750-9-006
4-750-9-007
4-750-9-008
4-750-9-009
4-750-9-010
4-750-9-049
4-750-9-053
4-750-9-054
4-750-9-055

4-750-9-999
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Gloss paint markers

Product

016

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 750 gloss paint marker
set of 3 metallic assorted
049, 053, 054
1 piece

170 x 50 x 20

edding 750 gloss paint marker
set of 8 assorted
001, 005, 009, 010, 049, 053-055
1 piece

173 x 125 x 18

edding 750 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 750 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 750 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 gold
053
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 750 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 silver
054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 750 gloss paint marker
blister of 2 white
2x 049
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 17

edding 750 gloss paint marker
blister of 2 assorted
053, 054
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 17

edding 750-751-780-4040 paint marker
Xmas display of 79 assorted
The display contains 12 edding 750 gloss
paint markers, 27 edding 751 gloss paint
markers, 30 edding 780 gloss paint markers,
and 10 edding 4040 matt paint markers
edding 750: 4x 049, 4x 053, 4x 054
edding 751: 9x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 780: 12x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 4040: 10x 049
1 piece

155 x 205 x 272

Code

4 057305 021007

4 057305 021038

4 004764 793525

4 004764 060535

4 004764 060566

4 004764 060603

4 004764 914777

4 004764 793556

4 004764 982059

Order no.

4-750-3-999

4-750-8-999

4-750-1-1001

4-750-1-1049

4-750-1-1053

4-750-1-1054

4-750-2-1049

4-750-2-1-53-54

4-51957

edding 751 gloss paint marker
Gloss paint markers

Gloss paint marker for highly opaque, permanent and smudge-proof
writing and decorating on smooth and even dark and transparent
materials, e.g. glass, metal, plastic and coated paper. The round nib has
a stroke width of 1-2 mm. The paint-like pigment ink is quick-drying,
weatherproof, extremely lightfast and wear-resistant. Available in 22
different colours. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added
toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Permanent opaque ink adheses on materials where everything else
smudges. Wide range of brilliant high-gloss colours, especially shimmery
for metallic colours. Valve-system allows even inkflow for great coverage.
Foil seal ensures the product is unused when purchased. Easy and clean
to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Long-lasting indoors
and outdoors. High-quality brand product.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

002 red
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

003 blue
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

004 green
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

005 yellow
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

006 orange
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

007 brown
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

008 violet
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

009 pink
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

010 light blue
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

049 white
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

053 gold
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

054 silver
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

055 copper
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

070 light blue metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

074 green metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

078 violet metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10







Code
4 004764 953202
4 004764 953394
4 004764 953424
4 004764 953455
4 004764 953486
4 004764 017515
4 004764 017522
4 004764 017539
4 004764 017546
4 004764 017553
4 004764 953516
4 004764 953547
4 004764 953578
4 004764 820306
4 004764 953769
4 004764 953790
4 004764 953820




Order no.
4-751-9-001
4-751-9-002
4-751-9-003
4-751-9-004
4-751-9-005
4-751-9-006
4-751-9-007
4-751-9-008
4-751-9-009
4-751-9-010
4-751-9-049
4-751-9-053
4-751-9-054
4-751-9-055
4-751-9-070
4-751-9-074
4-751-9-078
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Gloss paint markers

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

079 pink metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

135 pastel yellow
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

137 pastel green
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

138 pastel rose
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

139 pastel blue
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

edding 751 gloss paint marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

138 x 59 x 25

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 3 assorted
049, 053, 054
1 piece

180 x 49 x 11

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 3 metallic assorted
049, 053, 054
1 piece

172 x 56 x 19

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 3 pastel assorted
135, 138, 139
1 piece

172 x 56 x 19

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 5 metallic assorted
001, 049, 053-055
1 piece

172 x 85 x 19

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 5 pastel assorted
049, 135, 137-139
1 piece

172 x 85 x 19

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 8 metallic assorted
001, 049, 053, 054, 070, 074, 078, 079
1 piece

173 x 125 x 18

edding 751 gloss paint marker
set of 8 pastel assorted
001, 049, 053, 054, 135, 137-139
1 piece

173 x 125 x 18

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

Code
4 004764 953851
4 057305 017055
4 057305 017130
4 057305 017017
4 057305 017093

4 004764 087747

4 004764 969999

4 057305 020666

4 057305 020697

4 057305 020758

4 057305 020796

4 057305 020826

4 057305 020857

4 004764 793648

Order no.
4-751-9-079
4-751-9-135
4-751-9-137
4-751-9-138
4-751-9-139

4-751-9-999

4-751-3

4-751-3-999

4-751-3-099

4-751-5-999

4-751-5-099

4-751-8-999

4-751-8-099

4-751-1-1001

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 gold
053
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 silver
054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 copper
055
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 2 white
2x 049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 751 gloss paint marker
blister of 2 assorted
053, 054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 751 gloss paint marker
clip strip of 10 assorted
The clip strip contains 10 blister cards of
edding 751/2 gloss paint markers
10x 053, 10x 054
1 piece

70 x 870 x 95

edding 751 gloss paint marker pastels
display of 25 assorted
The display contains 25 edding 751 gloss
paint markers in pastel colours
edding 751: 5x 049, 135, 137, 138, 139
1 piece

130 x 101 x 200

edding 750-751-780-4040 paint marker
Xmas display of 79 assorted
The display contains 12 edding 750 gloss
paint markers, 27 edding 751 gloss paint
markers, 30 edding 780 gloss paint markers,
and 10 edding 4040 matt paint markers
edding 750: 4x 049, 4x 053, 4x 054
edding 751: 9x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 780: 12x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 4040: 10x 049
1 piece

155 x 205 x 272

Code

4 004764 801534

4 004764 801565

4 004764 801596

4 004764 828777

4 004764 888801

4 004764 793679

4 004764 887903

4 057305 019974

4 004764 982059

Order no.
Gloss paint markers

Product

4-751-1-1049

4-751-1-1053

4-751-1-1054

4-751-1-1055

4-751-2-1049

4-751-2-1-53-54

4-51655

4-52205

4-51957

019

Gloss paint markers

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 751-780 gloss paint marker
display of 44 assorted
The display contains 26 edding 751 gloss
paint markers and 18 edding 780 gloss paint
markers
edding 751: 5x 070, 074, 078, 079, 3x 053,
054
edding 780: 4x 070, 074, 078, 3x 053, 054
1 piece

175 x 230 x 220

Code

Order no.

4-52204

4 057305 019950

edding 753 gloss paint marker calligraphy
Gloss paint marker for highly opaque, permanent and smudge-proof
writing and decorating on smooth and even dark and transparent
materials, e.g. glass, metal, plastic and coated paper. The calligraphy
nib has a stroke width of 1-2.5 mm. The paint-like pigment ink is quickdrying, weatherproof, extremely lightfast and wear-resistant. Available in
the colours black, white, gold, silver and copper. Low-odour ink with no
added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Permanent opaque ink adheses on materials where everything else
smudges. Special nib for fine to broad strokes and calligraphic writing
and lettering. Brilliant high-gloss shimmery metallic colours. Valvesystem allows even inkflow for great coverage and opacity. Foil seal
ensures the product is unused when purchased. Easy and clean to use
for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Long-lasting indoors and
outdoors. High-quality brand product.


Product

020









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

132 x 10 x 10

049 white
10 pieces

132 x 10 x 10

053 gold
10 pieces

132 x 10 x 10

054 silver
10 pieces

132 x 10 x 10

055 copper
10 pieces

132 x 10 x 10

edding 753 gloss paint marker
calligraphy
set of 5 metallic assorted
001, 049, 053-055
1 piece

170 x 80 x 20

edding 753 gloss paint marker
calligraphy
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14







Code
4 057305 016133
4 057305 016171
4 004764 023578
4 004764 023615
4 057305 016218

4 057305 020888

4 057305 021069




Order no.
4-753001
4-753049
4-753053
4-753054
4-753055

4-753-5-999

4-753-1-1001

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 753 gloss paint marker
calligraphy
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 753 gloss paint marker
calligraphy
blister of 1 gold
053
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 753 gloss paint marker
calligraphy
blister of 1 silver
054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

Code

4 057305 021090

4 057305 021120

4 057305 021151

Order no.
Gloss paint markers

Product

4-753-1-1049

4-753-1-1053

4-753-1-1054

021

Gloss paint markers

edding 780 gloss paint marker
Gloss paint marker for highly opaque, permanent and smudge-proof
writing and decorating on smooth and even dark and transparent
materials, e.g. glass, metal, plastic and coated paper. The metal-framed
plastic nib has a stroke width of 0.8 mm. The paint-like pigment ink
is quick-drying, weatherproof, extremely lightfast and wear-resistant.
Available in 11 different colours. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink
with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Permanent opaque ink adheses on materials where everything else
smudges. Extra-fine nib. Wide range of brilliant high-gloss colours,
especially shimmery for metallic colours. Valve-system allows even
inkflow for great coverage. Foil seal ensures the product is unused when
purchased. Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous
creativity. Long-lasting indoors and outdoors. High-quality brand
product.


Product

022









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

002 red
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

003 blue
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

004 green
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

049 white
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

053 gold
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

054 silver
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

055 copper
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

070 light blue metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

074 green metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

078 violet metallic
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

edding 780 gloss paint marker
set of 3 metallic assorted
049, 053, 054
1 piece

170 x 50 x 20

edding 780 gloss paint marker
set of 5 metallic basic assorted
001, 049, 053-055
1 piece

170 x 80 x 20







Code
4 004764 953608
4 004764 953639
4 004764 023097
4 004764 023103
4 004764 953677
4 004764 953707
4 004764 953738
4 004764 820344
4 057305 016096
4 057305 016058
4 057305 016010

4 057305 020918

4 057305 020949




Order no.
4-780-9-001
4-780-9-002
4-780-9-003
4-780-9-004
4-780-9-049
4-780-9-053
4-780-9-054
4-780-9-055
4-780-9-070
4-780-9-074
4-780-9-078

4-780-3-999

4-780-5-999

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 780 gloss paint marker
set of 5 metallic special assorted
053, 054, 070, 074, 078
1 piece

170 x 80 x 20

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 gold
053
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 silver
054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 1 copper
055
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 2 white
2x 049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 780 gloss paint marker
blister of 2 assorted
053, 054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 750-751-780-4040 paint marker
Xmas display of 79 assorted
The display contains 12 edding 750 gloss
paint markers, 27 edding 751 gloss paint
markers, 30 edding 780 gloss paint markers,
and 10 edding 4040 matt paint markers
edding 750: 4x 049, 4x 053, 4x 054
edding 751: 9x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 780: 12x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 4040: 10x 049
1 piece

155 x 205 x 272

edding 751-780 gloss paint marker
display of 44 assorted
The display contains 26 edding 751 gloss
paint markers and 18 edding 780 gloss paint
markers
edding 751: 5x 070, 074, 078, 079, 3x 053,
054
edding 780: 4x 070, 074, 078, 3x 053, 054
1 piece

175 x 230 x 220

Code

4 057305 020970

4 004764 793761

4 004764 060634

4 004764 060665

4 004764 060696

4 004764 828838

4 004764 868032

4 004764 793792

4 004764 982059

4 057305 019950

Order no.
Gloss paint markers

Product

4-780-5-099

4-780-1-1001

4-780-1-1049

4-780-1-1053

4-780-1-1054

4-780-1-1055

4-780-2-1049

4-780-2-1-53-54

4-51957

4-52204

023

Paint markers

Paint markers
Perfect for highly opaque marking and permanent labelling. These paint markers have excellent
adhesive properties, and thanks to their waterproof, quick-drying ink are extremely wear-resistant on
smooth, dark and transparent materials. edding 750, 751 and 780 paint markers are heat-resistant up
to 400 °C. Colours 005–010, 049 and 054 remain visible at up to 1000 °C. No added toluene/xylene.
Before use, shake the paint marker, remove the cap and carefully pump up and down until
the ink fills the nib.

edding 750 paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  025
edding 751 paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  027
edding 780 paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  028
edding 8750 industry paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  134
Spare parts, inks and accessories  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  187

Overview of application areas*

Glass

Metal

Plastic

* Detailed information in individual product sections

024

Wood

Rubber

edding 750 paint marker
Paint markers

Paint marker for highly opaque and permanent labelling even on dark and
transparent materials, e.g. metal, glass and plastic. The round nib has a
stroke width of 2-4 mm. The paint-like ink is quick-drying, weatherproof,
extremely lightfast and wear-resistant. All colours are heat-resistant up
to 400 °C. The colours yellow, orange, brown, violet, pink, light blue,
white and silver remain visible at up to 1000 °C. The colour white is
recommended by Lufthansa Technik. Available in 14 different colours.
The colours brown, violet, pink, light blue and copper are available in a
different design with the same ink quality (see edding 750 gloss paint
marker). Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/
xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Highly opaque marking results on dark and smooth surfaces with a
solvent- and heat-resistant ink. Long-lasting indoors and outdoors.
Exceptional ink for heat-resistant marks up to 400 °C and some colours
are still visible up to 1000 °C. Visible marking even in compromised
lighting conditions. Foil seal ensures the product is unused when
purchased. Intensive colours. Broad colour assortment. High-quality
brand product.


Product













Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

049 white
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

053 gold
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

054 silver
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 1 red
002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16









Code
4 004764 018505
4 004764 018512
4 004764 018529
4 004764 018536
4 004764 018543
4 004764 018550
4 004764 018642
4 004764 498215
4 004764 498253

4 004764 896202

4 004764 894581

4 004764 859726





Order no.
4-750001
4-750002
4-750003
4-750004
4-750005
4-750006
4-750049
4-750053
4-750054

4-750-1-3001

4-750-1-4001

4-750-1-3002

025

Paint markers

Product

026

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 1 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 2 white
2x 049
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 750 paint marker
blister of 2 assorted
1x 001, 049
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

Code

4 004764 863204

4 004764 894611

4 004764 866731

4 004764 894253

Order no.

4-750-1-3049

4-750-1-4049

4-750-2-3049

4-750-2-3999

edding 751 paint marker
Paint markers

Paint marker for highly opaque and permanent labelling even on dark
and transparent materials, e.g. metal, glass and plastic. The round
nib has a stroke width of 1-2 mm. The paint-like ink is quick-drying,
weatherproof, extremely lightfast and wear-resistant. All colours are heatresistant up to 400 °C. The colours yellow, orange, brown, violet, pink,
light blue, white and silver remain visible at up to 1000 °C. The colour
white is recommended by Lufthansa Technik. Available in 14 different
colours. The colours orange, brown, violet, pink, light blue and copper
are available in a different design with the same ink quality (see edding
751 gloss paint marker). Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no
added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Highly opaque marking results on dark and smooth surfaces with a
solvent- and heat-resistant ink. Long-lasting indoors and outdoors.
Exceptional ink for heat-resistant marks up to 400 °C and some colours
are still visible up to 1000 °C. Visible marking even in compromised
lighting conditions. Foil seal ensures the product is unused when
purchased. Intensive colours. Broad colour assortment. High-quality
brand product.


Product













Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

002 red
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

003 blue
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

004 green
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

005 yellow
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

049 white
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

053 gold
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

054 silver
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10









Code
4 004764 017461
4 004764 017478
4 004764 017485
4 004764 017492
4 004764 017508
4 004764 017607
4 004764 498093
4 004764 498130





Order no.
4-751001
4-751002
4-751003
4-751004
4-751005
4-751049
4-751053
4-751054

027

Paint markers

edding 780 paint marker
Paint marker for fine-lined, highly opaque and permanent labelling even
on dark and transparent materials, e.g. metal, glass and plastic. The
metal-framed plastic nib has a stroke width of 0.8 mm. The paint-like
ink is quick-drying, weatherproof, extremely lightfast and wear-resistant.
All colours are heat-resistant up to 400 °C. The colours white and silver
remain visible at up to 1000 °C. The colour white is recommended by
Lufthansa Technik. Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, white,
gold, silver and copper. The colours blue, green and copper are available
in a different design with the same ink quality (see edding 780 gloss paint
marker). Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/
xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Highly opaque marking results on dark and smooth surfaces with a
solvent- and heat-resistant ink. Extra fine stroke. Long-lasting indoors
and outdoors. Exceptional ink for heat-resistant marks up to 400 °C
and some colours are still visible up to 1000 °C. Visible marking even in
compromised lighting conditions. Foil seal ensures the product is unused
when purchased. Intensive colours. Broad colour assortment. Highquality brand product.


Product

028













Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

002 red
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

049 white
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

053 gold
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

054 silver
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10









Code
4 004764 023073
4 004764 023080
4 004764 023066
4 004764 498338
4 004764 498376


Order no.
4-780001
4-780002
4-780049
4-780053
4-780054



Matt paint markers

Matt paint markers
Particularly colour-intensive with 100% opacity. Matt paint markers are perfect for silk-matt designs
on all especially porous and dark materials. The waterproof, lightfast water-based ink has impressively
good weather-resistant properties.
Before use, shake the matt paint marker, remove the cap and carefully pump up and down until
the ink fills the nib.

edding 4000 matt paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  030
edding 4040 matt paint marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  031

Overview of application areas

Paper

Cardboard

Canvas

Wood

Terracotta

029

Matt paint markers

edding 4000 matt paint marker
Matt paint marker for highly opaque, silk-matt writing and decorating
on rough, dark or porous surfaces, ideal for materials like terracotta,
cardboard and wood. The round nib has a stroke width of 2-4 mm. The
acrylic ink is highly opaque, extremely lightfast, weatherproof, wearresistant and has a neutral smell. Available in 12 different colours.
Acrylic ink for permanent opacity, even on dark, rough and porous
surfaces. Robust broad bullet nib. Wide range of brilliant colours.
Valve-system allows even inkflow for great coverage. Foil seal ensures
the product is unused when purchased. Easy and clean to use for
uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Long-lasting indoors and
outdoors. High-quality brand product.


Product

030









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

049 white
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

053 gold
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

054 silver
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

edding 4000 matt paint marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-006, 009, 049, 053, 054
1 piece

150 x 85 x 35

edding 4000 matt paint marker
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 19







Code
4 004764 014675
4 004764 014682
4 004764 014699
4 004764 014705
4 004764 014712
4 004764 014729
4 004764 014736
4 004764 014743
4 004764 014750
4 004764 014767
4 004764 414680
4 004764 414697

4 004764 789696

4 004764 836215

Order no.
4-4000001
4-4000002
4-4000003
4-4000004
4-4000005
4-4000-006
4-4000007
4-4000008
4-4000009
4-4000049
4-4000053
4-4000054

4-4000999

4-4000-1-1049

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 4000 matt paint marker
blister of 1 gold
053
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 19

edding 4000 matt paint marker
blister of 1 silver
054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 19

edding 4000-4040 matt paint marker
display of 40 assorted
The display contains 20 edding 4000 matt
paint markers, 20 edding 4040 matt paint
markers, and 30 inspiration brochures
edding 4000: 2x 001-005, 2x 049, 053, 054,
1x 006-009
edding 4040: 2x 001-005, 2x 049, 053, 054,
1x 006-009
1 piece

145 x 145 x 243

Code

Order no.

4 004764 818808

4 004764 818839

4 004764 826254

Matt paint markers

Product

4-4000-1-1053

4-4000-1-1054

4-50536

edding 4040 matt paint marker
Matt paint marker for highly opaque, silk-matt writing and decorating
on rough, dark or porous surfaces, ideal for materials like terracotta,
cardboard and wood. The round nib has a stroke width of 1-2 mm. The
acrylic ink is highly opaque, extremely lightfast, weatherproof, wearresistant and has a neutral smell. Available in 12 different colours.
Acrylic ink for permanent opacity, even on dark, rough and porous
surfaces. Robust medium bullet nib. Wide range of brilliant colours.
Valve-system allows even inkflow for great coverage. Foil seal ensures
the product is unused when purchased. Easy and clean to use for
uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Long-lasting indoors and
outdoors. High-quality brand product.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

002 red
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

003 blue
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

004 green
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

005 yellow
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

006 orange
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

007 brown
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18







Code
4 004764 309573
4 004764 309580
4 004764 309597
4 004764 309603
4 004764 309610
4 004764 309627
4 004764 309634

Order no.
4-4040001
4-4040002
4-4040003
4-4040004
4-4040005
4-4040006
4-4040007

031

Matt paint markers

Product

032

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

008 violet
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

009 pink
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

049 white
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

053 gold
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

054 silver
10 pieces

143 x 18 x 18

edding 4040 matt paint marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-006, 009, 049, 053, 054
1 piece

148 x 87 x 38

edding 4000-4040 matt paint marker
display of 40 assorted
The display contains 20 edding 4000 matt
paint markers, 20 edding 4040 matt paint
markers, and 30 inspiration brochures
edding 4000: 2x 001-005, 2x 049, 053, 054,
1x 006-009
edding 4040: 2x 001-005, 2x 049, 053, 054,
1x 006-009
1 piece

145 x 145 x 243

edding 750-751-780-4040 paint marker
Xmas display of 79 assorted
The display contains 12 edding 750 gloss
paint markers, 27 edding 751 gloss paint
markers, 30 edding 780 gloss paint markers,
and 10 edding 4040 matt paint markers
edding 750: 4x 049, 4x 053, 4x 054
edding 751: 9x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 780: 12x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054
edding 4040: 10x 049
1 piece

155 x 205 x 272

Code
4 004764 309641
4 004764 309658
4 004764 309665
4 004764 309689
4 004764 309696

4 004764 440436

4 004764 826254

4 004764 982059

Order no.
4-4040008
4-4040009
4-4040049
4-4040053
4-4040054

4-4040999

4-50536

4-51957

Permanent markers

Permanent markers
For anything that needs to last. The permanent markers can write, mark and label almost any
material. All products are lightfast, quick-drying, waterproof and wear-resistant. Low-odour ink
with no added toluene or xylene.
Almost all models are refillable and protect the environment thanks to being reusable.

edding 0.5 mini permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  034
edding No. 1 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  035
edding retract 11 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  036
edding 21

permanent marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  037

edding 22

permanent marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  038

edding 25

permanent marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  039

edding 300 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  040
edding 330 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  041
edding 370 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  043
edding 390 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  044
edding 400 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  045
edding 404 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  047
edding 500 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  048
edding 550 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  049
edding 800 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  050
edding 850 permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  051
edding 2000 C permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  052
edding 2200 C permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  054
edding 8300 industry permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  131
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Overview of application areas**

Cardboard

Glass

Metal
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Stone

Wood

* At least 90% of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material (83% post-consumer)
** Detailed information in individual product sections

033

Permanent markers

edding 0.5 mini permanent marker
Mini permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1.5-3 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces.
Available in the colours black, blue, turquoise and carmine. Low-odour
ink with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Convenient pocket size product for long lasting marks on a variety of
materials. Trend product: Permanent marker in mini size. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product

034

















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 0.5 mini permanent marker
polybag of 10 black
10x 001
1 piece

120 x 100 x 30

edding 0.5 mini permanent marker
polybag of 10 blue
10x 003
1 piece

120 x 100 x 30

edding 0.5 mini permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001, 003, 014, 019
1 piece

85 x 65 x 16

edding 0.5 mini permanent marker
blister of 4 assorted
001, 003, 014, 019
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16





Code

4 004764 870028

4 004764 870004

4 004764 866403

4 004764 867530

Order no.

4-05-10001

4-05-10003

4-05-4

4-05-4-1

edding No. 1 permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The chisel nib has a stroke
width of 1-5 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces.
Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene. Available in the colours
black, red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are
available. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a solid aluminium
marker. Ready to use. Handy pocket-sized format. Pluggable cap
reduces the risk of loss. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

113 x 16 x 16

002 red
10 pieces

113 x 16 x 16

003 blue
10 pieces

113 x 16 x 16

004 green
10 pieces

113 x 16 x 16









Code
4 004764 000517
4 004764 000524
4 004764 000531
4 004764 000548





Order no.
4-1001
4-1002
4-1003
4-1004

035

Permanent markers

edding retract 11 permanent marker
Permanent marker with push-button mechanism for one-handed
operations - for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g. paper,
cardboard, metal, glass, plastic and wood. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1.5-3 mm. The permanent marker does not have a cap; the nib
is extended or retracted by simply pressing on the push-button. The seal
system prevents the marker from drying out when the nib is extended.
Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Available in the
colours black, red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Low-odour
ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Pushbutton-mechanism enables one-handed use for quick, convenient
and long lasting marking. Ready to use. Practical clip prevents rolling
away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Push-button
mechnism - no cap to lose. No stains on clothes or hands. High-quality
brand product.

1.5-3 mm


Product

036















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

002 red
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

003 blue
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

004 green
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

edding retract 11 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 19

edding retract 11 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 19









Code
4 004764 869503
4 004764 869510
4 004764 869527
4 004764 869534

4 004764 894376

4 004764 875801

Order no.
4-11001
4-11002
4-11003
4-11004

4-11-1-4001

4-11-1-1002

edding 21 EcoLine permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. At least 90% of the total
plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material (83% postconsumer). The round nib has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. Waterproof
and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Available in the colours black,
red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available.
Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic used made from
recycled material (83% post-consumer). Easy identifiable eco-friendly
product design. Long-lasting marking in intensive colours. Cap can be
stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 21 EcoLine permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 68 x 21

edding 21 EcoLine permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
8 pieces

210 x 60 x 21






Code
4 004764 917785
4 004764 917815
4 004764 917846
4 004764 917877

4 004764 917907

4 004764 922154

Order no.
4-21001
4-21002
4-21003
4-21004

4-21-4

4-21-1-1001

037

Permanent markers

edding 22 EcoLine permanent marker
Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. At least 90% of the total
plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material (83% postconsumer). The chisel nib has a stroke width of 1-5 mm. Waterproof and
wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Available in the colours black, red,
blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available. Lowodour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic from recycled material
(83% post-consumer). Easy identifiable eco-friendly product design.
Long-lasting marking in intensive colours. Cap can be stored on the end
of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away
and can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product.
Made in Germany.


Product

038















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 22 EcoLine permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 68 x 20









Code
4 004764 917969
4 004764 917990
4 004764 918027
4 004764 918058

4 004764 918089

Order no.
4-22001
4-22002
4-22003
4-22004

4-22-4

edding 25 EcoLine permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for fine-lined marking and labelling almost all
materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. At least 90%
of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material
(83% post-consumer). The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm.
Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Available in the
colours black, red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs
are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic used made from
recycled material (83% post-consumer). Fine stroke. Easy identifiable
eco-friendly product design. Long-lasting marking in intensive colours.
Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it.
Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on to clothes and
objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

edding 25 EcoLine permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

155 x 65 x 18









Code
4 004764 957385
4 004764 971596
4 004764 971626
4 004764 971657

4 004764 979448

Order no.
4-25001
4-25002
4-25003
4-25004

4-25-4

039

Permanent markers

edding 300 permanent marker
Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1.5-3 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces.
Available in 10 different colours. Refillable in the colours black, red, blue
and green. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials. Ready to use. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Cap
can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Broad
colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product

040















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 300 permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 80 x 20

edding 300 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 300 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 300 permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 22






Code
4 004764 390564
4 004764 390571
4 004764 390588
4 004764 390595
4 004764 789306
4 004764 789337
4 004764 789368
4 004764 789399
4 004764 789429
4 004764 789481

4 004764 781225

4 004764 060726

4 004764 060733

4 004764 060740

Order no.
4-300001
4-300002
4-300003
4-300004
4-300005
4-300006
4-300007
4-300008
4-300009
4-300010

4-300-4

4-300-1-1001

4-300-1-1002

4-300-1-1003

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

Code

edding 300 permanent marker
blister of 3 black
3x 001
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 22

edding 300 permanent marker
blister of 3 assorted
001-003
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 22

Order no.

4 004764 893515

4 004764 893546

Permanent markers

Product

4-300-3-1001

4-300-3-1999

edding 330 permanent marker
Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The chisel nib has a stroke
width of 1-5 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces.
Available in 10 different colours. Refillable in the colours black, red, blue
and green. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials. Ready to use. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Cap
can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Broad
colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19






Code
4 004764 390793
4 004764 390809
4 004764 390816
4 004764 390823
4 004764 789511
4 004764 789542
4 004764 789573
4 004764 789603
4 004764 789634
4 004764 789665

Order no.
4-330001
4-330002
4-330003
4-330004
4-330005
4-330006
4-330007
4-330008
4-330009
4-330010

041

Permanent markers

Product

042

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 330 permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 80 x 20

edding 330 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 330 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 330 permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 330 permanent marker
blister of 3 black
3x 001
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 22

edding 330 permanent marker
blister of 3 assorted
001-003
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 22

Code

4 004764 781256

4 004764 060849

4 004764 060856

4 004764 060863

4 004764 893577

4 004764 893607

Order no.

4-330-4

4-330-1-1001

4-330-1-1002

4-330-1-1003

4-330-3-1001

4-330-3-1999

edding 370 permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for fine-lined marking and labelling almost all
materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The round nib
has a stroke width of 1 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all
surfaces. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. The product
is refillable. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials. Fine stroke. Ready to use.
Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and
objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of
losing it. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 16 x 16

002 red
10 pieces

146 x 16 x 16

003 blue
10 pieces

146 x 16 x 16

004 green
10 pieces

146 x 16 x 16






Code
4 004764 089901
4 004764 089918
4 004764 089925
4 004764 089932

Order no.
4-370001
4-370002
4-370003
4-370004

043

Permanent markers

edding 390 permanent marker
Permanent marker for broad marking and labelling almost all materials,
e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, glass, plastic and wood. The chisel nib has
a stroke width of 4-12 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all
surfaces. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. The product
is refillable. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials. Extra broad stroke. Ready
to use. Large ink volume ensures broad coverage. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product

044

















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

160 x 30 x 30

002 red
10 pieces

160 x 30 x 30

003 blue
10 pieces

160 x 30 x 30

004 green
10 pieces

160 x 30 x 30

edding 390 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 30

edding 390 permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 30




Code
4 004764 105618
4 004764 105649
4 004764 105670
4 004764 105700

4 004764 793068

4 004764 800216

Order no.
4-390001
4-390002
4-390003
4-390004

4-390-1-1001

4-390-1-1003

edding 400 permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for fine-lined marking and labelling of almost all
materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The round nib
has a stroke width of 1 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all
surfaces. Available in 10 different colours. The product is refillable. Spare
nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials. Fine stroke. Ready to use.
Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and
objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of
losing it. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

edding 400 permanent marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-010
10 pieces

147 x 76 x 31

edding 400 permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

155 x 65 x 18

edding 400 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16






Code
4 004764 315772
4 004764 315789
4 004764 315796
4 004764 315802
4 004764 315819
4 004764 315826
4 004764 315833
4 004764 315840
4 004764 315857
4 004764 315864

4 004764 442867

4 004764 781287

4 004764 060184


Order no.
4-400001
4-400002
4-400003
4-400004
4-400005
4-400006
4-400007
4-400008
4-400009
4-400010

4-400999

4-400-4

4-400-1-1001

045

Permanent markers

Product

046

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 400 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 400 permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 400 permanent marker
blister of 4 black
4x 001
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 400 permanent marker
blister of 4 red
4x 002
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 400 permanent marker
blister of 4 assorted
001-004
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 400 permanent marker system
box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

150 x 80 x 155

Code

4 004764 060191

4 004764 060207

4 004764 791699

4 004764 796885

4 004764 796977

4 004764 858866

Order no.

4-400-1-1002

4-400-1-1003

4-400-4-1001

4-400-4-1002

4-400-4-1999

4-400-10

edding 404 permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for extra fine-lined marking and labelling of almost all
materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The round nib
has a stroke width of 0.75 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost
all surfaces. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. Spare
nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials. Extra fine stroke. Ready to
use. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes
and objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of
losing it. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

edding 404 permanent marker
folding box of 10 assorted
3x 001, 3x 002, 2x 003, 2x 004
1 piece

147 x 76 x 31







Code
4 004764 028313
4 004764 028351
4 004764 028443
4 004764 028481

4 004764 782802

Order no.
4-404001
4-404002
4-404003
4-404004

4-404999

047

Permanent markers

edding 500 permanent marker
Compact and handy permanent marker for marking and labelling almost
all materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, glass, plastic and wood. The
chisel nib has a stroke width of 2-7 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant
on almost all surfaces. Available in 10 different colours. The product is
refillable. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/
xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a handy aluminium
marker. Ready to use. Handy pocket-sized format. Cap can be stored on
the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Broad colour assortment.
High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product

048

















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

002 red
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

003 blue
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

004 green
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

005 yellow
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

006 orange
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

007 brown
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

008 violet
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

009 pink
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

010 light blue
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

edding 500 permanent marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

126 x 102 x 42

edding 500 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 500 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 22







Code
4 004764 329625
4 004764 329632
4 004764 329649
4 004764 329656
4 004764 373673
4 004764 373680
4 004764 373697
4 004764 373703
4 004764 373710
4 004764 373727

4 004764 057740

4 004764 060306

4 004764 060313


Order no.
4-500001
4-500002
4-500003
4-500004
4-500005
4-500006
4-500007
4-500008
4-500009
4-500010

4-500999

4-500-1-1001

4-500-1-1002

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

Code

edding 500 permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 500 permanent marker
blister of 3 black
3x 001
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 22

edding 500 permanent marker
blister of 3 assorted
001-003
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 22

Order no.

4 004764 060320

4 004764 893690

4 004764 893720

Permanent markers

Product

4-500-1-1003

4-500-3-1001

4-500-3-1999

edding 550 permanent marker
Compact and handy permanent marker for marking and labelling almost
all materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, glass, plastic and wood. The
round nib has a stroke width of 3-4 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant
on almost all surfaces. Available in the colours black, red, blue and
green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink
with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a handy aluminium
marker. Ready to use. Handy pocket-sized format. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

002 red
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

003 blue
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

004 green
10 pieces

120 x 20 x 20

edding 550 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 550 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 22









Code
4 004764 023738
4 004764 023776
4 004764 023813
4 004764 023851

4 004764 792016

4 004764 797363


Order no.
4-550001
4-550002
4-550003
4-550004

4-550-1-1001

4-550-1-1002

049

Permanent markers

edding 800 permanent marker
Permanent marker for broad marking and labelling almost all materials,
e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, glass, plastic and wood. The chisel nib has
a stroke width of 4-12 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all
surfaces. Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow, orange
and brown. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour
ink with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a very robust aluminium
marker. Broad stroke. Ready to use. Large ink volume ensures broad
coverage. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of
losing it. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.


Product

050

















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

002 red
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

003 blue
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

004 green
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

005 yellow
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

006 orange
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

007 brown
5 pieces

158 x 28 x 28

edding 800 permanent marker
folding box of 5 assorted
001-005
1 piece

155 x 132 x 22

edding 800 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 30

edding 800 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 30

edding 800 permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 30

edding 800 permanent marker
blister of 2 black
2x 001
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 30







Code
4 004764 053834
4 004764 053872
4 004764 053919
4 004764 053957
4 004764 053995
4 004764 054039
4 004764 054077

4 004764 828623

4 004764 060412

4 004764 060429

4 004764 060436

4 004764 866373


Order no.
4-800001
4-800002
4-800003
4-800004
4-800005
4-800006
4-800007

4-800999

4-800-1-1001

4-800-1-1002

4-800-1-1003

4-800-2-1001

edding 850 permanent marker
Permanent markers

Permanent marker for large-scale marking and labelling of almost all
materials, e.g. paper, cardboard, metal, glass, plastic and wood. The
chisel nib has a stroke width of 5-15 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant
on almost all surfaces. Available in the colours black, red, blue and
green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink
with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a very robust aluminium
marker. Extra broad stroke. Ready to use. Large ink volume ensures
broad coverage. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent
risk of losing it. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
5 pieces

177 x 28 x 28

002 red
5 pieces

177 x 28 x 28

003 blue
5 pieces

177 x 28 x 28

004 green
5 pieces

177 x 28 x 28

edding 850 permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
4 pieces

207 x 90 x 30

edding 850 permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
4 pieces

207 x 90 x 30









Code
4 004764 054275
4 004764 054312
4 004764 054350
4 004764 054398

4 004764 894796

4 004764 894826


Order no.
4-850001
4-850002
4-850003
4-850004

4-850-1-4001

4-850-1-4002

051

Permanent markers

edding 2000 C permanent marker
Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1.5-3 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces.
Available in 10 different colours. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are
available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality
aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a solid aluminium
marker. Ready to use. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to
prevent risk of losing it. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

edding 2000 C permanent marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

140 x 75 x 30

edding 2000 C permanent marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 70 x 16

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16







Code
4 004764 878406
4 004764 878437
4 004764 878611
4 004764 878468
4 004764 950461
4 004764 950492
4 004764 950522
4 004764 950553
4 004764 950584
4 004764 950614

4 004764 950645

4 004764 879007

4 004764 893393


Order no.
4-2000C001
4-2000C002
4-2000C003
4-2000C004
4-2000C005
4-2000C006
4-2000C007
4-2000C008
4-2000C009
4-2000C010

4-2000C999

4-2000C-4

4-2000C-1-1001

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 1 red
002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 1 blue
003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 3 black
3x 001
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 3 red
3x 002
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 3 assorted
001-003
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 2000 C permanent marker
blister of 4 assorted
001-004
5 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

Code

4 004764 893805

4 004764 893836

4 004764 880003

4 004764 880034

4 004764 880096

4 004764 894499

Order no.

4-2000C-1-1002

4-2000C-1-1003

4-2000C-3-1001

4-2000C-3-1002

4-2000C-3-1999

4-2000C-4-4999

053

Permanent markers

Product

Permanent markers

edding 2200 C permanent marker
Permanent marker for marking and labelling almost all materials, e.g.
paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The chisel nib has a stroke
width of 1-5 mm. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces.
Available in 10 different colours. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are
available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene. High-quality
aluminium barrel.
Long lasting marks on a variety of materials with a solid aluminium
marker. Ready to use. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to
prevent risk of losing it. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product

054















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

edding 2200 C permanent marker
folding box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

140 x 77 x 30

edding 2200 C permanent marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16









Code
4 004764 878499
4 004764 878529
4 004764 878550
4 004764 878581
4 004764 950669
4 004764 950690
4 004764 950720
4 004764 950751
4 004764 950782
4 004764 950812

4 004764 950843

4 004764 893423


Order no.
4-2200C001
4-2200C002
4-2200C003
4-2200C004
4-2200C005
4-2200C006
4-2200C007
4-2200C008
4-2200C009
4-2200C010

4-2200C999

4-2200C-1-1001

Brilliant paper markers

Brilliant paper markers
Quality that never fails to impress. These brilliant markers for labelling paper or cardboard
are extremely lightfast. The permanent water-based pigment ink will not bleed through paper.
Additional benefits: waterproof, smudge-proof, wear-resistant and heat-resistant on virtually all
materials.
Both models are refillable and protect the environment thanks to being reusable.

edding 30 brilliant paper marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  056
edding 33 brilliant paper marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  057
Spare parts, inks and accessories  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  187

Overview of application areas

Paper

Cardboard

Plastic

Glass
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Brilliant paper markers

edding 30 brilliant paper marker
Brilliant paper marker for extremely lightfast labelling on paper and
cardboard in brilliant colours. The round nib has a stroke width of
1.5-3 mm. Ink does not bleed through onto the next page. The ink is
waterproof, smudge-proof, wear-resistant and heat-resistant on almost
all surfaces. Water-based, low odour ink with few resolvents. Available in
the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown and violet. The
product is refillable in the colours black, red, blue and green. Spare nibs
are available. The brilliant paper marker is also suitable for materials such
as plastic, metal and glass.
Permanent, lightfast ink with bright colours. Cap can be stored on the
end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling
away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Brilliant colours. Broad
colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 30 brilliant paper marker
set of 8 assorted
001-008
1 piece

60 x 60 x 143

edding 30 brilliant paper marker
blister of 4 assorted
001-004
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 21

Code
4 004764 305087
4 004764 305094
4 004764 305100
4 004764 305117
4 004764 064458
4 004764 064489
4 004764 064519
4 004764 064540

4 004764 099795

4 004764 893485

Order no.
4-30001
4-30002
4-30003
4-30004
4-30005
4-30006
4-30007
4-30008

4-30-8

4-30-4-1999

Brilliant paper markers

edding 33 brilliant paper marker
Brilliant paper marker for extremely lightfast labelling on paper and
cardboard in brilliant colours. The chisel nib has a stroke width of
1-5 mm. Ink does not bleed through onto the next page. The ink is
waterproof, smudge-proof, wear-resistant and heat-resistant on almost
all surfaces. Water-based, low odour ink with few resolvents. Available in
the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown and violet. The
product is refillable in the colours black, red, blue and green. Spare nibs
are available. The brilliant paper marker is also suitable for materials such
as plastic, metal and glass.
Permanent, lightfast ink with bright colours. Cap can be stored on the
end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling
away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Brilliant colours. Broad
colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 20 x 20

edding 33 brilliant paper marker
set of 8 assorted
001-008
1 piece

60 x 60 x 143


Code
4 004764 304851
4 004764 304868
4 004764 304875
4 004764 304882
4 004764 064571
4 004764 064601
4 004764 064632
4 004764 064663

4 004764 099818

Order no.
4-33001
4-33002
4-33003
4-33004
4-33005
4-33006
4-33007
4-33008

4-33-8

057

Flipchart markers

Flipchart markers
For the perfect presentation. Flipchart markers have been specially designed for writing and marking on
flipchart paper, presentation paper and cards. The ink is available in a wide range of brilliant colours and
will not bleed through to the next sheet of paper. The “no-cap” technology also means that the markers
do not dry out – even if the caps are left off for a few weeks at a time.
Almost all models are refillable and protect the environment thanks to being reusable.

edding 31

flipchart marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  059
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flipchart marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  060

edding 380 flipchart marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Overview of application areas*

Paper

Flipcharts

* At least 90% of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material (83% post-consumer)
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edding 31 EcoLine flipchart marker
Flipchart markers

Flipchart marker specially designed for writing and marking on flipchart
paper, presentation paper / cards and other paper sheets. At least 90%
of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material
(83% post-consumer). The round nib has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm.
The ink has a neutral smell, does not bleed through onto the next page
and is available in a range of brilliant colours. Thanks to the "cap-off"
technology, the cap can be left off for several weeks, without the product
drying out (test climate according to ISO 554). Available in the colours
black, red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are
available.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic used made from
recycled material (83% post-consumer). Easy identifiable eco-friendly
product design. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent
risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product













Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 31 EcoLine flipchart marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 68 x 21

Code
4 004764 947041
4 004764 947072
4 004764 947102
4 004764 947133

4 004764 957798

Order no.
4-31001
4-31002
4-31003
4-31004

4-31-4

059

Flipchart markers

edding 32 EcoLine flipchart marker
Flipchart marker specially designed for writing and marking on flipchart
paper, presentation paper / cards and other paper sheets. At least 90%
of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material
(83% post-consumer). The chisel nib has a stroke width of 1-5 mm.
The ink has a neutral smell, does not bleed through onto the next page
and is available in a range of brilliant colours. Thanks to the "cap-off"
technology, the cap can be left off for several weeks, without the product
drying out (test climate according to ISO 554). Available in the colours
black, red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are
available.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic used made from
recycled material (83% post-consumer). Easy identifiable eco-friendly
product design. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent
risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 32 EcoLine flipchart marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 68 x 21

Code
4 004764 946921
4 004764 946952
4 004764 946983
4 004764 947010

4 004764 957811

Order no.
4-32001
4-32002
4-32003
4-32004

4-32-4

edding 380 flipchart marker
Flipchart markers

Flipchart marker specially designed for writing and marking on flipchart
paper, presentation paper/cards and other paper sheets. The round nib
has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. The ink with a neutral smell, which is
available in a range of brilliant colours, does not bleed through onto the
next page. Thanks to the "cap-off" technology, the cap can be left off
for several weeks without the product drying out (test climate according
to ISO 554). Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. The
product is refillable. Spare nibs are available.
Ink does not bleed through the paper, cap can be left off for several
weeks without the product drying out (test climate according to ISO
554). Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing
it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and
objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product











Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 380 flipchart marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 80 x 20

Code
4 004764 013050
4 004764 013098
4 004764 013142
4 004764 013180

4 004764 013753

Order no.
4-380001
4-380002
4-380003
4-380004

4-380-4
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Flipchart markers

edding 383 flipchart marker
Flipchart marker specially designed for writing and marking on flipchart
paper, presentation paper/cards and other paper sheets. The chisel
nib has a stroke width of 1-5 mm. The ink with a neutral smell, which is
available in a range of brilliant colours, does not bleed through onto the
next page. Thanks to the "cap-off" technology, the cap can be left off
for several weeks without the product drying out (test climate according
to ISO 554). Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. The
product is refillable. Spare nibs are available.
Ink does not bleed through the paper, cap can be left off for several
weeks without the product drying out (test climate according to ISO
554). Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing
it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and
objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 383 flipchart marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 80 x 20

Code
4 004764 013814
4 004764 013852
4 004764 013890
4 004764 013937

4 004764 013784

Order no.
4-383001
4-383002
4-383003
4-383004

4-383-4

edding 388 flipchart marker
Flipchart markers

Flipchart marker specially designed for broad writing and marking on
flipchart paper, presentation paper/cards and other paper sheets. The
chisel nib has a stroke width of 4-12 mm. The ink with a neutral smell,
which is available in a range of brilliant colours, does not bleed through
onto the next page. Thanks to the "cap-off" technology, the cap can
be left off for several weeks without the product drying out (test climate
according to ISO 554). Available in the colours black, red, blue and
green. Spare nibs are available.
Ink does not bleed through the paper, cap can be left off for several
weeks without the product drying out (test climate according to ISO
554). Broad stroke. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to
prevent risk of losing it. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

158 x 26 x 26

002 red
10 pieces

158 x 26 x 26

003 blue
10 pieces

158 x 26 x 26

004 green
10 pieces

158 x 26 x 26

Code
4 004764 105472
4 004764 105502
4 004764 105533
4 004764 105564

Order no.
4-388001
4-388002
4-388003
4-388004
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Glassboard markers

Glassboard markers
For comprehensive note-taking and flexible corrections. The glassboard markers enable brilliant and
opaque writing and marking on Glass panels and on most other common glass materials. The ink can
be easily erased from glass panels when dry.
Before use, shake the glassboard marker, remove the cap and carefully pump up and down until
the ink fills the nib.

edding 90 glassboard marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Overview of application areas

Glassboard

064

Glass
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edding 90 glassboard marker
Glassboard markers

Glassboard marker for writing and marking on most glass surfaces and
glassboards. The writing is easily dry-wipeable from most glass surfaces
and glassboards. The round nib has a stroke width of 2-3 mm. The
glassboard marker ink has opaque and brilliant colours. The glassboard
marker ink is lightfast. Available in the colours black, red, yellow, violet,
light blue, light green and white.
Easily residue-free dry-wipeable, opaque and brilliant colours. Cap can
be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Broad
colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

011 light green
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

049 white
10 pieces

140 x 15 x 15

edding 90 glassboard marker
folding box of 10 assorted
4x 049, 2x 001, 1x 005, 1x 008, 1x 010,
1x 011
1 piece

143 x 95 x 40

edding 90 glassboard marker
set of 5 assorted
1x 001, 005, 008, 010, 011
1 piece

143 x 78 x 17

edding 90 glassboard marker
set of 5 assorted
1x 005, 008, 010, 011, 049
1 piece

143 x 78 x 17

edding 90 glassboard marker
set of 5 assorted
1 x 001, 002, 008, 010, 011
1 piece

143 x 78 x 17

edding 90 glassboard marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

Code
4 057305 002839
4 057305 003492
4 057305 002877
4 057305 002938
4 057305 003003
4 057305 003041
4 057305 003072

4 057305 003461

4 057305 003621

4 057305 003652

4 057305 019639

4 057305 005779

Order no.
4-90001
4-90002
4-90005
4-90008
4-90010
4-90011
4-90049

4-90999

4-90-5-999

4-90-5-099

4-90-5

4-90-1-1001

065

Glassboard markers

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 90 glassboard marker
blister of 1 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

Code

4 057305 006059

Order no.

4-90-1-1049

Chalk markers

Chalk markers
Creativity with chalk. Whether creating an opaque design, label or decoration, the chalk markers add
striking accents to non-porous materials in a wide range of different colours. Also available in bright
neon colours. Another benefit: the water-based liquid chalk can easily be erased using a damp cloth.
Before use, shake the chalk marker, remove the cap and carefully pump up and down until
the ink fills the nib.

edding 725 neon board marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Overview of application areas

Glass

Dark
chalk boards
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Chalk markers

edding 725 neon board marker
Neon board marker for non-permanent labelling and marking on darker
coloured boards and glass. The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all
non-porous surfaces. The chisel nib has a stroke width of 2-5 mm. The
board marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying. Available in the colours
white, neon blue, neon green, neon yellow and neon pink. With no added
butyl acetate.
Non-permanent neon colours. Dry wipeable and therefore easy to correct
or remove. Easy handling - Contrary to standard chalk, your hands will
not get dirty. Produces a more professional and elegant script or drawing
better than any chalk. Fluorescent colours become visible under UV light.
Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Foil
seal ensures the product is unused when purchased. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

049 white
10 pieces

140 x 17 x 17

063 neon blue
10 pieces

140 x 17 x 17

064 neon green
10 pieces

140 x 17 x 17

065 neon yellow
10 pieces

140 x 17 x 17

069 neon pink
10 pieces

140 x 17 x 17

edding 725 neon board marker
set of 5 assorted
049, 063, 064, 065, 069
1 piece

155 x 105 x 20

Code
4 004764 497133
4 004764 497171
4 004764 413591
4 004764 413607
4 004764 413621

4 004764 007592

Order no.
4-725049
4-725063
4-725064
4-725065
4-725069

4-725-5

edding 4090 chalk marker
Chalk markers

Chalk marker for non-permanent extra broad designing, decorating and
writing on non-porous surfaces, e.g. windows, dark boards, glass and
mirrors. The chisel nib has a stroke width of 4-15 mm. The opaque,
water-based liquid chalk with a neutral smell can be wiped off virtually all
non-porous surfaces with a damp cloth. Available in 10 different colours.
Opaque liquid chalk in a marker format. Extra broad stroke. Easy
handling - Unlike standard chalk, your hands will not get dirty. Produces
a more professional and elegant script or drawing - better than any
chalk. Wide range of brilliant colours - Moreover the fluorescent choice
of colours becomes visible under UV light. Cap can be stored on the end
of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Foil seal ensures the product is
unused when purchased. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product











Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

002 red
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

003 blue
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

004 green
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

011 light green
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

049 white
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

065 neon yellow
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

066 neon orange
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

069 neon pink
5 pieces

165 x 30 x 30

edding 4090 chalk marker
folding box of 5 assorted
001, 002, 049, 065, 069
1 piece

168 x 150 x 30

edding 4090 chalk marker
folding box of 5 assorted
003, 004, 007, 011, 066
1 piece

168 x 150 x 30

edding 4090 chalk marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

168 x 118 x 30

Code
4 004764 787708
4 004764 787739
4 004764 787760
4 004764 787791
4 004764 787852
4 004764 787975
4 004764 787883
4 004764 787913
4 004764 787944

4 004764 916849

4 004764 916863

4 004764 963652

Order no.
4-4090001
4-4090002
4-4090003
4-4090004
4-4090011
4-4090049
4-4090065
4-4090066
4-4090069

4-4090999

4-4090099

4-4090-4999

069

Chalk markers

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 4090 chalk marker
set of 5 assorted
2x 049, 1x 065, 066, 069
1 piece

168 x 146 x 30

edding 4090 chalk marker
blister of 1 black
001
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 31

edding 4090 chalk marker
blister of 1 red
002
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 31

edding 4090 chalk marker
blister of 1 blue
003
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 31

edding 4090 chalk marker
blister of 1 white
049
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 31

edding 4090 chalk marker
blister of 1 neon yellow
065
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 31

edding 4090 chalk marker
blister of 1 neon pink
069
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 31

edding 4090-4095 chalk marker display
of 44 assorted
The display contains 20 edding 4090 chalk
markers, 24 edding 4095 chalk markers, and
30 inspiration brochures
edding 4090: 5x 049, 3x 002, 3x 065, 2x 001,
2x 066, 2x 069, 1x 003, 1x 004, 1x 011
edding 4095: 8x 049, 3x 002, 3x 065, 2x 001,
2x 003, 2x 066, 2x 069, 1x 004, 1x 011
1 piece

170 x 220 x 275

Code

4 004764 963669

4 004764 868230

4 004764 836369

4 004764 836390

4 004764 830244

4 004764 836444

4 004764 868322

4 004764 891405

Order no.

4-4090-5999

4-4090-1-1001

4-4090-1-1002

4-4090-1-1003

4-4090-1-1049

4-4090-1-1065

4-4090-1-1069

4-50533

edding 4095 chalk marker
Chalk markers

Chalk marker for non-permanent designing, decorating and writing on
non-porous surfaces, e.g. windows, dark boards, glass and mirrors.
The round nib has a stroke width of 2-3 mm. The opaque, water-based
liquid chalk with a neutral smell can be wiped off virtually all non-porous
surfaces with a damp cloth. Available in the colours black, red, blue,
green, light green, white, neon yellow, neon orange and neon pink.
Opaque liquid chalk in a marker format. Easy handling - Unlike standard
chalk, your hands will not get dirty. Produces a more professional and
elegant script or drawing - better than any chalk. Wide range of brilliant
colours - Moreover the fluorescent choice of colours becomes visible
under UV light. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent
risk of losing it. Foil seal ensures the product is unused when purchased.
Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product











Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

002 red
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

003 blue
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

004 green
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

011 light green
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

049 white
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

065 neon yellow
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

066 neon orange
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

069 neon pink
10 pieces

140 x 16 x 16

edding 4095 chalk marker
folding box of 10 assorted
1x 001-004, 011, 065, 066, 069, 2x 049
1 piece

141 x 95 x 37

edding 4095 chalk marker
set of 4 assorted
1x 001-004
1 piece

142 x 63 x 17

edding 4095 chalk marker
set of 5 white
5x 049
1 piece

142 x 80 x 17

edding 4095 chalk marker
set of 5 assorted
2x 049, 1x 065, 066, 069
1 piece

142 x 80 x 17

Code
4 004764 788002
4 004764 788033
4 004764 788064
4 004764 788095
4 004764 887507
4 004764 788125
4 004764 887538
4 004764 887521
4 004764 887514

4 004764 916887

4 004764 963676

4 004764 963683

4 004764 963690

Order no.
4-4095001
4-4095002
4-4095-003
4-4095004
4-4095011
4-4095049
4-4095065
4-4095066
4-4095069

4-4095999

4-4095-4999

4-4095-5049

4-4095-5999
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Chalk markers

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 red
002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 blue
003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 light green
011
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 white
049
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 neon yellow
065
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 neon orange
066
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 1 neon pink
069
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 4095 chalk marker
blister of 2 white
2x 049
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 18

edding 4090-4095 chalk marker display
of 44 assorted
The display contains 20 edding 4090 chalk
markers, 24 edding 4095 chalk markers, and
30 inspiration brochures
edding 4090: 5x 049, 3x 002, 3x 065, 2x 001,
2x 066, 2x 069, 1x 003, 1x 004, 1x 011
edding 4095: 8x 049, 3x 002, 3x 065, 2x 001,
2x 003, 2x 066, 2x 069, 1x 004, 1x 011
1 piece

170 x 220 x 275

Code

4 004764 893669

4 004764 894048

4 004764 894079

4 004764 894109

4 004764 894130

4 004764 894161

4 004764 894192

4 004764 894222

4 004764 962631

4 004764 891405

Order no.

4-4095-1-1001

4-4095-1-1002

4-4095-1-1003

4-4095-1-1011

4-4095-1-1049

4-4095-1-1065

4-4095-1-1066

4-4095-1-1069

4-4095-2-1049

4-50533

Whiteboard markers

Whiteboard markers
Always at your service. Thanks to the “no-cap” technology, the whiteboard marker‘s cap can be left off
without drying out, even for a few days at a time. And of course they are perfect for writing and marking
on whiteboards. They are also lightfast and quick-drying, with no added butyl acetate. Whiteboard markers
are dry-wipeable from virtually all non-porous materials such as enamel, glass and melamine. The range is
supplemented by the useful accessory products, which are available individually or in a practical complete set.
Almost all models are refillable and protect the environment thanks to being reusable.

edding retract 12 whiteboard marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  074
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Area of application

Whiteboards

* At least 90% of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material (83% post-consumer)
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Whiteboard markers

edding retract 12 whiteboard marker
Whiteboard marker with push-button mechanism for one-handed
operations - for writing and marking on whiteboards and also suitable
for flipcharts. The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all non-porous
surfaces such as enamel and melamine. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1.5-3 mm. The retractable seal system prevents the marker
from drying out. The whiteboard marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. The product is
refillable. With no added butyl acetate.
Pushbutton-mechanism enables one-handed use, easily residue-free
dry wipeable from whiteboards. Ready to use. No cap to lose - capless
thanks to pushbutton mechnism. Practical clip prevents rolling away and
can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

002 red
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

003 blue
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

004 green
10 pieces

145 x 18 x 22

edding retract 12 whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

150 x 80 x 25

Code
4 004764 869541
4 004764 869558
4 004764 869565
4 004764 869572

4 004764 938100

Order no.
4-12001
4-12002
4-12003
4-12004

4-12-4

edding 28 EcoLine whiteboard marker
Whiteboard markers

Whiteboard marker for writing and marking on whiteboards and also
suitable for flipcharts. At least 90% of the total plastic used in the marker
is made from recycled material (83% post-consumer). The writing is
dry-wipeable from virtually all non-porous surfaces such as enamel and
melamine. The round nib has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. Thanks to the
"cap-off" technology, the cap can be left off for several days without the
product drying out (test climate according to ISO 554). The whiteboard
marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying. Available in the colours black,
red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available.
With no added butyl acetate.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic used made from
recycled material (83% post-consumer). Easy identifiable eco-friendly
product design. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent
risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product













Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 28 EcoLine whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 68 x 22

edding 28 EcoLine whiteboard marker
blister of 4 assorted
001-004
8 pieces

210 x 115 x 21

Code
4 004764 918140
4 004764 918171
4 004764 918201
4 004764 918232

4 004764 918263

4 004764 934232

Order no.
4-28001
4-28002
4-28003
4-28004

4-28-4

4-28-4-1999
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Whiteboard markers

edding 29 EcoLine whiteboard marker
Whiteboard marker for writing and marking on whiteboards and also
suitable for flipcharts. At least 90% of the total plastic used in the marker
is made from recycled material (83% post-consumer). The writing is
dry-wipeable from virtually all non-porous surfaces such as enamel and
melamine. The chisel nib has a stroke width of 1-5 mm. Thanks to the
"cap-off" technology, the cap can be left off for several days without the
product drying out (test climate according to ISO 554). The whiteboard
marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying. Available in the colours black,
red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available.
With no added butyl acetate.
Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the total plastic used made from
recycled material (83% post-consumer). Easy identifiable eco-friendly
product design. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent
risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 29 EcoLine whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

145 x 70 x 21

Code
4 004764 918324
4 004764 918478
4 004764 918355
4 004764 918386

4 004764 918430

Order no.
4-29001
4-29002
4-29003
4-29004

4-29-4

edding 250 whiteboard marker
Whiteboard markers

Whiteboard marker for writing and marking on whiteboards and also
suitable for flipcharts. The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all nonporous surfaces such as enamel and melamine. The round nib has
a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. Thanks to the "cap-off" technology, the
cap can be left off for several days without the product drying out (test
climate according to ISO 554). The whiteboard marker ink is lightfast and
quick-drying. Available in 10 different colours. Refillable in the colours
black, red, blue and green. Spare nibs are available. With no added butyl
acetate. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Easily residue-free dry wipeable from whiteboards, product with solid
aluminium barrel, cap can be left off for several days without the product
drying out (test climate according to ISO 554). Cap can be stored on the
end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Broad colour assortment.
High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

edding 250 whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 70 x 19

edding 250 whiteboard marker
blister of 4 assorted
001-004
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 19

Code
4 004764 012916
4 004764 012923
4 004764 012930
4 004764 012947
4 004764 012954
4 004764 012961
4 004764 012978
4 004764 012985
4 004764 012992
4 004764 013005

4 004764 054800

4 004764 800544

Order no.
4-250001
4-250002
4-250003
4-250004
4-250005
4-250006
4-250007
4-250008
4-250009
4-250010

4-250-4

4-250-4-1999
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Whiteboard markers

edding 360 whiteboard marker
Whiteboard marker for writing and marking on whiteboards and also
suitable for flipcharts. The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all nonporous surfaces such as enamel and melamine. The round nib has
a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. Thanks to the "cap-off" technology, the
cap can be left off for several days without the product drying out (test
climate according to ISO 554). The whiteboard marker ink is lightfast and
quick-drying. Available in 10 different colours. Refillable in the colours
black, red, blue and green. Spare nibs are available. With no added butyl
acetate.
Easily residue-free dry wipeable from whiteboards, cap can be left off
for several days without the product drying out (test climate according
to ISO 554). Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 360 whiteboard marker
folding box of 10 assorted
3x 001, 3x 003, 2x 002, 2x 004
10 pieces

140 x 94 x 42

edding 360 whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 75 x 21

edding 360 whiteboard marker
set of 8 assorted
001-008
1 piece

145 x 145 x 20

Code
4 004764 391257
4 004764 391264
4 004764 391271
4 004764 391288
4 004764 924585
4 004764 924615
4 004764 924646
4 004764 924677
4 004764 985326
4 004764 985296

4 057305 012753

4 004764 022854

4 004764 925087

Order no.
4-360001
4-360002
4-360003
4-360004
4-360005
4-360006
4-360007
4-360008
4-360009
4-360010

4-360999

4-360-4

4-360-8

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 360 whiteboard marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 21

edding 360 whiteboard marker
blister of 4 assorted
001-004
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 21

Code

4 004764 793242

4 004764 800872

Order no.
Whiteboard markers

Product

4-360-1-1001

4-360-4-1999

edding 361 whiteboard marker
Whiteboard marker for fine-lined writing and marking on whiteboards and
also suitable for flipcharts. The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all
non-porous surfaces such as enamel and melamine. The round nib has
a stroke width of 1 mm. The whiteboard marker ink is lightfast and quickdrying. Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow, orange,
brown and violet. Refillable in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Spare nibs are available. With no added butyl acetate.
Easily residue-free dry wipeable from whiteboards. Fine stroke. Cap can
be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Broad
colour assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

002 red
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

003 blue
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

004 green
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

005 yellow
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

006 orange
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

007 brown
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

008 violet
10 pieces

144 x 16 x 16

edding 361 whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

175 x 63 x 16

Code
4 004764 104567
4 004764 104574
4 004764 104581
4 004764 104598
4 004764 924905
4 004764 924936
4 004764 925025
4 004764 925056

4 004764 109265

Order no.
4-361001
4-361002
4-361003
4-361004
4-361005
4-361006
4-361007
4-361008

4-361-4
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Whiteboard markers

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 361 whiteboard marker
set of 8 assorted
001-008
1 piece

155 x 115 x 16

Code

4 004764 925117

Order no.

4-361-8

edding 363 whiteboard marker
Whiteboard marker for writing and marking on whiteboards and also
suitable for flipcharts. The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all nonporous surfaces such as enamel and melamine. The chisel nib has a
stroke width of 1-5 mm. Easily residue-free dry wipeable, cap can be left
off for several days without the product drying out (test climate according
to ISO 554). The whiteboard marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying.
Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown
and violet. Refillable in the colours black, red, blue and green. Spare nibs
are available. With no added butyl acetate.
Easily residue-free dry wipeable from whiteboards, cap can be left off
for several days without the product drying out (test climate according
to ISO 554). Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. Broad colour assortment. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 19 x 19

edding 363 whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 75 x 20

edding 363 whiteboard marker
set of 8 assorted
001-008
1 piece

145 x 140 x 20

Code
4 004764 000128
4 004764 000319
4 004764 000364
4 004764 000418
4 004764 924707
4 004764 924769
4 004764 924790

4 004764 099344

4 004764 925148

Order no.
4-363001
4-363002
4-363003
4-363004
4-363005
4-363007
4-363008

4-363-4

4-363-8

edding 365 whiteboard marker
Whiteboard markers

Compact and handy whiteboard marker for broad writing and marking
on whiteboards and also suitable for flipcharts. The writing is drywipeable from virtually all non-porous surfaces such as enamel and
melamine. The chisel nib has a stroke width of 2-7 mm. Thanks to the
"cap-off" technology, the cap can be left off for several days without the
product drying out (test climate according to ISO 554). The whiteboard
marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying. Available in the colours black,
red, blue and green. The product is refillable. Spare nibs are available.
With no added butyl acetate.
Easily residue-free dry wipeable from whiteboards, cap can be left off for
several days without the product drying out (test climate according to
ISO 554). Broad stroke. Handy format due to short barrel. Cap can be
stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

120 x 21 x 21

002 red
10 pieces

120 x 21 x 21

003 blue
10 pieces

120 x 21 x 21

004 green
10 pieces

120 x 21 x 21

edding 365 whiteboard marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

155 x 100 x 22

Code
4 004764 105328
4 004764 105359
4 004764 105380
4 004764 105410

4 004764 105458

Order no.
4-365001
4-365002
4-365003
4-365004

4-365-4
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Whiteboard markers

edding 366 whiteboard marker
Handy whiteboard marker for writing and marking on whiteboards.
The writing is dry-wipeable from virtually all non-porous surfaces such
as enamel and melamine. The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm.
The whiteboard marker ink is lightfast and quick-drying. Available in the
colours black, red, blue and green. With no added butyl acetate.
Handy model, easily residue-free dry wipeable. Handy pocket-sized
format. Pluggable cap reduces the risk of loss. High-quality brand
product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

104 x 11 x 11

002 red
10 pieces

104 x 11 x 11

003 blue
10 pieces

104 x 11 x 11

004 green
10 pieces

104 x 11 x 11

Code
4 004764 932139
4 004764 932146
4 004764 932160
4 004764 932177

Order no.
4-366001
4-366002
4-366003
4-366004

CD/DVD/BD markers

CD/DVD/BD markers
Maximum data security guaranteed. Specially developed for labelling CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray
Discs, these markers have a soft, flexible nib meaning that they will not damage the surface of
the discs.
Models available in permanent and non-permanent versions.

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding 8500 RW CD/DVD/BD marker non-permanent 085

Area of application

CD/DVD/BD

083

CD/DVD/BD markers

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
CD/DVD/BD marker, ideal for the permanent labelling of CDs, DVDs
and Blu-ray discs. The round nib has a stroke width of 0.5-1 mm. The
permanent ink and the soft, flexible nib does not damage surfaces and,
as such, ensures maximum data safety. Available in the colours black,
red, blue and green. The product is recommended by VERBATIM.
Maximum of data safety for permanent markings, recommended by
VERBATIM. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on
clothes and objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 63 x 16

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
blister of 1 green
004
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
blister of 2 black
2x 001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
blister of 4 black
4x 001
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
blister of 4 assorted
1x 001-004
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 16

Code
4 004764 782703
4 004764 827145
4 004764 827176
4 004764 827206

4 004764 828906

4 004764 794072

4 004764 895458

4 004764 867349

4 004764 857715

4 004764 828654

Order no.
4-8400001
4-8400002
4-8400003
4-8400004

4-8400-4

4-8400-1-1001

4-8400-1-1004

4-8400-2-1001

4-8400-4-1001

4-8400-4-1999

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker
display of 50 black
The display contains 50 edding 8400
CD/DVD/BD markers
50x 001
1 piece

160 x 200 x 270

Code

4 004764 784813

Order no.
CD/DVD/BD markers

Product

4-50317

edding 8500 RW CD/DVD/BD marker non-permanent
CD/DVD/BD marker, ideal for the non-permanent labelling of CDs,
DVDs and Blu-ray discs. The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm.
The water-based non-permanent ink and the soft, flexible nib does not
damage surfaces and, as such, ensures maximum data safety. Available
in the colour black. The labelling can be removed without leaving any
marks using a soft, moistened cloth. The product is recommended by
VERBATIM.
Maximum of data safety for non-permanent marking, recommended by
VERBATIM. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on
clothes and objects. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

edding 8500 RW CD/DVD/BD marker
non-permanent
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 16

Code
4 004764 843138

4 004764 843206

Order no.
4-8500001

4-8500-1-1001
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Fineliners

Fineliners
For that subtle difference. Perfect for fine and precise writing, sketching and drawing.
The water-based ink is available in a range of attractive colours.
Many models are refillable and protect the environment thanks to being reusable.

edding 55 fineliner  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  087
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Area of application

Paper
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edding 55 fineliner
Fineliners

Fineliner for writing, sketching, illustrating and creating layouts on
light-coloured paper. The metal-framed plastic nib has a stroke width
of 0.3 mm. The water-based ink is water-soluble until dry and does not
bleed through paper. Available in 16 different colours.
Metal-framed plastic nib for added durability. Extra-fine stroke for
precise application. Wide range of intense and delicate colours. The
e-55, e-1200, e-1300 and e-1340 colours are perfectly coordinated and
complement one another, making them particularly easy to combine.
Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it.
Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product





Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

007 brown
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

011 light green
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

012 grey
10 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

014 turquoise
5 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

017 steel blue
5 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

019 carmine red
5 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

020 magenta
5 pieces

167 x 15 x 15

edding 55 fineliner
metal box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

175 x 140 x 14

Code
4 004764 338689
4 004764 338696
4 004764 338702
4 004764 338719
4 004764 338726
4 004764 338733
4 004764 338740
4 004764 338757
4 004764 338764
4 004764 338771
4 004764 338788
4 004764 338795
4 004764 009404
4 004764 009435
4 004764 009459
4 004764 009466

4 004764 886821

Order no.
4-55001
4-55002
4-55003
4-55004
4-55005
4-55006
4-55007
4-55008
4-55009
4-55010
4-55011
4-55012
4-55014
4-55017
4-55019
4-55020

4-55-10
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Fineliners

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 55 fineliner
metal box of 16 assorted
001-012, 014, 017, 019, 020
1 piece

235 x 177 x 14

edding Colour Happy big box
The Colour Happy big box contains 69
perfectly coordinated pens including the new
pastel pen white, and the brush pen colour
mixer
edding 55: 002-006, 009-012, 014, 019, 020
edding 1300: 001-017, 019, 022, 026, 029032, 035-036, 043, 045-046, 048
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
edding 1500: 049
edding 1800: 001
edding 2185: 053-054, 073-074, 079
1 piece

120 x 120 x 182

Code

4 004764 886838

4 057305 000255

Order no.

4-55-16

4-CH69+1

edding 88 office liner F
Fineliner for fine and precise writing and signing on paper surfaces. The
round nib has a stroke width of 0.6 mm. Water-based ink. Available in
the colours black, red, blue and green.
Precise writing characteristics. Cap can be stored on the end of the
barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and
can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality brand product.
Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

Code
4 004764 040636
4 004764 040643
4 004764 040650
4 004764 040667

Order no.
4-88001
4-88002
4-88003
4-88004

edding 89 office liner EF
Fineliners

Fineliner for extra fine and precise writing and signing on paper surfaces.
The metal-framed plastic nib has a stroke width of 0.3 mm. Water-based
ink. Available in 10 different colours.
Precise writing characteristics. Cap can be stored on the end of the
barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and
can be secured on clothes and objects. Broad colour assortment. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product




Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

150 x 15 x 15

edding 89 office liner EF
set of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

180 x 130 x 15

edding 89 office liner EF
blister of 3 assorted
001-003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 19

Code
4 004764 041114
4 004764 041121
4 004764 041138
4 004764 041145
4 004764 049325

4 004764 032143

4 004764 819652

Order no.
4-89001
4-89002
4-89003
4-89004
4-89008

4-89-10

4-89-3-1999

089

Fineliners

edding 1700 VARIO fineliner
Fineliner for fine and precise writing and signing on paper surfaces. The
metal-framed round nib has a stroke width of 0.5 mm. The rubber grip
zone is elastic and non-slip and makes writing a comfortable experience.
Water-based ink. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. The
product can be refilled with all refills from the edding 1700 VARIO series
and virtually all European refills. Comes with edding 1706 M VARIO
cartridge.
Grip zone for comfortable and pleasant writing. Cap can be stored on
the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

144 x 17 x 17

002 red
10 pieces

144 x 17 x 17

003 blue
10 pieces

144 x 17 x 17

004 green
10 pieces

144 x 17 x 17

Code
4 004764 873265
4 004764 873234
4 004764 873272
4 004764 873302

Order no.
4-1700-4001
4-1700-4002
4-1700-4003
4-1700-4004

Gel rollers

Gel rollers
The special gel ink makes it possible. Gel rollers allow for extremely precise, soft and fluid writing on
paper and cardboard. With their non-slip rubber grip zone, they are secure and comfortable to hold.
Available in a wide range of attractive colours, including pastel and metallic colours. The metallic
colours create fantastic effects thanks to their high coverage on dark paper and cardboard. The
metal-framed nibs are highly durable and robust.

edding 2185 gel roller  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Overview of application areas*

Paper

Dark paper

Cardboard

* Detailed information in individual product sections
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Gel rollers

edding 2185 gel roller
Gel roller for particularly smooth and precise writing on light-coloured
and - for metallic and pastel colours - even on dark-coloured paper. The
metal-framed roller nib has a stroke width of 0.7 mm. Special waterbased gel ink. Available in 16 different colours.
Particularly smooth and precise writing. Metal-framed extra-fine roller
nib for enhanced durability and precision. Wide range of brilliant colours:
standard, metallic and pastel. Soft, elastic and non-slip rubber grip zone
for added comfort. Cap with practical clip - can be stored on end of
barrel. Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity.
High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

008 violet
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

009 pink
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

010 light blue
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

053 gold
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

054 silver
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

055 copper
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

073 blue metallic
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

074 green metallic
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

078 violet metallic
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

079 pink metallic
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

135 pastel yellow
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

136 pastel orange
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

edding 2185 gel roller
set of 3 assorted standard
001-003
1 piece

155 x 42 x 15

Code
4 004764 864904
4 004764 864942
4 004764 864980
4 004764 865024
4 004764 865062
4 004764 865109
4 004764 865147
4 004764 105809
4 004764 105847
4 004764 105885
4 004764 106042
4 004764 106080
4 004764 106127
4 004764 106165
4 004764 865468
4 004764 865505

4 004764 865581

Order no.
4-2185001
4-2185002
4-2185003
4-2185004
4-2185008
4-2185009
4-2185010
4-2185053
4-2185054
4-2185055
4-2185073
4-2185074
4-2185078
4-2185079
4-2185135
4-2185136

4-2185-3099

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 2185 gel roller
set of 3 assorted
053-055
1 piece

155 x 42 x 15

edding 2185 gel roller
set of 5 assorted metallic
053, 054, 073, 074, 079
1 piece

155 x 65 x 15

edding 2185 gel roller
set of 5 assorted standard
001-004, 009
1 piece

155 x 65 x 15

edding 2185 gel roller
set of 7 assorted standard
001-004, 008-010
1 piece

155 x 87 x 15

edding 2185 gel roller
set of 7 assorted metallic
053-055, 073, 074, 078, 079
1 piece

155 x 87 x 15

edding 2185 gel roller
blister of 2 assorted
002,003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 2185 gel roller
blister of 2 assorted
053, 054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 2185 gel roller
display of 145 assorted
The display contains 145 edding 2185
gel rollers
30x 053, 30x 054, 15x 055, 10x 073,
10x 074, 10x 078, 10x 079, 5x 001, 5x 002,
5x 003, 5x 004, 5x 008, 5x 009
1 piece

153 x 205 x 275

edding 1800-2185 handlettering
starter set of 4
The set contains three edding 1800 precision
fineliners with stroke widths 0.25 mm, 0.5
mm and 0.7 mm, and one edding 2185 gel
roller with stroke width 0.7 mm
edding 1800: 3x 001
edding 2185: 1x 053
1 piece

15 x 57 x 175

Code

4 004764 871605

4 004764 865611

4 004764 865604

4 004764 865628

4 004764 865635

4 057305 009401

4 004764 961559

4 057305 008602

4 004764 984404

Order no.

4-2185-3999

Gel rollers

Product

4-2185-5999

4-2185-5099

4-2185-7099

4-2185-7999

4-2185-2-1-2-3

4-2185-2-1-53-54

4-51570

4-1800-2185-4
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Gel rollers

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 1800-2185-1340 tangle
display of 20 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
1340/10S Tangle brush pens and 10 sets of
edding 1800/2185/4S Tangle Outline
10x edding 1340/10S: 001-010
10x edding 1800/2185/4S:
edding 1800: 3x 001,
edding 2185: 1x 053
1 piece

220 x 240 x 330

edding Colour Happy big box
The Colour Happy big box contains 69
perfectly coordinated pens including the new
pastel pen white, and the brush pen colour
mixer
edding 55: 002-006, 009-012, 014, 019, 020
edding 1300: 001-017, 019, 022, 026, 029032, 035-036, 043, 045-046, 048
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
edding 1500: 049
edding 1800: 001
edding 2185: 053-054, 073-074, 079
1 piece

120 x 120 x 182

Code

4 004764 985395

4 057305 000255

Order no.

4-51515

4-CH69+1

Non-Permanent pens

Non-permanent pens
Quick erasing with a single wipe. Specially developed for writing on acetate slides such as
overhead slides, these non-permanent pens are also perfectly suited for use on many other
materials. The ink is smudge-proof, water-soluble, quick-drying, and can be wiped off virtually
all non-porous surfaces with a damp cloth.
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Overview of application areas

Slides

Glass
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Non-permanent pens

edding 150 S non-permanent pen
Non-permanent pen for very fine writing on almost all non-porous plastic
surfaces. Writing can be corrected using water. The metal-framed
round nib has a stroke width of 0.3 mm. The non-permanent pen ink is
smudge-proof and quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue
and green.
Ideal for non-permanent writing on transparent materials. High
transparency, enabling high edge definition when reproduced in
projection. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on
clothes and objects. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

edding 150 S non-permanent pen
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 059331
4 004764 003266
4 004764 003303
4 004764 003341

4 004764 003792

Order no.
4-150001
4-150002
4-150003
4-150004

4-150-4

edding 151 F non-permanent pen
Non-permanent pens

Non-permanent pen for fine writing on almost all non-porous plastic
surfaces. Writing can be corrected using water. The round nib has a
stroke width of 0.6 mm. The non-permanent pen ink is smudge-proof
and quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Ideal for non-permanent writing on transparent materials. High
transparency, enabling high edge definition when reproduced in
projection. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on
clothes and objects. High-quality brand product.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

edding 151 F non-permanent pen
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 007387
4 004764 007417
4 004764 007448
4 004764 007479

4 004764 125340

Order no.
4-151001
4-151002
4-151003
4-151004

4-151-4

097

Non-permanent pens

edding 152 M non-permanent pen
Non-permanent pen for medium-sized writing on almost all non-porous
plastic surfaces. Writing can be corrected using water. The round nib has
a stroke width of 1 mm. The non-permanent pen ink is smudge-proof
and quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Ideal for non-permanent writing on transparent materials. High
transparency, enabling high edge definition when reproduced in
projection. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on
clothes and objects. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

edding 152 M non-permanent pen
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 058938
4 004764 002474
4 004764 002511
4 004764 002566

4 004764 003556

Order no.
4-152001
4-152002
4-152003
4-152004

4-152-4

Permanent pens

Permanent pens
When you need something to last. Leave a lasting impression on virtually all smooth
plastic materials or glass. Waterproof, quick-drying ink for permanent writing.

edding 140 S permanent pen  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Overview of application areas

Slides

Plastic

Glass
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Permanent pens

edding 140 S permanent pen
Permanent pen for very fine permanent writing on virtually all non-porous
plastic surfaces. Writing can be corrected using alcohol. The metalframed round nib has a stroke width of 0.3 mm. The permanent pen ink
is waterproof and quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue,
green, orange and brown.
Ideal for permanent writing on transparent materials. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Broad colour
assortment. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

006 orange
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

007 brown
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

edding 140 S permanent pen
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 001606
4 004764 001644
4 004764 001682
4 004764 001729
4 004764 001842
4 004764 001880

4 004764 002351

Order no.
4-140001
4-140002
4-140003
4-140004
4-140006
4-140007

4-140-4

edding 141 F permanent pen
Permanent pens

Permanent pen for fine permanent writing on virtually all non-porous
plastic surfaces. Writing can be corrected using alcohol. The round nib
has a stroke width of 0.6 mm. The permanent pen ink is waterproof and
quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, orange and
brown.
Ideal for permanent writing on transparent materials. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Broad colour
assortment. High-quality brand product.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

006 orange
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

007 brown
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

edding 141 F permanent pen
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 001330
4 004764 001361
4 004764 004720
4 004764 004751
4 004764 004829
4 004764 004850

4 004764 124428

Order no.
4-141001
4-141002
4-141003
4-141004
4-141006
4-141007

4-141-4
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Permanent pens

edding 142 M permanent pen
Permanent pen for medium-sized permanent writing on virtually all
non-porous plastic surfaces. Writing can be corrected using alcohol.
The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. The permanent pen ink is
waterproof and quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue,
green, orange and brown.
Ideal for permanent writing on transparent materials. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Broad colour
assortment. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

006 orange
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

007 brown
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

edding 142 M permanent pen
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

170 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 000760
4 004764 000807
4 004764 000883
4 004764 000920
4 004764 001002
4 004764 001088

4 004764 001965

Order no.
4-142001
4-142002
4-142003
4-142004
4-142006
4-142007

4-142-4

edding 143 B permanent pen
Permanent pens

Permanent pen for broad permanent writing on virtually all non-porous
plastic surfaces. Writing can be corrected using alcohol. The chisel nib
has a stroke width of 1-3 mm. The permanent pen ink is waterproof and
quick-drying. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Ideal for permanent writing on transparent materials. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality
brand product.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 14 x 14

Code
4 004764 001163
4 004764 001200
4 004764 001248
4 004764 001392

Order no.
4-143001
4-143002
4-143003
4-143004
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Precision fineliners

Precision fineliners
Perfect precision. The precision fineliners with their fine, metal-framed nibs are the perfect solution
whenever accuracy is key. Ideal for sketches, technical drawings, drawing zendoodle patterns,
art therapy, mandalas or working with stencils. The pigment ink is waterproof and lightfast.
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Area of application

Paper
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edding 1800 profipen
Precision fineliners

Precision fineliner for writing and precise sketching on light-coloured
paper. The metal-framed plastic nib is available in stroke widths of 0.25
mm, 0.35 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm. The pigment ink is waterproof and
extremely lightfast. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Highly precise writing and sketching results. Easy and clean to use for
uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Cap with practical metal clip can be stored on end of barrel. The cap has a high-quality stainless steel
clip. High-quality brand product.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
0,25 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

002 red
0,25 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

003 blue
0,25 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

004 green
0,25 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

001 black
0,35 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

002 red
0,35 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

003 blue
0,35 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

004 green
0,35 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

001 black
0,5 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

002 red
0,5 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

003 blue
0,5 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

004 green
0,5 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

001 black
0,7 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

002 red
0,7 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

003 blue
0,7 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

Code
4 004764 043859

4 004764 043866

4 004764 043873

4 004764 043880

4 004764 044108

4 004764 044115

4 004764 044122

4 004764 044139

4 004764 044351

4 004764 044368

4 004764 044375

4 004764 044382

4 004764 325726

4 004764 325733

4 004764 325740

Order no.
4-180001001

4-180001002

4-180001003

4-180001004

4-180003001

4-180003002

4-180003003

4-180003004

4-180005001

4-180005002

4-180005003

4-180005004

4-180007001

4-180007002

4-180007003
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Precision fineliners

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

004 green
0,7 mm
10 pieces

135 x 13 x 13

edding 1800 profipen
set of 3 black
3x 001: 1x 0.25 mm, 1x 0.35 mm, 1x 0.5 mm
1 piece

140 x 50 x 13

edding 1800 profipen 0.1
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 13

edding 1800 profipen 0.3
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 13

edding 1800 profipen 0.5
blister of 1 black
001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 13

edding 1800-2185 handlettering
starter set of 4
The set contains three edding 1800 precision
fineliners with stroke widths 0.25 mm, 0.5
mm and 0.7 mm, and one edding 2185 gel
roller with stroke width 0.7 mm
edding 1800: 3x 001
edding 2185: 1x 053
1 piece

15 x 57 x 175

edding 1800-2185-1340 tangle
display of 20 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
1340/10S Tangle brush pens and 10 sets of
edding 1800/2185/4S Tangle Outline
10x edding 1340/10S: 001-010
10x edding 1800/2185/4S:
edding 1800: 3x 001,
edding 2185: 1x 053
1 piece

220 x 240 x 330

edding Colour Happy big box
The Colour Happy big box contains 69
perfectly coordinated pens including the new
pastel pen white, and the brush pen colour
mixer
edding 55: 002-006, 009-012, 014, 019, 020
edding 1300: 001-017, 019, 022, 026, 029032, 035-036, 043, 045-046, 048
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
edding 1500: 049
edding 1800: 001
edding 2185: 053-054, 073-074, 079
1 piece

120 x 120 x 182

Code
4 004764 325757

4 004764 044603

4 004764 061686

4 004764 061716

4 004764 061747

4 004764 984404

4 004764 985395

4 057305 000255

Order no.
4-180007004

4-1800-3

4-180001-1-1001

4-180003-1-1001

4-180005-1-1001

4-1800-2185-4

4-51515

4-CH69+1

Precision fineliners

edding 1880 drawliner
Precision fineliner for precise sketching on light-coloured paper.
The metal-framed plastic nib is available in stroke widths of 0.2 mm,
0.25 mm, 0.3 mm, 0.35 mm, 0.45 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm, 0.8 mm.
The pigment ink is waterproof and extremely lightfast. Available in the
colour black.
Different stroke widths provide variety in precision sketching. Easy
and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Cap with
practical clip - can be stored on end of barrel. The cap features a clip,
perfect for attaching to a pen holder or notebook. High-quality brand
product.



Product




















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
0,2 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,25 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,3 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,35 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,45 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,5 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,6 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,7 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
0,8 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

001 black
1 mm
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

edding 1880 drawliner
set of 4 black
4x 001: 1x 0.25 mm, 1x 0.35 mm 1x 0.5 mm,
1x 0.7 mm
1 piece

150 x 55 x 15

Code
4 004764 845811

4 004764 028832

4 004764 817504

4 004764 028993

4 004764 860005

4 004764 029167

4 004764 881109

4 004764 029334

4 004764 860043

4 004764 881147

4 004764 285532

Order no.
4-1880005001

4-188001001

4-188002001

4-188003001

4-188004001

4-188005001

4-188006001

4-188007001

4-188008001

4-188010001

4-1880-4
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Highlighters

Highlighters
Eye-catching. Bright. Striking. For unique marking and highlighting of text passages
and notes. The water-based ink is available in brilliant neon colours.
Almost all models are refillable and protect the environment thanks to being reusable.

edding 7 mini highlighter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  109
edding 7 mini pastel colours  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  110
edding 24

highlighter  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

112

edding 345 highlighter  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  113
Spare parts, inks and accessories  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  187

Area of application

Paper

* At least 90% of the total plastic used in the marker is made from recycled material (83% post-consumer)
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edding 7 mini highlighter
Highlighters

Luminous highlighter in trendy and practical mini format. The chisel nib
has a stroke width of 1-3 mm. Water-based neon inks in brilliant colours.
Available in the bright neon colours yellow, orange, blue, green and pink.
The non-slip and ergonomic grip zone makes marking texts easy and
comfortable. Fits in even the smallest of bags, making it ideal for use on
the go.
Highlighter in convenient pocket size, ideal for children's hands. Trend
product: Highligther in mini size. Fits in the smallest bag, ideal for on the
go. High-quality brand product.


Product





Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7 mini highlighter
set of 4 assorted
064, 065, 066, 069
20 pieces

80 x 60 x 20

edding 7 mini highlighter
blister of 5 assorted
063-066, 069
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 17

edding 7 mini highlighter
display of 100 assorted
The display contains 100 edding 7 mini
highlighters
40x 065, 20x 064, 17x 069, 13x 066,
10x 063
1 piece

165 x 250 x 260

edding 7 mini highlighter
polybag of 10 neon blue
10x 063
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

edding 7 mini highlighter
polybag of 10 neon green
10x 064
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

edding 7 mini highlighter
polybag of 10 neon yellow
10x 065
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

edding 7 mini highlighter
polybag of 10 neon orange
10x 066
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

Code

4 004764 958818

4 004764 958795

4 004764 958801

4 004764 977130

4 004764 977154

4 004764 977178

4 004764 977192

Order no.

4-7-4

4-7-5-1999

4-51641

4-7-10063

4-7-10064

4-7-10065

4-7-10066
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Highlighters

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7 mini highlighter
polybag of 10 neon pink
10x 069
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

Code

4 004764 977215

Order no.

4-7-10069

edding 7 mini pastel colours
Mini highlighter in soft, trendy pastel colours. The chisel nib has a stroke
width of 1-3 mm. Water-based ink that does not bleed through paper.
Available in the colours pastel yellow, pastel green, pastel blue, pastel
violet and pastel rose. The non-slip, ergonomic grip zone makes it easy
and comfortable to use. Fits in even the smallest of bags, making it ideal
for use on the go.
Highlighter in convenient pocket size, ideal for use on the go. Soft pastel
colours for subtle effects. Handy for making notes, sketches and for
highlighting texts. Compact size fits in the smallest of bags, ideal for use
on the go. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7 mini pastel colours
set of 4 assorted
138,134,139,137
20 pieces

80 x 60 x 20

edding 7 mini pastel colours
blister of 5 assorted
135,137,139,134,138
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 17

edding 7 mini pastel colours
display of 100 assorted
The display contains 100 edding 7 mini pastel
colours highlighters
20x 135,137,139,134,138
1 piece

165 x 250 x 260

edding 7 mini pastel colours
polybag of 10 pastel violet
134
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

edding 7 mini pastel colours
polybag of 10 pastel yellow
135
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

Code

4 057305 023322

4 057305 023353

4 057305 023384

4 057305 025340

4 057305 025364

Order no.

4-7-4099

4-7-5-1099

4-52211

4-7-10134

4-7-10135

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7 mini pastel colours
polybag of 10 pastel green
137
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

edding 7 mini pastel colours
polybag of 10 pastel rose
138
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

edding 7 mini pastel colours
polybag of 10 pastel blue
139
1 piece

90 x 65 x 32

Code

4 057305 025388

4 057305 025401

4 057305 025425

Order no.

Highlighters

Product

4-7-10137

4-7-10138

4-7-10139
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Highlighters

edding 24 EcoLine highlighter
Highlighter for the luminous marking and highlighting of text passages
and notes on almost all paper surfaces. Awarded the "Blue Angel"
eco-label. At least 90% of the cap and barrel are made from renewable
resources. The chisel nib has a stroke width of 2-5 mm. Water-based
neon inks in brilliant colours. Available in the bright neon colours yellow,
orange, pink, light blue and light green. The product is refillable.
Awarded the "Blue Angel" eco-label. Eco-friendly with at least 90% of the
cap and barrel made from renewable resources. Easy identifiable ecofriendly product design. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to
prevent risk of losing it. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

005 yellow
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 17

006 orange
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 17

009 pink
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 17

010 light blue
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 17

011 light green
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 17

edding 24 EcoLine highlighter
set of 4 assorted
005, 006, 009, 011
1 piece

130 x 115 x 20

Code
4 004764 917600
4 004764 928408
4 004764 917631
4 004764 917662
4 004764 917693

4 004764 917723

Order no.
4-24005
4-24006
4-24009
4-24010
4-24011

4-24-4

edding 345 highlighter
Highlighters

Highlighter for the luminous marking and highlighting of text passages
and notes on almost every paper surface. The chisel nib has a stroke
width of 2-5 mm. Water-based neon inks in brilliant colours. The product
is refillable. Available in the bright neon colours red, yellow, orange, pink,
light blue, light green and grey.
Clip cap for attachment to pen holder or notepad. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.


Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

002 red
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

005 yellow
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

006 orange
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

009 pink
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

010 light blue
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

011 light green
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

012 grey
10 pieces

128 x 27 x 21

edding 345 highlighter
set of 4 assorted
005, 006, 009, 011
1 piece

135 x 125 x 22

edding 345 highlighter
set of 6 assorted
002, 005, 006, 009, 010, 011
1 piece

135 x 185 x 22

edding 345 highlighter
blister of 1 yellow
005
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 25

edding 345 highlighter
blister of 1 orange
006
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 25

edding 345 highlighter
blister of 1 pink
009
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 25

Code
4 004764 863327
4 004764 841547
4 004764 841554
4 004764 841561
4 004764 841578
4 004764 841585
4 004764 841592

4 004764 971817

4 004764 971831

4 004764 843565

4 004764 868551

4 004764 843572

Order no.
4-345002
4-345005
4-345006
4-345009
4-345010
4-345011
4-345012

4-345-4

4-345-6

4-345-1-1005

4-345-1-1006

4-345-1-1009
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Highlighters

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 345 highlighter
blister of 1 light green
011
6 pieces

210 x 60 x 25

edding 345 highlighter
blister of 2 yellow
2x 005
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 25

edding 345 highlighter
blister of 2 assorted
005, 009
6 pieces

210 x 115 x 25

edding 345 highlighter
display of 32 assorted
The display contains 32 edding 345
highlighters
12x 005, 4x 002, 4x 006, 4x 009, 4x 010,
4x 011
1 piece

150 x 200 x 270

Code

4 004764 868643

4 004764 843664

4 004764 843695

4 004764 970490

Order no.

4-345-1-1011

4-345-2-1-5-5

4-345-2-1-5-9

4-51680

Correction products

Correction products
Little mistakes are quickly forgotten. Quick, simple and practical correction
of hand-written or printed text.

edding 1515 ink eraser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  116
edding 7700 correction pen .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

116

edding 7410 correXion correction tape .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  117
edding 7506 correXion correction tape mini .  .  .  .  .

117

edding 7720 correXion correction fluid .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  118
edding DR 20 eraser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  118
edding R 20 eraser .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  119

Overview of application areas

Paper

Cardboard
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Correction Products

edding 1515 ink eraser
Ink eraser for correcting royal blue fountain pen ink. The round nib of the
ink eraser has a stroke width of 0.8 mm. The writing nib has a stroke
width of 0.3 mm. The water-based ink can be washed out of almost all
textiles at 40 °C. Meets the safety requirements for toys as per EN 71.
Combines ink erasing and subsequent overwriting. Ink eraser with 2
bullet nibs. Erasing nib allows both minor and major corrections. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.

0.8 mm

0.3 mm







Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 1515 ink eraser
set of 48 assorted
000
1 piece

75 x 73 x 175

Code

4 004764 052318

Order no.

4-1515-48

edding 7700 correction pen
Correction pen for correcting hand-written and printed texts with
precision application. The metal nib has a stroke width of 1-2 mm. The
ink is opaque and quick-drying. The cap features a clip, perfect for
attaching to a pen holder or notebook.
Opaque and quick correcting of almost all printed and hand-written
texts. Reliable and smooth corrections. Fine metal nib for both precise
and major correction results. Easy to use: Liquid flow is adjustable by
squeezing the barrel slightly. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

049 white
10 pieces

133 x 19 x 19

edding 7700 correction pen
blister of 1 white
049
1 piece

210 x 60 x 21

edding 7700 correction pen
display of 30 white
The display contains 30 edding 7700
correction pens
30x 049
1 piece

110 x 130 x 140

Code
4 004764 827909

4 004764 830909

4 004764 956272

Order no.
4-7700049

4-7700-1-1049

4-51634

edding 7410 correXion correction tape
Correction Products

Correction roller for correcting hand-written and printed texts with a
sideway application. Tape width: 4.2 mm, Tape length: 10 m. Flexible tip
for optimal application. With high coverage and overwriting immediately.
Ergonomic design and grip tray. Transparent body to keep track of
amount of tape remaining.
Ergonomically designed correction roller, with high coverage correction
tape and immediate overwriting capabilities. Correction tape with high
coverage and immediate overwriting: dry and clean corrections. Tape is
perfect for small hand-writing and line correction on print-outs. Highquality brand product.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7410 correXion correction tape
display of 12 white
The display contains 12 blister cards of
edding 7410 correXion tape
12x 049
1 piece

185 x 217 x 142

edding 7410 correXion correction tape
display of 24 without colour
The display contains 24 edding 7410
correXion tapes
24x 049
1 piece

260 x 300 x 180

Code

4 004764 938001

4 004764 937998

Order no.

4-51939

4-51938

edding 7506 correXion correction tape mini
Correction roller in mini format and trendy body colours for correcting
hand-written and printed texts. Tape width: 5 mm, Tape length: 6
m. Flexible tip for optimal application. Correction tape overwriting
immediately. Available in body colours blue, green and pink. Transparent
body to keep track of amount of tape remaining.
Mini format correction roller with immediate overwriting
capabilities. Translucent body to track amount of remaining tape.
Protective cap: prevents tape from being damaged in the bag. Forward
application - tape can be held like a pen. Left- and right hand use. Highquality brand product.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7506 correXion correction tape
mini
display of 60 assorted
The display contains 30 edding 7506 mini
correXion tapes and 30 refills
60x 049
1 piece

175 x 110 x 160

Code

4 004764 938018

Order no.

4-51940
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Correction Products

edding 7720 correXion correction fluid
Correction fluid in a bottle with brush applicator, for larger correction
areas on all types of paper. Brush applicator with a stroke width of 2.5 –
3 mm. Quick-drying fluid with high coverage.
High coverage correction fluid that leaves a smooth surface. Easy
rewriting after quick-drying time. Brush applicator for larger correction
areas. High-quality brand product.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 7720 correXion correction fluid
display of 12 white
The display contains 12 bottles of edding
7720 correction fluid
12x 049
1 piece

110 x 85 x 130

Code

4 004764 938025

Order no.

4-51941

edding DR 20 eraser
Plastic eraser with a white end for erasing pencil marks and a blue end
for erasing ink and colouring pencil marks.
Combines pencil erasing and erasing of ink and colouring pens. Conical
edge for even more comfortable and exact erasing. Moveable sleeve for
comfortable handling. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
20 pieces

53 x 22 x 13

Code
4 004764 079421

Order no.
4-DR20

edding R 20 eraser
Correction Products

Plastic eraser for erasing pencil marks.
Moveable sleeve for comfortable handling. Conical edge for even more
comfortable and exact erasing. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.


Product


Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
20 pieces

44 x 26 x 12

edding R 20 eraser
blister of 2
2x R20
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

Code
4 004764 079025

4 004764 102082

Order no.
4-R20

4-R20-2-1
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Special solutions

Special solutions
Special requirements in terms of marking and labelling call for special solutions. When it
comes to advanced marker and product solutions, there‘s the perfect option for everyone.

edding 950 industry painter  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Please note: Information on the different materials on which the particular pen can be used can be found
directly on the relevant product pages.
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edding 950 industry painter
Special solutions

Industry paste marker for highly permanent marking on rusty or rough
surfaces, e.g. metal, stone and wood. The colour paste has a stroke
width of up to 10 mm. Paste markers with twist-out wax-like nib.
The highly opaque and highly permanent colour paste is waterproof,
smudge-proof and extremely lightfast. Can even be used for writing on
clean surfaces under water. Available in the colours black, red, blue,
yellow and white.
Highly permanent paste for particularly difficult surfaces and even
possible to use underwater. Coloured paste with flexible stroke width
- up to a maximum of 10 mm. Long-lasting indoors and outdoors.
Exceptional ink for heat-resistant marks up to 300 °C. Visible marking
even in compromised lighting conditions. Ready to use. Intensive
colours. High-quality brand product.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

131 x 21 x 21

002 red
10 pieces

131 x 21 x 21

003 blue
10 pieces

131 x 21 x 21

005 yellow
10 pieces

131 x 21 x 21

049 white
10 pieces

131 x 21 x 21

edding 950 industry painter
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 950 industry painter
blister of 1 yellow
005
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

edding 950 industry painter
blister of 1 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 22

Code
4 004764 019649
4 004764 019656
4 004764 019663
4 004764 019670
4 004764 019687

4 004764 894970

4 004764 895038

4 004764 895069

Order no.
4-950001
4-950002
4-950003
4-950005
4-950049

4-950-1-4001

4-950-1-4005

4-950-1-4049
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Special solutions

edding 8000 freeze marker
Freeze marker for frost-resistant permanent labelling of freezer bags and
containers. The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. The ink is frostresistant to -25 °C, and is waterproof, smudge-proof, quick-drying and
low-odour. Available in the colour black.
Special solution for frost-resistant, permanent marks up to -25 °C. Clear
recognition of the content and the expiry date. Fine nib of the freeze
marker allows marking and writing on limited space. Cap can be stored
on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8000 freeze marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 10

edding 8000 freeze marker
blister box of 10 black
10x 001
1 piece

250 x 103 x 212

edding 8000 freeze marker
clip strip of 10 black
The clip strip contains 10 blister cards of
edding 8000/1 freeze markers
10x 001
1 piece

70 x 870 x 95

Code

4 004764 949717

4 004764 955565

4 004764 876976

Order no.

4-8000-1-4001

4-51625

4-51631

edding 8010 x-ray marker
Special solutions

X-ray marker with extra fine nib for permanent writing and marking
on X-ray and computer tomography images and other photographic
materials, e.g. negatives, microfilms and slides. The metal-framed plastic
nib has a stroke width of 0.8 mm. The X-ray marker ink is lightfast, quickdrying, highly opaque as well as waterproof and wear-resistant. Available
in the colour white. Without any added xylene or toluene. High-quality
aluminium barrel.
Special solution for opaque and permanent labelling on x-ray films. Extra
fine stroke. Foil seal ensures the product is unused when purchased.
High-quality brand product.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

049 white
10 pieces

133 x 10 x 10

Code
4 004764 784332

Order no.
4-8010049

edding 8011 cleanroom marker
Cleanroom marker for permanent labelling of special cleanroom or
laminated paper in dust-free environments. The round nib has a stroke
width of 0.6 mm. The cleanroom marker ink is waterproof and wearresistant, and can be removed from most slides using isopropanol.
Available in the colours black, red and blue. Without any added xylene or
toluene.
Special designed marker adapted to permanent marking in dust-free
environments. Extra fine stroke. Low-dust product with fibre nib - without
label. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes
and objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of
losing it. Ready to use. High-quality brand product.


Product


Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

Code
4 004764 924103
4 004764 924141

Order no.
4-8011001
4-8011003
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Special solutions

edding 8014 laboratory marker
Laboratory marker for fine, precise marking and labelling on smooth and
transparent surfaces, e.g. slides, reaction vessels, petri and laboratory
dishes. The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. Quick-drying,
wear-resistant, waterproof, lightfast and low-odour ink. Permanent on
plastics, removable from glass with acetone, ethanol, isopropanol and
methyl ethyl ketone. Tested quality: Extreme resistance to abrasion,
high temperatures on aluminum up to 500 °C and cold temperatures up
to -183 °C in liquid nitrogen – tested and approved by TÜV Saarland.
Recommended by Clariant. Available in the colour black. Spare nibs are
available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Tested and approved by TÜV Saarland for applications within
laboratories. Fine stroke. Exceptional ink for heat-resistant marks up
to 500 °C on especially aluminium - frost-resistant up to -183 °C.
Recommended by Clariant, one of the world’s leading specialty chemical
companies. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to
prevent risk of losing it. Ready to use. High-quality brand product. Made
in Germany.


Product





Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

Code
4 004764 984893

Order no.
4-8014

edding 8015 F laboratory marker
Laboratory marker for extra fine-lined precise marking and labelling on
smooth and transparent surfaces, e.g. slides, reaction vessels, petri
and laboratory dishes. The round nib has a stroke width of 0.75 mm.
Quick-drying, wear-resistant, waterproof, lightfast and low-odour ink.
Permanent on plastics, removable from glass with acetone, ethanol,
isopropanol and methyl ethyl ketone. Tested quality: Extreme resistance
to abrasion, high temperatures on aluminum up to 500 °C and cold
temperatures up to -183 °C in liquid nitrogen – tested and approved by
TÜV Saarland. Recommended by Clariant. Available in the colour black.
Spare nibs are available. Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.
Tested and approved by TÜV Saarland for applications within
laboratories. Extra fine stroke. Exceptional ink for heat-resistant marks
up to 500 °C on especially aluminium - frost-resistant up to -183 °C.
Recommended by Clariant, one of the world’s leading specialty chemical
companies. Practical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured
on clothes and objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to
prevent risk of losing it. Ready to use. High-quality brand product. Made
in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

Code
4 004764 984923

Order no.
4-8015

edding 8020 skin marker
Special solutions

Skin marker for labelling and marking of skin. Dermatologically tested.
The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. The skin marker ink is quickdrying and wear-resistant. Available in the colours red and blue. Without
any added xylene or toluene.
Dermatologically tested for marking on skin. Fine stroke. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Cap
can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Ready
to use. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.





Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

002 red
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

Code
4 004764 785551
4 004764 785582

Order no.
4-8020002
4-8020003

edding 8030 NLS high-tech marker
High-tech marker for low-corrosion marking and labelling on almost
all materials used in the nuclear field, and in the fields of aviation and
shipping. The marker conforms to aviation standard LN 9051. The
round nib has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. The NLS high-tech marker
ink is permanent, quick-drying as well as waterproof and wear-resistant.
Available in the colours red and blue. Without any added xylene or
toluene.
Special solution for permanent low-corrosion marks. Ink has been
tested and complies with German Aviation Norm LN 9051. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Cap
can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Ready
to use. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product




Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

002 red
10 pieces

133 x 20 x 20

003 blue
10 pieces

133 x 20 x 20

Code
4 004764 785643
4 004764 785612

Order no.
4-8030002
4-8030003
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Special solutions

edding 8040 laundry marker
Laundry marker for waterproof and boil-proof labelling of almost all
textiles and fabrics. The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. The ink is
waterproof, smudge-proof, quick-drying, low-odour and wash-resistant
up to 95 °C. Available in the colours black and red.
Special solution for permanent textile marks washable up to 95
°C. Individual marking on almost all fabric materials or laundry labels. No
more mistaking of children-, student- or working clothes. Cap can be
stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

145 x 15 x 15

edding 8040 laundry marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8040 laundry marker
blister box of 10 black
10x 001
1 piece

250 x 103 x 212

edding 8040 laundry marker
clip strip of 10 black
The clip strip contains 10 blister cards of
edding 8040/1 laundry markers
10x 001
1 piece

70 x 870 x 95

Code
4 004764 784202
4 004764 957729

4 004764 894703

4 004764 955541

4 004764 891801

Order no.
4-8040001
4-8040002

4-8040-1-4001

4-51623

4-51630

edding 8050 tyre marker
Special solutions

Tyre marker for the permanent marking of tyres and other rubber
surfaces, e.g. when changing tyres. The round nib has a stroke width
of 2-4 mm. The opaque lacquer-finish ink is waterproof, smudge-proof,
quick-drying and extremely lightfast. Available in the colour white. Spare
nibs are available. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Handy tool for reliable and opaque labelling on tyres. Long-lasting
indoors and outdoors. Foil seal ensures the product is unused when
purchased. High-quality brand product.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

049 white
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

edding 8050 tyre marker
blister of 1 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

Code

Order no.

4 004764 784448

4 004764 894734

4-8050049

4-8050-1-4049

edding 8055 outdoor marker
Outdoor marker for the permanent labelling of almost all outdoor
surfaces, such as rubbish bins or children's toys. The round nib has
a stroke width of 1-2 mm. The paint-like ink is highly opaque even on
dark materials, and is quick-drying, low-odour, weather-resistant and
extremely lightfast. Available in the colours black and white. Spare nibs
are available. Nibs are compatible with edding 751 nibs. High-quality
aluminium barrel.
Special solution for weatherproof and highly opaque marking of outdoor
items. Reliable marking of all kind of outdoor materials. Focused and
clean application. Weather resistant ink against influences like rain and
sun exposure. High-quality brand product.


Product













Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8055 outdoor marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 8055 outdoor marker
blister of 1 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 12






Code

4 004764 949007

4 004764 949014

Order no.

4-8055-1-1001

4-8055-1-1049
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Special solutions

edding 8150 oil maintenance marker
Oil maintenance marker for protecting and treating rubber seals in order
to prevent freezing in winter and porosity in summer, e.g. on car doors,
windows, fridges and freezers. Restores the natural appearance of
plastics. Maintains slide parts made of wood, metal, plastic, e.g. drawer
runners. The chisel nib has a stroke width of 4-12 mm. The clear and
odourless silicone oil is grease-, resin- and acid-free. With no added
mineral oil.
Long-lasting special solution for maintaining lubrication works. Optimal
care, protection and long-term maintenance of value. Easy handling.
Focused and clean application – better than sprays, more precise, no
cleaning work afterwards. No dripping of oil. High-quality brand product.
Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8150 oil maintenance marker
blister of 1
000
4 pieces

210 x 60 x 32

Code

4 004764 894765

Order no.

4-8150-1-4

edding 8180 label removal marker
Special solutions

Label removal marker for precise and simple removal of most paper
labels and adhesive residue, e.g. on badges on windscreens, labels on
the soles of shoes, glass and porcelain etc.. The marker features a chisel
nib with a stroke width of 4 mm. The gentle oil is colourless, low-odour
and contains natural ingredients. The label removal marker can also be
used on vertical surfaces, no dripping.
Special solution for very convenient and precise removal of paper
labels and adhesive residues. Quick and simple application. Controlled
application thanks to the marker format - more economical than
sprays (no spray mist). Economical solution: Contains ingredients from
renewable raw materials. No cleaning afterwards: Leaves no oily residues
on cleaned surfaces. Very robust polyester nib can be used as tool to
scrape adhesive residues. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8180 label removal marker
blister of 1
000
5 pieces

210 x 62 x 15

edding 8180 label removal marker
clip strip of 10 transparent
The clip strip contains 10 blister cards of
edding 8180/1 label removal markers
10x 000
1 piece

70 x 870 x 95

Code

4 057305 002709

4 057305 004147

Order no.

4-8180-1-4

4-51559
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Special solutions

edding 8200 grout marker
Grout marker for improving the colour and brightness of existing grout,
e.g. in the kitchen and bathroom. The round nib has a stroke width of
2-4 mm. The highly opaque, waterproof and smudge-proof ink is lightfast
and wear-resistant, quick-drying and low-odour. Available in the colours
white and silver grey. Spare nibs are enclosed.
Special solution for easily reviving discoloured grout. Precise and clean
application. Highly opaque, water- and smudge-proof. High-quality
brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8200 grout marker
blister of 1 silver grey
026
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 8200 grout marker
blister of 1 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 18

edding 8200 grout marker
clip strip of 10 white
The clip strip contains 10 blister cards of
edding 8200/1 grout markers
10x 049
1 piece

70 x 870 x 95

Code

4 004764 895090

4 004764 895120

4 004764 896523

Order no.

4-8200-1-4026

4-8200-1-4049

4-51628

edding 8280 securitas uv marker
Special solutions

Securitas UV marker for hidden marking and labelling of almost all
materials. The round nib has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. Permanent,
quick-drying ink that only becomes clearly visible under UV light. Highquality aluminium barrel.
Special solution for hidden marks, which shows up clearly under
ultraviolet light. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Ready to use. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm



x



Product


Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

100 transparent
10 pieces

138 x 16 x 16

edding 8280 securitas uv marker
blister of 1 transparent
100
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

Code
4 004764 023455

4 004764 859566

Order no.
4-8280100

4-8280-1-1100

edding 8300 industry permanent marker
Industrial permanent marker for permanent labelling of slightly oily and
dusty surfaces. The round nib has a stroke width of 1.5-3 mm. The
xylene-based ink in the industrial permanent marker is lightfast, quickdrying, highly opaque and wear-resistant. Available in the colours black,
red and blue. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Special solution for permanent marks on slightly oily or dusty
surfaces. Long-lasting indoors and outdoors. Ready to use. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.

1.5-3 mm


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 15 x 15


Code
4 004764 409136
4 004764 409143
4 004764 409150

Order no.
4-8300001
4-8300002
4-8300003
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Special solutions

edding 8404 aerospace marker
Aerospace marker for permanent and low-corrosion labelling of almost
all materials, e.g. plastic, metal and rubber. The marker is approved by
British Aerospace Airbus Ltd in accordance with ABP 9-3323 standard,
Class A. The round nib has a stroke width of 0.75 mm. The water-based
pigment ink in the aerospace marker is permanent, lightfast, quickdrying, waterproof and wear-resistant, and is also resistant to a wide
range of solvents and paints. Available in the colour black. Without any
added xylene or toluene.
Special solution for permanent low-corrosion marks. Extra fine stroke.
Tested and approved by British Aerospace Airbus Ltd. to ABP 9-3323
Class A. Resistant to many solvents and paints. Practical clip prevents
rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Cap can be
stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Ready to use.
Nib will not scratch the surface if, for example, circuit boards or sensitive
materials are being written on. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.





Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 15

Code
4 004764 099375

Order no.
4-8404001

edding 8407 cable marker
Cable marker for extremely fine-lined marking and labelling of different
types of cables. The round nib has a stroke width of 0.3 mm. The cable
marker ink is permanent, lightfast, quick-drying as well as waterproof
and wear-resistant. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Without any added xylene or toluene.
Special solution for particularly fine lettering on cables. Extra fine stroke.
Pratical clip prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and
objects. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of
losing it. Ready to use. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8407 cable marker
set of 4 assorted
001-004
1 piece

180 x 50 x 15

Code

4 004764 937400

Order no.

4-8407-4

edding 8408 laundry marking set
Special solutions

Laundry marking set for individual labelling on textiles, e.g. children's
clothes and sports equipment. Withstands regular washing up to 60 °C
as well as dry-cleaning. The round nib has a stroke width of 0.75 mm.
The ink is smudge-proof, quick-drying and low-odour. Available in colour
black.
Convenient ready-to-use solution for marking laundry labels. Washable
up to 60 °C, withstands dry-cleaning due to Ink Lock-in Technology.
Permanent hold even after frequent washing. Precise application/labelling
easily recognisable. Change of labelling possible by ironing-over new
tape. High-quality brand product.


Product





Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8408 laundry marking set
001
10 pieces

208 x 90 x 13

Code

4 057305 006622

Order no.

4-8408-1-4001

edding 8408 shoe marking set
The perfect solution for adding personalised labels to all kinds of
footwear, e.g. sports, work and school shoes. Extra strong adhesive
means that the high-quality labels stay in place and are resistant to
moisture, sweat, heat and rubbing. The round nib has a stroke width
of 0.75 mm. The ink is smudge-proof, quick-drying and low-odour.
Available in colour black.
Convenient ready-to-use solution for marking shoe labels. The labels
are highly resistant to moisture, sweat, heat and rubbing. Extra strong
adhesive means that the labels stay in place. Precise application/labelling
easily recognisable. Easy to tell left and right shoes apart at a glance:
each pair of labels is shaped like a left and a right foot. High-quality
brand product.


Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8408 shoe marking set
001
10 pieces

208 x 90 x 18

Code

4 057305 008503

Order no.

4-8408-1-1001
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Special solutions

edding 8750 industry paint marker
Industrial paint marker for highly permanent labelling of slightly oily, dusty
and dark surfaces. The round nib has a stroke width of 2-4 mm. The
highly permanent ink in the industrial paint marker is lightfast, quickdrying, highly opaque as well as waterproof, wear-resistant and resistant
to salt water. Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow,
orange and white. Spare nibs are available. High-quality aluminium barrel.
Special solution for highly permanent and opaque marks on slightly oily
or dusty surfaces. Long-lasting indoors and outdoors. Visible marking
even in compromised lighting conditions. Foil seal ensures the product
is unused when purchased. Intensive colours. Broad colour assortment.
High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

002 red
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

003 blue
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

004 green
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

005 yellow
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

006 orange
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15

049 white
10 pieces

141 x 15 x 15









Code
4 004764 103522
4 004764 103553
4 004764 103584
4 004764 103638
4 004764 103669
4 004764 103690
4 004764 103812


Order no.
4-8750001
4-8750002
4-8750003
4-8750004
4-8750005
4-8750006
4-8750049

edding 8850 carpenter pen
Special solutions

Carpenter pen for permanent marking in hard to reach places, on almost
all materials that are dust free, e.g. metal, stone, glass, wood, plastic.
The very long and narrow mouthpiece means that the pen is particularly
suitable for use as an assembly aid when dealing with hard-to-reach
places, e.g., drill holes when fitting shelves. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1 mm. The quick-drying ink is waterproof and smudge-proof.
Available in the colour black.
Special solution for precise marking of hard-to-reach places. Extra fine
stroke with a long narrow mouthpiece for precise marking. Practical clip
prevents rolling away and can be secured on clothes and objects. Cap
can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Ready
to use. High-quality brand product.


Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8850 carpenter pen
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 15

edding 8850 carpenter pen
clip strip of 10 black
The clip strip contains 10 blister cards of
edding 8850/1 carpenter pens
10x 001
1 piece

70 x 870 x 95

Code

4 004764 894949

4 004764 896561

Order no.

4-8850-1-4001

4-51629
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Special solutions

edding 8900 furniture marker
Furniture marker for the permanent touching up and sealing of scratches
on veneers and a variety of solid woods. The round nib has a stroke
width of 1.5-2 mm. The opaque lacquer-finish ink is waterproof, smudgeproof, quick-drying, low-odour and resistant against most mild common
household detergents. Available in 13 different colours. Without any
added xylene or toluene.
Special solution for very quick repair of scratched or slightly damaged
furniture and wooden surfaces. Precise and clean application. Highly
opaque lacquer ink, available in many furniture colours for the perfect
fit of the shade. Resistant against most mild common household
detergents. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 grey
012
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 mahogany, light
612
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 pear wood, light
613
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 walnut, light
614
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 oak, light
616
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 beech, light
617
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 walnut, antique
618
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

Code

4 004764 897933

4 004764 896738

4 004764 896769

4 004764 896790

4 004764 896820

4 004764 896851

4 004764 896882

4 004764 896912

Order no.

4-8900-1-4001

4-8900-1-4012

4-8900-1-4612

4-8900-1-4613

4-8900-1-4614

4-8900-1-4616

4-8900-1-4617

4-8900-1-4618

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 teak
619
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 alder wood, medium
621
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 pine
622
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 maple, natural
623
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

edding 8900 furniture marker
blister of 1 pure white
624
5 pieces

210 x 60 x 17

Code

4 004764 896943

4 004764 896974

4 004764 897001

4 004764 897032

4 004764 897063

Order no.
Special solutions

Product

4-8900-1-4619

4-8900-1-4621

4-8900-1-4622

4-8900-1-4623

4-8900-1-4624
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Special solutions

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
Furniture repair wax kit for filling and repairing cracks and holes on
furniture or other wooden surfaces - vertical or horizontal. By mixing the
various wax shades, the grain can be perfectly imitated. The soft repair
waxes consist of a mix of mineral waxes and are coloured with earth
and oxy colours. Available in 10 different packs of 3 colours with plastic
spatula.
Special solution for quick repair of damages on furniture
surfaces. Precise and clean application. Kit contains 3 mixable colour
shades to replicate the wood grain effect, available in many colour
combinations. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 walnut
602
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 oak
603
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 mahogany
604
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 cherry tree
606
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 colonial
607
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 beech
608
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

Code

4 004764 897629

4 004764 897650

4 004764 897681

4 004764 897711

4 004764 897742

4 004764 897773

4 004764 897803

4 004764 897834

Order no.

4-8901-1-4001

4-8901-1-4049

4-8901-1-4602

4-8901-1-4603

4-8901-1-4604

4-8901-1-4606

4-8901-1-4607

4-8901-1-4608

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 spruce/pine
609
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit
blister of 3 beech/maple
611
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 20

Code

4 004764 897865

4 004764 897896

Order no.
Special solutions

Product

4-8901-1-4609

4-8901-1-4611

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
Wooden floor repair wax kit for repairing damaged wooden flooring such
as parquet, laminate and floorboards as well as other horizontal wood
surfaces subject to high loads. The hard wax must be melted prior to
filling using the edding 8903 wooden floor wax heating iron available.
By mixing the various wax shades, the grain can be perfectly imitated.
The hard waxes consist of a mix of mineral waxes and are coloured with
earth and oxy colours. Available in 10 different packs of 3 colours.
Special solution for quick repair of damages on wooden floors and
laminate, which are subject to high loads. Precise and clean application.
Kit contains 3 mixable colour shades to replicate the wood grain effect,
available in many colour combinations. High-quality brand product. Made
in Germany.


Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 black
001
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 white
049
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 walnut
602
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 oak
603
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

Code

4 004764 897414

4 004764 897384

4 004764 897094

4 004764 897124

Order no.

4-8902-1-4001

4-8902-1-4049

4-8902-1-4602

4-8902-1-4603
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Special solutions

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 mahogany
604
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 cherry tree
606
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 colonial
607
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 beech
608
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 spruce/pine
609
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit
blister of 3 beech/maple
611
5 pieces

210 x 90 x 15

Code

4 004764 897209

4 004764 897230

4 004764 897261

4 004764 897292

4 004764 897322

4 004764 897353

Order no.

4-8902-1-4604

4-8902-1-4606

4-8902-1-4607

4-8902-1-4608

4-8902-1-4609

4-8902-1-4611

edding 8903 heating iron for wooden floor repair waxes
Heating iron for wooden floor repair waxes to facilitate the repair of
damaged wooden flooring such as parquet, laminate and floorboards as
well as other horizontal wood surfaces subject to high loads. The battery
operated wax heating iron heats up to 113 °C within 20 seconds at the
click of a button and cools down again in 1.5 minutes.
Convenient helper to easily heat up and melt edding 8902 wooden floor
repair waxes. Easy handling. Battery-operated, incl. two 1.5V Mignon AA
batteries. Handle with grooves for removing excessive wax. High-quality
brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 8903 heating iron for wooden
floor repair waxes
blister of 1
000
4 pieces

210 x 90 x 25

Code

4 004764 897445

Order no.

4-8903-1-4

Fibrepens

Fibrepens
Creative writing, colouring and drawing made easy. Fibrepens are perfect for everyday
writing, drawing and taking notes. Different nibs and stroke widths are available, as well
as water-based inks in an extremely wide range of vibrant colours.

edding 1200 metallic colour pen .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  142
edding 1200 colour pen fine  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  144
edding 1300 colour pen medium .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  147
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edding 1500 pastel pen .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

152

Overview of application areas*

Paper

Cardboard

Dark paper

* Detailed information in individual product sections
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Fibrepens

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
Fibre pen for writing and decorating, drawings and layouts in attractive
metallic colours on light-coloured and even dark-coloured paper. The
round nib has a stroke width of 1-3 mm. The water-based ink in the filter
system is extremely lightfast. Available in the colours gold, silver, red
metallic, blue metallic, green metallic and violet metallic.
The ink in brilliant metallic colours ensures opaque results even on
dark paper. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk
of losing it. Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous
creativity. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

053 gold
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

054 silver
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

072 red metallic
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

073 blue metallic
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

074 green metallic
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

078 violet metallic
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
metal box of 6 assorted
053, 054, 072, 073, 074, 078
1 piece

180 x 77 x 15

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
blister of 2 assorted
053, 054
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 14

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
blister of 4 assorted
053, 054, 072, 074
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 12

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
display of 50 assorted
The display contains 50 edding 1200
metallic colour pens
25x 053, 25x 054
1 piece

120 x 175 x 205

Code
4 004764 926145
4 004764 926169
4 004764 926183
4 004764 926206
4 004764 926237
4 004764 926251

4 004764 926275

4 004764 934263

4 004764 928378

4 004764 934324

Order no.
4-1200053
4-1200054
4-1200072
4-1200073
4-1200074
4-1200078

4-1200-6

4-1200-2-1-53-54

4-1200-4-1999

4-50297

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
display of 50 assorted
The display contains 50 edding 1200
metallic colour pens
16x 053, 16x 054, 5x 072, 5x 073,
4x 074, 4x 078
1 piece

120 x 175 x 205

edding 1200 metallic colour pen
display of 46 assorted
The display contains 40 edding 1200 metallic
colour pens and 6 edding 1200 metallic/6S
metal boxes
edding 1200 metallic: 13x 053, 13x 054,
4x 072, 4x 073, 3x 074, 3x 078
6x edding 1200 metallic/6S: 1x 053, 1x 054,
1x 072, 1x 073, 1x 074, 1x 078
1 piece

185 x 280 x 225

Code

4 004764 926282

4 004764 926299

Order no.

Fibrepens

Product

4-51151

4-51152
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Fibrepens

edding 1200 colour pen fine
Fibre pen for writing, sketching and creating layouts on light-coloured
paper. The round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. The water-based ink
does not bleed through paper. Available in 30 different colours.
High versatility in usage. Wide range of intense and delicate colours. The
e-55, e-1200, e-1300 and e-1340 colours are perfectly coordinated and
complement one another, making them particularly easy to combine.
Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it.
Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Highquality brand product. Complies to CE standard. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

002 red
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

003 blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

004 green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

005 yellow
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

006 orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

007 brown
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

008 violet
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

009 pink
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

010 light blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

011 light green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

012 grey
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

014 turquoise
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

015 olive green
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

016 light orange
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

017 steel blue
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

018 dark brown
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

019 carmine red
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

Code
4 004764 033218
4 004764 033225
4 004764 033232
4 004764 033249
4 004764 033256
4 004764 033263
4 004764 033270
4 004764 033287
4 004764 033294
4 004764 033300
4 004764 033317
4 004764 033324
4 004764 033935
4 004764 033942
4 004764 033959
4 004764 033966
4 004764 033973
4 004764 033980

Order no.
4-1200001
4-1200002
4-1200003
4-1200004
4-1200005
4-1200006
4-1200007
4-1200008
4-1200009
4-1200010
4-1200011
4-1200012
4-1200014
4-1200015
4-1200016
4-1200017
4-1200018
4-1200019

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

020 magenta
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

026 silver grey
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

028 english red
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

058 cherry blossom
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

064 neon green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

065 neon yellow
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

066 neon orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

069 neon pink
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

083 honeydew melon
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

087 berry lavender
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

088 sweet mint
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

089 apple sorbet
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

edding 1200 colour pen fine
set of 6 assorted
083, 087, 058, 089, 088, 026
1 piece

206 x 72 x 15

edding 1200 colour pen fine
metal box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

175 x 140 x 14

edding 1200 colour pen fine
tin of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

220 x 48 x 48

edding 1200 colour pen fine
metal box of 20 assorted
001-012, 014-020, 028
1 piece

235 x 177 x 14

edding 1200 colour pen fine
blister of 2 black
2x 001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 1200 colour pen fine
blister of 2 red
2x 002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

Code
4 004764 033997
4 057305 020338
4 004764 034024
4 057305 020413
4 004764 828340
4 004764 828357
4 004764 828395
4 004764 828432
4 057305 020376
4 057305 020499
4 057305 020536
4 057305 020611

4 057305 020147

4 004764 875160

4 004764 947218

4 004764 875177

4 004764 964994

4 004764 965007

Order no.
4-1200020
Fibrepens

Product

4-1200026
4-1200028
4-1200058
4-1200064
4-1200065
4-1200066
4-1200069
4-1200083
4-1200087
4-1200088
4-1200089

4-1200-6-999

4-1200-10

4-1200-10-999

4-1200-20

4-1200-2-1001

4-1200-2-1002
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Fibrepens

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 1200 colour pen fine
blister of 2 blue
2x 003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 1200 colour pen fine
blister of 3 black
3x 001
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 12

edding 1200 colour pen fine
blister of 3 assorted
001-003
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 12

edding 1200 colour pen fine
blister of 4 assorted
064, 065, 066, 069
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 12

edding 1200 colour pen fine set
display of 18 assorted
The display contains 18 sets of edding 1200
colour pen fine in pastel colours
18x edding 1200/6S: 1x 026, 058, 083, 087,
088, 089
1 piece

220 x 230 x 247

edding 1200 colour pen fine
display of 160 assorted
The display contains 160 edding 1200 colour
pen fine
10x 001-004, 008-011, 014, 020, 026, 058,
083, 087, 088, 089
1 piece

153 x 205 x 312

Code

4 004764 965014

4 004764 967667

4 004764 967735

4 004764 965045

4 057305 020260

4 057305 020307

Order no.

4-1200-2-1003

4-1200-3-1001

4-1200-3-1999

4-1200-4-1099

4-52206

4-52208

edding 1300 colour pen medium
Fibrepens

Fibre pen for writing, colouring, drawing and creating layouts on lightcoloured paper. The round nib has a stroke width of 2 mm. The waterbased ink is water-soluble until dry. Available in 40 different colours.
Effortless colouring in our widest range of colours. The e-55, e-1200,
e-1300 and e-1340 colours are perfectly coordinated and complement
one another, making them particularly easy to combine. Cap can be
stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Easy and clean
to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

002 red
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

003 blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

004 green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

005 yellow
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

006 orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

007 brown
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

008 violet
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

009 pink
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

010 light blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

011 light green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

012 grey
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

013 ochre
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

014 turquoise
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

015 olive green
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

016 light orange
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

017 steel blue
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

018 dark brown
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

Code
4 004764 288113
4 004764 288120
4 004764 288137
4 004764 288144
4 004764 288151
4 004764 288168
4 004764 288175
4 004764 288182
4 004764 288199
4 004764 288205
4 004764 288212
4 004764 288229
4 004764 289028
4 004764 289035
4 004764 289042
4 004764 289059
4 004764 289066
4 004764 289073

Order no.
4-1300001
4-1300002
4-1300003
4-1300004
4-1300005
4-1300006
4-1300007
4-1300008
4-1300009
4-1300010
4-1300011
4-1300012
4-1300013
4-1300014
4-1300015
4-1300016
4-1300017
4-1300018
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Fibrepens

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

019 carmine red
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

020 magenta
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

021 dark grey
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

022 lemon yellow
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

025 bottle green
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

026 silver grey
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

027 olive brown
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

028 english red
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

029 prussian blue
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

030 rosewood
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

031 pale violet
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

032 laurel green
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

034 pale green
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

035 coral pink
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

036 manganese blue
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

038 oyster
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

040 brownish grey
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

041 blue grey
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

043 brilliant yellow
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

045 sepia
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

046 crimson lake
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

048 leaf green
5 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

edding 1300 colour pen medium
metal box of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

180 x 122 x 15

Code
4 004764 289080
4 004764 289097
4 004764 289103
4 004764 289110
4 004764 289141
4 004764 289158
4 004764 289165
4 004764 289172
4 004764 289189
4 004764 289196
4 004764 289202
4 004764 289219
4 004764 289233
4 004764 289240
4 004764 289257
4 004764 289271
4 004764 289295
4 004764 289301
4 004764 289325
4 004764 289349
4 004764 289356
4 004764 289370

4 004764 875184

Order no.
4-1300019
4-1300020
4-1300021
4-1300022
4-1300025
4-1300026
4-1300027
4-1300028
4-1300029
4-1300030
4-1300031
4-1300032
4-1300034
4-1300035
4-1300036
4-1300038
4-1300040
4-1300041
4-1300043
4-1300045
4-1300046
4-1300048

4-1300-10

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 1300 colour pen medium
metal box of 20 assorted
001-012, 014-020, 028
1 piece

233 x 177 x 15

edding 1300 colour pen medium
metal box of 40 assorted
001-022, 025-032, 034-036, 038, 040, 041,
043, 045, 046, 048
1 piece

350 x 234 x 15

edding 1300 colour pen medium
blister of 2 black
2x 001
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 1300 colour pen medium
blister of 2 red
2x 002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 1300 colour pen medium
blister of 2 blue
2x 003
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 1300 colour pen medium
blister of 2 green
2x 004
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding Colour Happy big box
The Colour Happy big box contains 69
perfectly coordinated pens including the new
pastel pen white, and the brush pen colour
mixer
edding 55: 002-006, 009-012, 014, 019, 020
edding 1300: 001-017, 019, 022, 026, 029032, 035-036, 043, 045-046, 048
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
edding 1500: 049
edding 1800: 001
edding 2185: 053-054, 073-074, 079
1 piece

120 x 120 x 182

Code

4 004764 875207

4 004764 877904

4 004764 967698

4 004764 967704

4 004764 967711

4 004764 967728

4 057305 000255

Order no.

4-1300-20

Fibrepens

Product

4-1300-40

4-1300-2-1001

4-1300-2-1002

4-1300-2-1003

4-1300-2-1004

4-CH69+1
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Fibrepens

edding 1340 brush pen
Fibre pen for lettering and colouring, drawing, and creating layouts on
light-coloured paper. The brush nib has a variable stroke width. The
water-based ink is water-soluble until dry and does not bleed through
paper. Available in 20 different colours.
The soft and flexible brush nib and the possibility of mixing colours
ensures great effects. Wide range of intense and delicate colours. The
e-55, e-1200, e-1300 and e-1340 colours are perfectly coordinated and
complement one another, making them particularly easy to combine.
Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it.
Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

002 red
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

003 blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

004 green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

005 yellow
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

006 orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

007 brown
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

008 violet
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

009 pink
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

010 light blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

011 light green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

013 ochre
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

014 turquoise
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

016 light orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

026 silver grey
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

082 apricot nude
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

083 honeydew melon
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

084 tangerine
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

Code
4 004764 037322
4 004764 037339
4 004764 037346
4 004764 037353
4 004764 037360
4 004764 037377
4 004764 037384
4 004764 037391
4 004764 037407
4 004764 037414
4 057305 000309
4 057305 000347
4 057305 000385
4 057305 000422
4 057305 000460
4 057305 000620
4 057305 000507
4 057305 000545

Order no.
4-1340001
4-1340002
4-1340003
4-1340004
4-1340005
4-1340006
4-1340007
4-1340008
4-1340009
4-1340010
4-1340011
4-1340013
4-1340014
4-1340016
4-1340026
4-1340082
4-1340083
4-1340084

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

085 azure-blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

086 papaya
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

edding 1340 brush pen
set of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

170 x 115 x 18

edding 1340 brush lettering starter
set of 10 assorted
001-010
1 piece

170 x 120 x 12

edding 1340 brush pen
display of 10 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
1340/10S brush pens
10x edding 1340/10S: 1x 001-010
1 piece

202 x 118 x 320

edding 1800-2185-1340 tangle
display of 20 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
1340/10S Tangle brush pens and 10 sets of
edding 1800/2185/4S Tangle Outline
10x edding 1340/10S: 001-010
10x edding 1800/2185/4S:
edding 1800: 3x 001,
edding 2185: 1x 053
1 piece

220 x 240 x 330

edding Colour Happy box
The Colour Happy box contains 20 brush
pens and the new brush pen colour mixer
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
1 piece

68 x 68 x 200

edding Colour Happy big box
The Colour Happy big box contains 69
perfectly coordinated pens including the new
pastel pen white, and the brush pen colour
mixer
edding 55: 002-006, 009-012, 014, 019, 020
edding 1300: 001-017, 019, 022, 026, 029032, 035-036, 043, 045-046, 048
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
edding 1500: 049
edding 1800: 001
edding 2185: 053-054, 073-074, 079
1 piece

120 x 120 x 182

Code
4 057305 000583
4 057305 000668

4 004764 920365

4 004764 984398

4 004764 920372

4 004764 985395

4 057305 000231

4 057305 000255

Order no.
4-1340085
Fibrepens

Product

4-1340086

4-1340-10

4-1340-10-2

4-51150

4-51515

4-CH20+1

4-CH69+1
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Fibrepens

edding 1500 pastel pen
Fibre pen for writing and drawing in semi-transparent white - on dark
and light coloured paper, also creates pastel shades in combination with
edding fibre pens, e.g. e-1340, e-1300 and e-1200. The round nib has a
stroke width of 1-3 mm. Pigmented water-based ink. Available in semitransparent white.
2x colouring fun: shades of white and pastel colours. White: use once
for semi-transparent white, use repeatedly for lighter, more opaque
highlights. Pastel colours: creates pastel shades in combination with
edding fibre pens e.g. e-1340 brush pen, e-1300 colour pen, e-1200
colour pen. Seals non-lighfast, water-based ink from fibre pens and
protects artworks from fading when applied on top of fibre pen ink. Easy
and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.

1- 3 mm

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

049 white
10 pieces

146 x 15 x 10

edding Colour Happy big box
The Colour Happy big box contains 69
perfectly coordinated pens including the new
pastel pen white, and the brush pen colour
mixer
edding 55: 002-006, 009-012, 014, 019, 020
edding 1300: 001-017, 019, 022, 026, 029032, 035-036, 043, 045-046, 048
edding 1340: 001-011, 013, 014, 016, 026,
082-086
edding 1500: 049
edding 1800: 001
edding 2185: 053-054, 073-074, 079
1 piece

120 x 120 x 182

Code
4 057305 000200

4 057305 000255

Order no.
4-1500049

4-CH69+1

Calligraphy markers / pens

Calligraphy markers/pens
Let your creativity run wild. These fibrepens in harmonious and attractive colours with different calligraphy
nibs guarantee wonderful results on a number of different materials. With smudge-proof and waterproof
water-based ink that is extremely lightfast and weatherproof.

edding 1255 calligraphy pen .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  154
edding 1455 calligraphy marker with flexible nib  .  .  .  156

Overview of application areas

Paper

Cardboard

Canvas

Wood

Terracotta

153

Calligraphy markers / pens

edding 1255 calligraphy pen
Calligraphy fibre pen for beautiful writing and calligraphy on a range of
materials, in particular paper or canvas. The calligraphy nib is available
in stroke widths of 2.0 mm, 3.5 mm, 5.0 mm. The water-based pigment
ink is quick-drying, extremely lightfast, permanent and weatherproof.
Available in the colours black, steel blue, dark brown, bottle green and
crimson lake.
3 different sharpened calligraphy nibs ensure precise writing
results. Particularly suited for calligraphy beginners and learners. edding
calligraphy pens (e-1255) and calligraphy markers (e-1455) share
matching vintage colours. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel
to prevent risk of losing it. Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated,
spontaneous creativity. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.



Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
2 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

017 steel blue
2 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

018 dark brown
2 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

025 bottle green
2 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

046 crimson lake
2 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

001 black
3,5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

017 steel blue
3,5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

018 dark brown
3,5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

025 bottle green
3,5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

046 crimson lake
3,5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

001 black
5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

017 steel blue
5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

018 dark brown
5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

Code
4 004764 926305

4 004764 926329

4 004764 926343

4 004764 926367

4 004764 926381

4 004764 926404

4 004764 926428

4 004764 926442

4 004764 926466

4 004764 926480

4 004764 926503

4 004764 926527

4 004764 926541

Order no.
4-125520-001

4-125520017

4-125520-018

4-125520-025

4-125520-046

4-125535-001

4-125535-017

4-125535-018

4-125535-025

4-125535046

4-125550001

4-125550017

4-125550-018



Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

025 bottle green
5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

046 crimson lake
5 mm
10 pieces

164 x 11 x 11

edding 1255 calligraphy pen
set of 3 black
1x 2.0 (001), 1x 3.5 (001), 1x 5.0 (001)
1 piece

170 x 46 x 12

edding 1255 calligraphy pen
set of 3 steel blue
1x 2.0 (017), 1x 3.5 (017), 1x 5.0 (017)
1 piece

170 x 46 x 12

edding 1255 calligraphy pen
set of 3 crimson lake
1x 2.0 (046), 1x 3.5 (046), 1x 5.0 (046)
1 piece

170 x 46 x 12

edding 1255-1455 calligraphy marker/pen
display of 38 assorted
The display contains 24 edding 1255
calligraphy pens, 14 edding 1455 calligraphy
markers, and 24 inspiration brochures
edding 1255, stroke width 2.0: 3x 001,
2x 017, 2x 046, 1x 018, 1x 025
edding 1255, stroke widthe 3.5: 3x 001,
2x 017, 2x 046, 1x 018, 1x 025
edding 1255, stroke width 5.0: 2x 001,
1x 017, 1x 018, 1x 025, 1x 046
edding 1455: 4x 001, 3x 017, 3x 046,
2x 018, 2x 025
1 piece

180 x 220 x 87

Code
4 004764 926565

4 004764 926589

4 004764 926602

4 004764 926619

4 004764 926640

4 004764 941933

Order no.

Calligraphy markers / pens

Product

4-125550-025

4-125550046

4-1255-3-001

4-1255-3-017

4-1255-3-046

4-51538
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Calligraphy markers / pens

edding 1455 calligraphy marker with flexible nib
Calligraphy marker for beautiful writing and calligraphy even on rough
or
 porous surfaces, ideal for materials like terracotta, wood, paper or
canvas. The flexible calligraphy nib has a stroke width of 1-5 mm. The
water-based pigment ink is quick-drying, extremely lightfast, permanent
and weatherproof. Available in the colours black, steel blue, dark brown,
bottle green and crimson lake.
Soft and flexible calligraphy nib for eye-catching writing - suitable on
rough surfaces. Particularly suited for calligraphy beginners and learners.
edding calligraphy pens (e-1255) and calligraphy markers (e-1455) share
matching vintage colours. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel
to prevent risk of losing it. Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated,
spontaneous creativity. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

137 x 17 x 17

017 steel blue
10 pieces

137 x 17 x 17

018 dark brown
10 pieces

137 x 17 x 17

025 bottle green
10 pieces

137 x 17 x 17

046 crimson lake
10 pieces

137 x 17 x 17

edding 1455 calligraphy marker with
flexible nib
set of 3 assorted
001, 017, 046
1 piece

170 x 75 x 20

edding 1255-1455 calligraphy marker/pen
display of 38 assorted
The display contains 24 edding 1255
calligraphy pens, 14 edding 1455 calligraphy
markers, and 24 inspiration brochures
edding 1255, stroke width 2.0: 3x 001,
2x 017, 2x 046, 1x 018, 1x 025
edding 1255, stroke widthe 3.5: 3x 001,
2x 017, 2x 046, 1x 018, 1x 025
edding 1255, stroke width 5.0: 2x 001,
1x 017, 1x 018, 1x 025, 1x 046
edding 1455: 4x 001, 3x 017, 3x 046,
2x 018, 2x 025
1 piece

180 x 220 x 87


Code
4 004764 927104
4 004764 927135
4 004764 927166
4 004764 927197
4 004764 927227

4 004764 942701

4 004764 941933

Order no.
4-1455001
4-1455017
4-1455018
4-1455025
4-1455046

4-1455-3

4-51538

FUNTASTICS

FUNTASTICS
edding FUNTASTICS are high-quality, safe products for children aged 3 years and over that are fun to use
and allow children to let their creativity run wild. In addition to the colourful pens for painting and drawing
on paper, the range also includes child-friendly window and textile markers. The range is available in sturdy,
attractive sets that are also ideal as a gift. The products have been developed together with educators and
meet all of the European requirements for child-friendly toys.

edding 13 FUNTASTICS MAGIC FUN
fibre pen for children  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding 14 FUNTASTICS
fibre pen for children  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding 15 FUNTASTICS
fibre pen for children  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding 16 FUNTASTICS WINDOW FUN
window marker for children  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  162
edding 17 FUNTASTICS TEXTILE FUN
textile marker for children  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  163
edding 47 FUNTASTICS FACE FUN
family face painter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  164

Overview of application areas*

Glass

Skin

Paper

Textiles

Cardboard

* Detailed information in individual product sections
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edding 13 FUNTASTICS MAGIC FUN fibre pen for children
Children's fibre pen for magical drawing fun on light-coloured paper
and card. The round nib has a stroke width of 3 mm. The water-based
ink is quick-drying and has a neutral smell. Complies with the CE mark
for child-friendly toys. Available in the colours black, red, blue, yellow,
brown, violet, light green and white.
Magic pens which change colours: 14 intense colours from 7 pens.
Pressure-resistant round nib. Various colour effects can be created by
going over the ink with the white magic marker; the cap shows the colour
that will appear. The non-slip grip zone ensures comfort and particularly
smooth colouring, offering children aged 3 and upwards good support.
Ergonomic design specially designed for children's hands and created
with pedagogues. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 13 FUNTASTICS MAGIC FUN
fibre pens for children
set of 8 assorted
001-003, 005, 007, 008, 011, 100
1 piece

171 x 134 x 18

edding 13-14-16-17 FUNTASTICS FUN
floor display of 40 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
14/10S fibre pens, 10 sets of edding 13/8S
MAGIC FUN, 10 sets of edding 16/5S
WINDOW FUN, and 10 sets of edding 17/5S
TEXTILE FUN
10x edding 14/10 S: 001-007, 009-011
10x edding 13/8 S: 001-003, 005, 007, 008,
011, 100
10x edding 16/5 S: 002, 005, 007, 010, 064
10x edding 17/5 S: 005, 007, 010, 019, 034
1 piece

310 x 520 x 1170

Code

4 004764 955718

4 004764 957309

Order no.

4-13-8

4-51217

edding 14 FUNTASTICS fibre pen for children
FUNTASTICS

Children's fibre pen for colourful drawing fun on light-coloured paper and
card. The soft, round nib has a stroke width of 3 mm. The water-based
ink can be washed out of most textiles at 40 °C. Complies with the CE
mark for child-friendly toys. Available in 18 different colours.
Drawing fun in many colours and a childfriendly ergonomic design. Wide
range of intense and delicate colours. The non-slip grip zone ensures
comfort and particularly smooth colouring, offering children aged 3 and
upwards good support. Cap can be left off for up to 3 days without the
pens drying out. Specially designed for children's hands and created with
pedagogues. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product















Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

011 light green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

012 grey
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

013 ochre
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

014 turquoise
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

015 olive green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

061 raspberry
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

255 flesh-coloured
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

550 yellow green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

Code
4 004764 931033
4 004764 931040
4 004764 931057
4 004764 931064
4 004764 931071
4 004764 931088
4 004764 931149
4 004764 931118
4 004764 931101
4 004764 931125
4 004764 931132
4 004764 943302
4 004764 943333
4 004764 943364
4 004764 943395
4 004764 943425
4 004764 931095
4 004764 943456

Order no.
4-14001
4-14002
4-14003
4-14004
4-14005
4-14006
4-14007
4-14008
4-14009
4-14010
4-14011
4-14012
4-14013
4-14014
4-14015
4-14061
4-14255
4-14550
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Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 14 FUNTASTICS fibre pens
for children
set of 10 assorted
001-007, 009-011
1 piece

24 x 170 x 170

edding 14 FUNTASTICS fibre pens
for children
set of 18 assorted
001-015, 061, 255, 550
1 piece

118 x 95 x 170

edding 14 FUNTASTICS fibre pens
for children
display of 48 assorted
The display contains 48 edding 14 fibre pens
4x 001, 4x 002, 4x 003, 4x 004, 4x 005,
4x 006, 4x 007, 4x 008, 4x 009, 4x 011,
4x 255
1 piece

105 x 165 x 260

edding 14-15 FUNTASTICS fibre pens for
children display of 22 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
14/10S fibre pens and 12 sets of edding
15/12S fibre pens
10x edding 14/10 S: 001-007, 009-011
12x edding 15/12 S: 001-011, 255
1 piece

271 x 322 x 450

edding 13-14-16-17 FUNTASTICS FUN
floor display of 40 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
14/10S fibre pens, 10 sets of edding 13/8S
MAGIC FUN, 10 sets of edding 16/5S
WINDOW FUN, and 10 sets of edding 17/5S
TEXTILE FUN
10x edding 14/10 S: 001-007, 009-011
10x edding 13/8 S: 001-003, 005, 007, 008,
011, 100
10x edding 16/5 S: 002, 005, 007, 010, 064
10x edding 17/5 S: 005, 007, 010, 019, 034
1 piece

310 x 520 x 1170

Code

4 004764 955749

4 004764 943227

4 004764 933242

4 004764 957378

4 004764 957309

Order no.

4-14-10

4-14-18

4-51195

4-51203

4-51217

edding 15 FUNTASTICS fibre pen for children
FUNTASTICS

Children's fibre pen for colourful drawing fun on light-coloured paper and
card. The soft, round nib has a stroke width of 1 mm. Water-based ink
can be washed out of most textiles at 40 °C. Complies with the CE mark
for child-friendly toys. Available in 18 different colours.
Drawing fun in many colours and a childfriendly ergonomic design. Wide
range of intense and delicate colours. The non-slip grip zone ensures
comfort and smooth colouring, offering children aged 5 and upwards
good support. Cap can be left off for up to 3 days without the pens
drying out. Specially designed for children's hands and created with
pedagogues. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 15 FUNTASTICS fibre pens
for children
set of 12 assorted
001-011, 255
1 piece

190 x 135 x 15

edding 15 FUNTASTICS fibre pens
for children
set of 18 assorted
001-015, 061, 255, 550
1 piece

186 x 69 x 36

edding 14-15 FUNTASTICS fibre pens for
children display of 22 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
14/10S fibre pens and 12 sets of edding
15/12S fibre pens
10x edding 14/10 S: 001-007, 009-011
12x edding 15/12 S: 001-011, 255
1 piece

271 x 322 x 450

Code

4 004764 931330

4 004764 943173

4 004764 957378

Order no.

4-15-12

4-15-18

4-51203
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edding 16 FUNTASTICS WINDOW FUN window marker for children
Children's window pen for opaque and luminous drawing fun on glass,
windows, mirrors and dark paper surfaces. The paste nib has a stroke
width of 2-6 mm. The water-based ink can be wiped off with water from
almost all surfaces leaving no residue, and also washed out of most
textiles at 60 °C. Complies with the CE mark for child-friendly toys.
Available in the colours red, yellow, brown, light blue and neon green.
Wipeable drawing fun on smooth surfaces in brilliant colours. Paste in
stable barrel to prevent from breaking can be twisted out when needed.
Due to their simple handling, these pens are ideal for children. Can be
washed out of most textiles at 60 °C. High-quality brand product.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 16 FUNTASTICS WINDOW FUN
window marker for children
set of 5 assorted
002, 005, 007, 010, 064
1 piece

160 x 91 x 18

edding 13-14-16-17 FUNTASTICS FUN
floor display of 40 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
14/10S fibre pens, 10 sets of edding 13/8S
MAGIC FUN, 10 sets of edding 16/5S
WINDOW FUN, and 10 sets of edding 17/5S
TEXTILE FUN
10x edding 14/10 S: 001-007, 009-011
10x edding 13/8 S: 001-003, 005, 007, 008,
011, 100
10x edding 16/5 S: 002, 005, 007, 010, 064
10x edding 17/5 S: 005, 007, 010, 019, 034
1 piece

310 x 520 x 1170

Code

4 004764 953882

4 004764 957309

Order no.

4-16-5

4-51217

edding 17 FUNTASTICS TEXTILE FUN textile marker for children
FUNTASTICS

Children's textile pen for colourful drawing fun on most light textiles,
e.g. cotton, silk, linen. The round nib has a stroke width of 2-3 mm. The
water-based pigment ink is wash-resistant and has a neutral smell; after
fixing the colours by ironing the fabric (without steam), the textiles can
be washed at up to 60 °C. Complies with the CE mark for child-friendly
toys. Available in the colours yellow, brown, light blue, carmine red and
pale green.
Permanent painting fun on light textiles in brilliant colours. Lightfast ink
ensures long-lasting results. Created with pedagogues. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 17 FUNTASTICS TEXTILE FUN
textile marker for children
set of 5 assorted
005, 007, 010, 019, 034
1 piece

170 x 84 x 17

edding 13-14-16-17 FUNTASTICS FUN
floor display of 40 assorted
The display contains 10 sets of edding
14/10S fibre pens, 10 sets of edding 13/8S
MAGIC FUN, 10 sets of edding 16/5S
WINDOW FUN, and 10 sets of edding 17/5S
TEXTILE FUN
10x edding 14/10 S: 001-007, 009-011
10x edding 13/8 S: 001-003, 005, 007, 008,
011, 100
10x edding 16/5 S: 002, 005, 007, 010, 064
10x edding 17/5 S: 005, 007, 010, 019, 034
1 piece

310 x 520 x 1170

Code

4 004764 953912

4 004764 957309

Order no.

4-17-5

4-51217
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FUNTASTICS

edding 47 FUNTASTICS FACE FUN family face painter
Stackable face paint stick for colourful drawing fun on skin. The paste
nibs have a stroke width of 2-4 mm. Complies with the EU Cosmetics
Regulation and the CE mark for child-friendly toys. Bright colours black,
red, green, blue, yellow, orange and white combined in one face paint
stick.
Face painting fun for the whole family with 7 brilliant colours in one
stick. Paste in brilliant colours can be washed off with soap and water.
Colourpaste in single sections, combined in one face paint stick. Highquality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 47 FUNTASTICS FACE FUN family
blister of 1 assorted
999
10 pieces

212 x 135 x 20

Code

4 004764 886692

Order no.

4-47F-1-1

Porcelain brushpens

Porcelain brushpens
For easy painting on porcelain. The porcelain brushpens are pleasantly soft with an even finish.
The flexible brush nib makes it really easy to decorate and design both large areas and fine details.
No dripping or clumping.
Note: extremely lightfast and quick-drying water-based pigment ink that can be corrected prior to heat
fixing. Areas that come into contact with food should not be painted. Dishwasher safe after heat fixing.

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Overview of application areas

Porcelain

Heat-resistant glass
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Porcelain brushpens

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
Fibre pen for dishwasher-proof painting large areas and fine details
without dripping or spreading, works on porcelain, glazed ceramic and
heat-resistant glass. The flexible brush nib has a stroke width of 1-4 mm.
The water-based pigment ink is quick-drying, can be corrected prior
to heat fixing, and is particularly lightfast. After heat fixing the design
on porcelain it is dishwasher safe up to 50 °C. Available in 15 different
colours.
The soft and flexible brush nib ensures fine to broad brushstrokes
without dripping or spreading. Wide range of brilliant colours. Cap can be
stored on the end of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Easy handling
without pumping and clean to use for uncomplicated, spontaneaous
creativity. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

002 red
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

003 blue
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

004 green
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

005 yellow
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

006 orange
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

007 brown
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

008 violet
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

009 pink
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

010 light blue
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

011 light green
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

014 turquoise
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

017 steel blue
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

019 carmine red
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

046 crimson lake
10 pieces

165 x 10 x 10

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
set of 6 assorted warm
002, 006, 007, 009, 019, 046
1 piece

210 x 73 x 14

Code
4 004764 927845
4 004764 927852
4 004764 927869
4 004764 927876
4 004764 927883
4 004764 927890
4 004764 988518
4 004764 927906
4 004764 927913
4 004764 927920
4 004764 927937
4 004764 927944
4 004764 988549
4 004764 988570
4 004764 988600

4 004764 928156

Order no.
4-4200001
4-4200002
4-4200003
4-4200004
4-4200005
4-4200006
4-4200007
4-4200008
4-4200009
4-4200010
4-4200011
4-4200014
4-4200017
4-4200019
4-4200046

4-4200-6999

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
set of 6 assorted cool
001, 008, 010, 011, 014, 017
1 piece

210 x 73 x 14

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
set of 6 assorted family
001-005, 007
1 piece

210 x 73 x 14

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
blister of 4 assorted
1x 001, 002, 008, 009
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 12

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
blister of 4 assorted
1x 001, 005, 010, 011
10 pieces

210 x 115 x 12

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
display of 46 assorted
The display contains 46 edding 4200
porcelain brush pens
6x 001, 6x 017, 6x 046, 4x 002,
4x 004 - 006, 4x 010, 4x 014, 4x 019
1 piece

153 x 205 x 275

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
display of 90 assorted
The display contains 90 edding 4200
10x 001, 10x 017, 10x 046, 5x 002 - 011,
5x 014, 5x 019
1 piece

153 x 205 x 275

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen
The display contains 18 sets of edding 4200
porcelain brush pens in 3 different colour set
options
6x edding 4200/6S: 001-005, 007 6x edding
4200/6S: 002, 006, 007, 009, 019, 046
6x edding 4200/6S: 001, 008, 010, 011,
014, 017
1 piece

245 x 355 x 325

Code

4 004764 960699

4 004764 928149

4 004764 970124

4 004764 970094

4 057305 002600

4 057305 002624

4 004764 928101

Order no.
Porcelain brushpens

Product

4-4200-6099

4-4200-6

4-4200-4-1999

4-4200-4-1099

4-51590

4-51591

4-50292
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Textile markers / pens

Textile markers/pens
For T-shirts, jerseys and more. These textile markers and pens allow you to create colourful designs on
most untreated soft textiles such as cotton, silk, linen, etc. After fixing with an iron (no steam), the many
available colours will remain wash-resistant up to 60°C (on the majority of materials). The water-based ink
is quick-drying and stands out thanks to its impressive lightfast properties.

edding 4500 textile marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  169
edding 4600 textile pen  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Area of application

Textiles
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Textile markers / pens

edding 4500 textile marker
Textile marker for wash-resistant decorating and drawing on most light
colour textiles like cotton, silk and linen. The round nib has a stroke width
of 2-3 mm. The water-based pigment ink has a neutral smell, is quickdrying and extremely lightfast. After fixing the colours by ironing the fabric
(without steam), the textiles can be washed at up to 60 °C. Available in
20 different colours.
Wide range of brilliant colours for long-lasting wash-resistant results
on fabric. Robust medium bullet nib. Cap can be stored on the end
of the barrel to prevent risk of losing it. Easy and clean to use for
uncomplicated, spontaneous creativity. High-quality brand product.
Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

002 red
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

003 blue
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

004 green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

005 yellow
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

006 orange
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

007 brown
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

008 violet
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

009 pink
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

010 light blue
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

011 light green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

012 grey
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

016 light orange
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

019 carmine red
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

033 orient blue
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

034 pale green
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

065 neon yellow
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

066 neon orange
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

Code
4 004764 014262
4 004764 014309
4 004764 014347
4 004764 014385
4 004764 014422
4 004764 014460
4 004764 014507
4 004764 014545
4 004764 014583
4 004764 014620
4 004764 014668
4 004764 014835
4 004764 107735
4 004764 107773
4 004764 107810
4 004764 107858
4 004764 014873
4 004764 014910

Order no.
4-4500001
4-4500002
4-4500003
4-4500004
4-4500005
4-4500006
4-4500007
4-4500008
4-4500009
4-4500010
4-4500011
4-4500012
4-4500016
4-4500019
4-4500033
4-4500034
4-4500065
4-4500066
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Textile markers / pens

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

068 neon violet
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

069 neon pink
10 pieces

138 x 17 x 17

edding 4500 textile marker
folding box of 10 assorted basic
001-005, 007, 008, 010, 011, 065
1 piece

140 x 95 x 42

edding 4500 textile marker
folding box of 10 assorted trend
006, 009, 012, 016, 019, 033, 034, 066,
068, 069
1 piece

140 x 95 x 42

edding 4500 textile marker
set of 5 assorted
001-005
1 piece

183 x 85 x 18

edding 4500 textile marker
set of 5 assorted cool colours
001, 003, 010, 011, 033
1 piece

183 x 85 x 18

edding 4500 textile marker
set of 5 assorted warm colours
001, 002, 006, 009, 019
1 piece

183 x 85 x 18

edding 4500 textile marker
blister of 4 assorted basic colours
001-004
6 pieces

208 x 115 x 20

edding 4500 textile marker
blister of 4 assorted fun colours
006, 034, 008, 009
6 pieces

208 x 115 x 20

edding 4500 textile marker
display of 60 assorted
The display contains 60 edding 4500 textile
markers in 20 different colours and 30
inspiration brochures
12x 001, 6x 002, 5x 003, 4x 004, 5x 005,
3x 007, 3x 008, 3x 065, 2x 006, 2x 010,
2x 011, 2x 019, 2x 066, 2x 068, 2x 069,
1x 009, 1x 012, 1x 016, 1x 033, 1x 034
1 piece

140 x 150 x 270

Code
4 004764 014958
4 004764 015078

4 004764 787159

4 004764 787173

4 057305 013545

4 057305 013132

4 057305 013101

4 004764 103041

4 057305 013286

4 004764 107179

Order no.
4-4500068
4-4500069

4-4500999

4-4500099

4-4500-5S

4-4500-5099

4-4500-5999

4-4500-4-1999

4-4500-4-1099

4-50441

Textile markers / pens

edding 4600 textile pen
Textile pen for wash-resistant decorating and drawing on most light
colour textiles like cotton, silk and linen. The round nib has a stroke width
of 1 mm. The water-based pigment ink has a neutral smell, is quickdrying and extremely lightfast. After fixing the colours by ironing the fabric
(without steam), the textiles can be washed at up to 60 °C. Available in
20 different colours.
Wide range of brilliant colours for long-lasting wash-resistant results on
fabric. Robust bullet nib. Cap can be stored on the end of the barrel
to prevent risk of losing it. Easy and clean to use for uncomplicated,
spontaneous creativity. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

002 red
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

003 blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

004 green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

005 yellow
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

006 orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

007 brown
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

008 violet
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

009 pink
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

010 light blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

011 light green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

012 grey
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

016 light orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

019 carmine red
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

033 orient blue
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

034 pale green
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

065 neon yellow
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

066 neon orange
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

Code
4 004764 022885
4 004764 022922
4 004764 023059
4 004764 023141
4 004764 023189
4 004764 104864
4 004764 104901
4 004764 023226
4 004764 104949
4 004764 023264
4 004764 023301
4 004764 104987
4 004764 105021
4 004764 105069
4 004764 105106
4 004764 105144
4 004764 023349
4 004764 023363

Order no.
4-4600001
4-4600002
4-4600003
4-4600004
4-4600005
4-4600006
4-4600007
4-4600008
4-4600009
4-4600010
4-4600011
4-4600012
4-4600016
4-4600019
4-4600033
4-4600034
4-4600065
4-4600066
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Textile markers / pens

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

068 neon violet
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

069 neon pink
10 pieces

165 x 11 x 11

edding 4600 textile pen
folding box of 10 assorted
001-008, 010, 065
10 pieces

170 x 62 x 26

edding 4600 textile pen
folding box of 10 assorted
009, 011, 012, 016, 019, 033, 034, 066,
068, 069
10 pieces

170 x 62 x 26

edding 4600 textile marker
set of 5 assorted
001-005
1 piece

210 x 55 x 12

edding 4600 textile marker
set of 5 assorted
001, 003, 010, 011, 033
1 piece

210 x 55 x 12

edding 4600 textile marker
set of 5 assorted
001, 002, 006, 009, 019
1 piece

210 x 55 x 12

edding 4600 textile pen
set of 10 assorted basic colours
001-010
1 piece

210 x 110 x 12

edding 4600 textile pen
set of 10 assorted fun colours
011, 012, 016, 019, 033, 034, 065, 066,
068, 069
1 piece

210 x 110 x 12

edding 4600 textile pen
blister of 2 assorted
001, 002
10 pieces

210 x 60 x 12

edding 4600 textile pen
blister of 4 assorted basic colours
001-004
10 pieces

210 x 90 x 12

Code
4 004764 023400
4 004764 023462

4 004764 927005

4 004764 927012

4 057305 013194

4 057305 013255

4 057305 013224

4 057305 013576

4 057305 013163

4 057305 013316

4 057305 013347

Order no.
4-4600068
4-4600069

4-4600999

4-4600099

4-4600-5

4-4600-5099

4-4600-5999

4-4600-10999

4-4600-10099

4-4600-2-1999

4-4600-4-1999

Permanent sprays

Permanent sprays
For maximum creativity. Extraordinary coverage, extremely quick drying time and efficient durability. Permanent
sprays stand out thanks to their exceptional properties. Perfect for decorating and touching up a wide range
of different materials. Available in attractive colours. The Premium Acrylic and accessories range is completed
by three different edding primers, two edding clear varnishes (matt and gloss) and a set containing replaceable
spray heads for spray applications ranging from fine lines through to large surface areas.

edding 5200 permanent spray
premium acrylic paint .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  174
edding 5200 permanent spray
universal primer .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  179
edding 5200 permanent spray
polystyrene primer  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  180
edding 5200 permanent spray
plastic primer .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  181
edding 5200 permanent spray
clear lacquer  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  182
edding 5200 permanent spray
sprayhead set  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Overview of application areas

Paper

Cardboard

Glass

Canvas

Wicker

Stone

Wood

Metal

Ceramic

Terracotta

Plastic

* Detailed information in individual product sections
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Permanent Sprays

edding 5200 permanent spray premium acrylic paint
Premium acrylic paint for quick and easy refurbishing, restoring and
beautifying almost all materials. The standard sprayhead has a spray
width of ca. 5-6 cm; interchangeable sprayheads available in spray
widths fine (ca. 1 cm), medium (ca. 4-5 cm), wide (ca. 8-10 cm)
and variable (ca. 13-14 cm). The acrylic pigment paint provides high
coverage, is extremely quick-drying, weatherproof and extreamly
lightfast. Available in 27 silk-matt and 3 glossy colours. Interchangeable
sprayheads available. 100% free of health-harming heavy metals.
High-quality formula: covers immediately, extremely quick-drying, longlasting indoors and outdoors. Wide range of standard and trend colours
in an especially intense and uniform colour finish. For almost all surfaces
(for best results on absorbent surfaces, coatable plastic components
or polystyrene, use only with edding Universal, Plastic or Polystyrene
Primers). Easy to apply. When completely dry it is scratch, knock and
impact resistant, light-fast and non-yellowing. Less spray mist due to
well-balanced pressure system. Novel valve technology allows usage
of interchangeable sprayheads for different spray widths and makes it
unnecessary to empty the can upside-down. High coverage - 200 ml is
sufficient for ca. 0.7-1 m². Handy 200 ml spray can. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

901 black mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

902 traffic red mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

903 gentian blue mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

904 moss green mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

905 traffic yellow mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

906 sunny yellow mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183







Code

4 004764 970759

4 004764 970773

4 004764 970797

4 004764 970810

4 004764 970834

4 004764 970858




Order no.

4-SC5200901

4-SC5200902

4-SC5200903

4-SC5200904

4-SC5200905

4-SC5200906





Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

907 chocolate brown mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

908 lilac mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

909 telemagenta mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

910 berry mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

911 petrol mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

912 purple red mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

914 pastelrose mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

915 pastelyellow mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

916 pastel blue mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

917 pastelgreen mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

920 light ivory mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

Code

4 004764 970872

4 004764 970896

4 004764 970919

4 004764 970933

4 004764 970957

4 004764 970971

4 004764 971015

4 004764 971039

4 004764 971053

4 004764 971077

4 004764 971145

Order no.
Permanent Sprays

Product

4-SC5200907

4-SC5200908

4-SC5200909

4-SC5200910

4-SC5200911

4-SC5200912

4-SC5200914

4-SC5200915

4-SC5200916

4-SC5200917

4-SC5200920
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Permanent Sprays

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

921 cream white mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

922 traffic white mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

923 silver mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

924 rich gold mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

925 light grey mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

926 anthracite mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

927 yellow green mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

928 mellow mint mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

930 powdery peach mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

931 light lavender mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

932 precious copper
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

Code

4 004764 971169

4 004764 971183

4 004764 971206

4 004764 971220

4 004764 971244

4 004764 971268

4 004764 971282

4 004764 979509

4 004764 979547

4 004764 979561

4 057305 002242

Order no.

4-SC5200921

4-SC5200922

4-SC5200923

4-SC5200924

4-SC5200925

4-SC5200926

4-SC5200927

4-SC5200928

4-SC5200930

4-SC5200931

4-SC5200932

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

933 elegant midnight mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

934 opulent turquoise mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

935 classy mauve mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

936 rust effect mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

937 rose gold
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

938 vibrant amber mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

951 black glossy
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

952 traffic red glossy
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

953 traffic white glossy
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

edding 5200 permanent spray
premium acrylic paint
display of 245 unfilled
The display is made of metal and has a
maximal loading from 210 up to 245 cans
000
1 piece

500 x 1.800 x 500

Code

4 057305 002266

4 057305 002280

4 057305 002303

4 057305 002327

4 057305 002365

4 057305 013064

4 004764 971305

4 004764 971329

4 004764 971343

4 004764 978847

Order no.
Permanent Sprays

Product

4-SC5200933

4-SC5200934

4-SC5200935

4-SC5200936

4-SC5200937

4-SC5200938

4-SC5200951

4-SC5200952

4-SC5200953

4-51592
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Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 5200 permanent spray
premium acrylic paint
tray of 24 unfilled
000
1 piece

250 x 114 x 362

edding 5200 permanent spray
premium acrylic paint
tray of 48 unfilled
000
1 piece

500 x 114 x 362

edding 5200 permanent spray
premium acrylic paint
tray of 42 unfilled
000
1 piece

406 x 150 x 426

Code

4 004764 960705

4 004764 960712

4 004764 963645

Order no.

4-51642

4-51643

4-51664

edding 5200 permanent spray universal primer
Permanent Sprays

Primer for preparing almost all materials, e.g. wood, metal, glass,
ceramics, paper and card to be coated with acrylic, synthetic resin or
nitrocellulose paints. The standard sprayhead has a spray width of ca.
5-6 cm; interchangeable sprayheads available in spray widths fine (ca.
1 cm), medium (ca. 4-5 cm), wide (ca. 8-10 cm) and variable (ca. 13-14
cm). The primer provides high-coverage and is quick-drying. The primer
has a light grey colour. Interchangeable sprayheads available. 100% free
of health-harming heavy metals.
Maximises adhesion and gives the base material a smooth, even
coat. Dry for reworking after approx. 2 - 4 hours. Easy to apply.
Guarantees economical use of the top coat. Less spray mist due to
well-balanced pressure system. Novel valve technology allows usage
of interchangeable sprayheads for different spray widths and makes it
unnecessary to empty the can upside-down. Handy 200 ml spray can.
High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.
































Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

996 grey
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

Code

4 004764 971404

Order no.

4-SC5200996

179

Permanent Sprays

edding 5200 permanent spray polystyrene primer
Primer for preparing polystyrene objects to be coated with solventbased paint. The standard sprayhead has a spray width of ca. 5-6 cm;
interchangeable sprayheads available in spray widths fine (ca. 1 cm),
medium (ca. 4-5 cm), wide (ca. 8-10 cm) and variable (ca. 13-14 cm).
The primer provides high-coverage and is quick-drying. The primer has
a light brown colour. Interchangeable sprayheads available. 100% free of
health-harming heavy metals.
Prepares polystyrene for solvent based paint. Dry to recoat after
approx.3 hours. Easy to apply. Less spray mist due to wellbalanced pressure system. Novel valve technology allows usage of
interchangeable sprayheads for different spray widths and makes it
unnecessary to empty the can upside-down. Handy 200 ml spray can.
High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

997 vanilla
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

Code

4 004764 971428

Order no.

4-SC5200997

edding 5200 permanent spray plastic primer
Permanent Sprays

Primer for preparing hard plastics to be coated with acrylic, synthetic
resin or nitrocellulose paints. The standard sprayhead has a spray width
of ca. 5-6 cm; interchangeable sprayheads available in spray widths fine
(ca. 1 cm), medium (ca. 4-5 cm), wide (ca. 8-10 cm) and variable (ca.
13-14 cm). The primer provides high-coverage and is quick-drying. The
primer is transparent. Interchangeable sprayheads available. 100% free
of health-harming heavy metals.
Prepares coatable plastic for solvent based paint. Extremely quick-drying
- can be re-coated after approx. 15 minutes. Easy to apply. Less spray
mist due to well-balanced pressure system. Novel valve technology
allows usage of interchangeable sprayheads for different spray widths
and makes it unnecessary to empty the can upside-down. Handy 200 ml
spray can. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product









Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

998 plastic primer clear
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

Code

4 004764 971442

Order no.

4-SC5200998

181

Permanent Sprays

edding 5200 permanent spray clear lacquer
Clear lacquer for fixing and protecting almost all materials and giving
the surface a silky matt or glossy finish. The standard sprayhead has
a spray width of ca. 5-6 cm; interchangeable sprayheads available in
spray widths fine (ca. 1 cm), medium (ca. 4-5 cm), wide (ca. 8-10 cm)
and variable (ca. 13-14 cm). The lacquer provides high-coverage, is
quick-drying and weatherproof. Available in silky matt or glossy finish;
both colourless. Interchangeable sprayheads available. 100% free of
health-harming heavy metals.
Protects and fixes indoor and outdoor. Provides ideal oxidation
protection for metal. For almost all surfaces (for best results on absorbent
surfaces, coatable plastic components or polystyrene, use only with
edding Universal, Plastic or Polystyrene Primers). Easy to apply. When
completely dry it is scratch, knock and impact resistant, light-fast and
non-yellowing. Less spray mist due to well-balanced pressure system.
Novel valve technology allows usage of interchangeable sprayheads
for different spray widths and makes it unnecessary to empty the can
upside-down. High coverage – 200 ml is sufficient for ca. 0,5-1 m².
Handy 200 ml spray can. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

994 clear lacquer glossy
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183

995 clear lacquer mat
Content: 200 ml
1 piece

53 x 53 x 183







Code

4 004764 971367

4 004764 971381




Order no.

4-SC5200994

4-SC5200995





edding 5200 permanent spray sprayhead set
Permanent Sprays

Exchangeable spray heads in 4 different spray widths from fine lines to
large areas, for the optimal implementation of creative ideas. The set
contains sprayheads in spray widths fine (ca. 1 cm), medium (ca. 4-5
cm), wide (ca. 8-10 cm) and variable (ca. 13-14 cm).
Guarantees the right spray width and pressure for every application. 2x
sprayhead white: spray width fine (approx. 1 cm). 2x sprayhead black:
spray width medium (approx. 4-5 cm). 1x sprayhead gold: spray width
wide (approx. 8-10 cm). 1x sprayhead red (professional): spray width
extra-wide (ca.13-14 cm). The nozzle can be placed horizontally and
vertically. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product







Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 5200 permanent spray
sprayhead set
000
1 piece

140 x 65 x 20

Code

4 004764 971527

Order no.

4-SC5200N
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Cutters and spare blades

Cutters and spare blades
Better cutting made easy. Perfectly master any day-to-day cutting tasks with these handy
cutters. Include spare blades.

edding M 9 cutter  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

185

edding M 18 cutter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  185
edding CB 9 spare blades  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  186
edding CB 18 spare blades  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Overview of application areas

Paper

184

Cardboard

186

Cutters and spare blades

edding M 9 cutter
Small, handy cutter with clip - for all types of everyday cutting jobs,
including tail-piece with slot for safely snapping off blunt blade sections.
One blade corresponds to 13 cutters. Available in the casing colours
black and white. The product is refillable.
Handy pocket format. Easy handling. High-quality brand product. Made
in Germany.





Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

125 x 20 x 15

049 white
10 pieces

125 x 20 x 15

Code
4 004764 015771
4 004764 382293

Order no.
4-M9001
4-M9049

edding M 18 cutter
Handy cutter with clip - for all types of everyday cutting jobs, including
tail-piece with slot for safely snapping off blunt blade sections. One blade
corresponds to 8 cutters. Available in the casing colours black and white.
The product is refillable.
Handy robust model. Easy handling. High-quality brand product. Made
in Germany.


Product


Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
1 piece

143 x 32 x 15

049 white
1 piece

143 x 32 x 15

Code
4 004764 015740
4 004764 328253

Order no.
4-M18001
4-M18049

185

Cutters and spare blades

edding CB 9 spare blades
Spare blades for edding cutter M 9. One blade corresponds to 13
cutters.
Refill solution to prolong lifespan of edding M 9 cutter. Spare blades
for edding cutters MP 9 and M 9. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.





Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
10 pieces

100 x 9 x 1

Code
4 004764 323104

Order no.
4-CB9

edding CB 18 spare blades
Spare blades for edding cutter M 18. One blade corresponds to 8
cutters.
Refill solution to prolong lifespan of edding M 18 cutter. Spare blades for
edding cutters M 18 and ML 18. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
10 pieces

110 x 19 x 1

Code
4 004764 323500

Order no.
4-CB18

From empty to full. Simple, clean refilling thanks to the capillary or drop system. Refilling the products
reduces the amount of waste while also extending the products‘ life cycles.

edding 1706 M VARIO cartridge  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  188
edding spare nibs  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding HTK 25 refill service highlighter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  191
edding PTK 25 refill service brilliant paper marker  .  .

192

edding MTK 25 refill service permanent marker  .  .  .

193

edding RMTK 25 refill service retract 11
permanent marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  194
edding T 25 refill ink permanent marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding T 100 refill ink permanent marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  196
edding T 1000 refill ink permanent marker  .  .  .  .  .  .  197
edding V 100 thinner permanent marker ink  .  .  .  .  .  198
edding BT 30 refill ink whiteboard marker  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding BTK 25 refill service whiteboard marker . . . . 200
edding RBTK 25 refill service retract 12
whiteboard marker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  201
edding FTK 25 refill service flipchart marker  .  .  .  .  .
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edding BMA 1 board cleaner .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  203
edding BMA 2 whiteboard eraser  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding BMA 3 board marker holder .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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edding BMA 4 eraser refill paper .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  204
edding BMA 15 S accessory set
for whiteboard markers .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  205
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Spare parts, inks and accessories

Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding 1706 M VARIO cartridge
Fineliner cartridge suitable for all edding VARIO models. The metalframed round nib has a stroke width of 0.5 mm. Water-based ink.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
Refill solution to prolong lifespan of diverse edding VARIO models. Easy
handling. Use of cartridges is eco-friendly as it reduces waste of
materials. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
10 pieces

103 x 8 x 8

002 red
10 pieces

103 x 8 x 8

003 blue
10 pieces

103 x 8 x 8

004 green
10 pieces

103 x 8 x 8

Code
4 004764 873852
4 004764 873890
4 004764 873937
4 004764 873975

Order no.
4-1706001
4-1706002
4-1706003
4-1706004

edding spare nibs
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Spare nibs for different edding products to reduce the amount of waste
produced and to extend the products' service life.
Replacement nibs enable a second marker life. 

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

 dding 21 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 21 EcoLine permanent
marker
10 pieces

35 x 5 x 5

 dding 22 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 22 EcoLine permanent
marker
10 pieces

40 x 5 x 3

 dding 25/400 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 25 EcoLine permanent
marker and edding 400 permanent marker
10 pieces

30 x 2 x 2

 dding 28/360 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 28 EcoLine whiteboard
marker and edding 360 whiteboard marker
10 pieces

35 x 5 x 5

 dding 29/363 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 29 EcoLine whiteboard
marker and edding 363 whiteboard marker
10 pieces

39 x 6 x 4

 dding 30/31/380 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 30 brilliant paper marker,
edding 31 EcoLine flipchart marker, and
edding 380 flipchart marker
10 pieces

35 x 5 x 5

 dding 32/383 spare nibs
e
suitbale for edding 32 EcoLine flipchart
marker and edding 383 flipchart marker
10 pieces

35 x 5 x 3

 dding 33 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 33 brilliant paper marker
10 pieces

39 x 6 x 4

 dding 250 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 250 whiteboard marker
10 pieces

46 x 5 x 5

 dding 361 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 361 whiteboard marker
10 pieces

30 x 2 x 2

 dding 365 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 365 whiteboard marker
10 pieces

28 x 3 x 3

 dding 388 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 388 flipchart marker
10 pieces

43 x 10 x 10

 dding 404 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 404 permanent marker,
edding 8014 laboratory marker and 8015 F
laboratory marker
10 pieces

30 x 2 x 2

 dding 500 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 500 permanent marker
10 pieces

41 x 6 x 4

Code

4 057305 000828

4 004764 918935

4 004764 839001

4 004764 957194

4 004764 957224

4 004764 022168

4 004764 022205

4 004764 087891

4 004764 099627

4 004764 781676

4 004764 781645

4 004764 781652

4 004764 031788

4 004764 027415

Order no.
4-21N

4-22N

4-25400N

4-28360N

4-29363N

4-3031380N

4-32383N

4-33N

4-250N

4-361N

4-365N

4-388N

4-404N

4-500N
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding 550 spare nibs
suitable for edding 550 permanent marker
10 pieces

45 x 7 x 7

 dding 750 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 750 paint marker,
edding 750 gloss paint marker, and
edding 8750 industry paint marker
10 pieces

30 x 4 x 4

 dding 751 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 751 paint marker,
edding 751 gloss paint marker, and
edding 8055 outdoor marker
10 pieces

28 x 3 x 3

 dding 780 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 780 paint marker and
edding 780 gloss paint marker
10 pieces

28 x 3 x 3

 dding 800 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 800 permanent marker
10 pieces

55 x 10 x 10

 dding 850 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 850 permanent marker
10 pieces

46 x 5 x 5

 dding 3000 spare nibs
e
suitable for edding 2000 C permanent marker
10 pieces

40 x 3 x 3

edding 3300 spare nibs
suitable for edding 2200 C permanent marker
and edding No. 1 permanent marker
10 pieces

40 x 5 x 4

Code
4 004764 031597

4 004764 838943

4 004764 838813

4 004764 841301

4 004764 838981

4 004764 838998

4 004764 029617

4 004764 030019

Order no.
4-550N

4-750N

4-751N

4-780N

4-800N

4-850N

4-3000N

4-3300N

edding HTK 25 refill service highlighter
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of almost all edding highlighters. The refill bottle contains 25 ml of ink.
Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill bottle for at least
an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to write again.
Available in the neon colours red, yellow, orange, pink, light blue, light
green and grey.
For refilling the highlighters e-345 and EcoLine e-24.Clean and
standalone refill solution to prolong lifespan of almost all edding
highlighters. Easy handling. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the
waste of materials. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

005 yellow
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

006 orange
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

009 pink
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

010 light blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

011 light green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

012 grey
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

Code
4 004764 786602

4 004764 786633

4 004764 786664

4 004764 786695

4 004764 786725

4 004764 786756

4 004764 847402

Order no.
4-HTK25002

4-HTK25005

4-HTK25006

4-HTK25009

4-HTK25010

4-HTK25011

4-HTK25012
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding PTK 25 refill service brilliant paper marker
Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of edding brilliant paper markers. The refill bottle contains 25 ml of ink.
Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill bottle for at least
an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to write again.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
For refilling the brilliant paper markers e-30 and e-33.Clean and
standalone refill solution to prolong lifespan of all edding brilliant paper
markers. Easy handling. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste of
materials. Long lasting and brilliant colours. High-quality brand product.
Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

003 blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

004 green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

Code
4 004764 780488

4 004764 780518

4 004764 780549

4 004764 780570

Order no.
4-PTK25001

4-PTK25002

4-PTK25003

4-PTK25004

edding MTK 25 refill service permanent marker
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of various edding permanent markers. The refill bottle has a volume of
25 ml. Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill bottle for at
least an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to write again.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. Without any added
xylene or toluene.
For refilling the permanent markers e-No.1, e-400, e-300, e-330, e-370,
e-2000 C, e-2200 C, and also EcoLine e-21, e-22, and e-25. Clean
and standalone refill solution to prolong lifespan of almost all edding
permanent markers. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste of
material. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product




Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

003 blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

004 green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

Code
4 004764 780365

4 004764 780396

4 004764 780426

4 004764 780457

Order no.
4-MTK25001

4-MTK25002

4-MTK25003

4-MTK25004
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding RMTK 25 refill service retract 11 permanent marker
Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of the edding retract 11 permanent markers. The refill bottle has a
volume of 25 ml. Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill
bottle for at least an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to
write again. Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. Without
any added xylene or toluene.
For refilling the permanent marker edding retract 11. Clean and
standalone refill solution to prolong lifespan of the edding retract 11
permanent marker. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste of
material. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

003 blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

004 green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

Code
4 004764 872022

4 004764 872053

4 004764 872084

4 004764 872114

Order no.
4-RMTK25001

4-RMTK25002

4-RMTK25003

4-RMTK25004

edding T 25 refill ink permanent marker
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Refill ink with drop dispenser system, ideal for quick refilling of various
edding permanent markers. The refill bottle has a volume of 30 ml.
Available in the colours black, red, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown,
violet, pink and light blue. Without any added xylene or toluene.
For refilling the permanent markers e-No.1, e-370, e390, e-400, e-500,
e-550, e-800, e-850, e-2000 C, e-2200 C, and also EcoLine e-21, e-22,
and e-25.Quick refill solution to prolong lifespan of almost all edding
permanent markers. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste
of material. Precise refilling because of drop dispenser. Broad colour
assortment. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product




Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

002 red
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

003 blue
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

004 green
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

005 yellow
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

006 orange
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

007 brown
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

008 violet
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

009 pink
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

010 light blue
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

Code
4 004764 023868

4 004764 023875

4 004764 023882

4 004764 023899

4 004764 023905

4 004764 023912

4 004764 023929

4 004764 023936

4 004764 023943

4 004764 023950

Order no.
4-T25001

4-T25002

4-T25003

4-T25004

4-T25005

4-T25006

4-T25007

4-T25008

4-T25009

4-T25010
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding T 100 refill ink permanent marker
Refill ink with drop dispenser system, ideal for quick refilling of various
edding permanent markers. The refill bottle has a volume of 100 ml.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. Without any added
xylene or toluene.
For refiling the permanent markers e-No.1, e-370, e-390, e-400, e-500,
e-550, e-800, e-850, e-2000 C, e-2200 C, and also EcoLine e-21, e-22,
and e25. Quick refill solution to prolong lifespan of almost all edding
permanent markers. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste of
material. Precise refilling because of drop dispenser. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 100 ml
1 piece

50 x 50 x 89

002 red
Content: 100 ml
1 piece

50 x 50 x 89

003 blue
Content: 100 ml
1 piece

50 x 50 x 89

004 green
Content: 100 ml
1 piece

50 x 50 x 89

Code
4 004764 024872

4 004764 024889

4 004764 024896

4 004764 024902

Order no.
4-T100001

4-T100002

4-T100003

4-T100004

edding T 1000 refill ink permanent marker
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Refill ink for refilling large volumes of various edding permanent markers.
The refill bottle has a volume of 1000 ml. The refill ink T 1000 is also
suitable for direct application with brushes, quills, stencils and stamps.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. Without any added
xylene or toluene.
For refiling the permanent markers e-No.1, e-370, e-390, e-400, e-500,
e-550, e-800, e-850, e-2000 C, e-2200 C, and also EcoLine e-21,
e-22, and e25. Refill solution for large quantities. Refilling is eco-friendly
as it reduces the waste of material. Precise refilling because of drop
dispenser. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product




Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 1000 ml
1 piece

230 x 81 x 81

002 red
Content: 1000 ml
1 piece

230 x 81 x 81

003 blue
Content: 1000 ml
1 piece

230 x 81 x 81

004 green
Content: 1000 ml
1 piece

230 x 81 x 81

Code
4 004764 025671

4 004764 025688

4 004764 025695

4 004764 025701

Order no.
4-T1000001

4-T1000002

4-T1000003

4-T1000004
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding V 100 thinner permanent marker ink
Thinner with drop dispener, ideal for thinning the edding T 25, T 100
and T 1000 refill inks in order to lighten the colour or remove dried-on
permanent ink. The bottle has a volume of 100 ml. Without any added
xylene or toluene.
Special solution for easy thinning of edding permanent marker
inks. Precise thinning because of drop dispenser. Thining helps to create
new colours or to remove dried-on permanent marker ink. High-quality
brand product. Made in Germany.

Product

198

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

100 transparent
Content: 100 ml
1 piece

94 x 51 x 51

Code
4 004764 026005

Order no.
4-V100100

edding BT 30 refill ink whiteboard marker
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Refill ink with drop dispenser system, ideal for quick refilling of almost
all edding whiteboard markers. The refill bottle has a volume of 30 ml.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. With no added butyl
acetate.
For refilling the whiteboard markers e-250, e-361, e-365, and also
EcoLine e-28 and e-29. Quick refill solution to prolong lifespan of
almost all edding whiteboard markers. Prescise refilling because of drop
dispenser. Refilling is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste of materials.
High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

002 red
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

003 blue
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

004 green
Content: 30 ml
1 piece

37 x 37 x 75

Code
4 004764 064236

4 004764 064267

4 004764 064274

4 004764 064281

Order no.
4-BT30001

4-BT30002

4-BT30003

4-BT30004
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding BTK 25 refill service whiteboard marker
Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of almost all edding whiteboard markers. The refill bottle has a volume of
25 ml. Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill bottle for at
least an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to write again.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. With no added butyl
acetate.
For refilling the whiteboard markers e-250, e-360, e-361, e-363, and also
EcoLine e-28 and e-29. Clean and standalone refill solution to prolong
lifespan of almost all edding whiteboard markers. Easy handling. Refilling
is eco-friendly as it reduces the waste of materials. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

003 blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

004 green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

Code
4 004764 780112

4 004764 780150

4 004764 780181

4 004764 780211

Order no.
4-BTK25001

4-BTK25002

4-BTK25003

4-BTK25004

edding RBTK 25 refill service retract 12 whiteboard marker
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of the edding retract 12 whiteboard marker. The refill bottle has a volume
of 25 ml. Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill bottle for at
least an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to write again.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green. With no added butyl
acetate.
Clean and standalone refill solution to prolong lifespan of the edding
retract 12 whiteboard marker. Easy handling. Refilling is eco-friendly as
it reduces the waste of materials. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

003 blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

004 green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

48 x 48 x 48

Code
4 004764 871902

4 004764 871933

4 004764 871964

4 004764 871995

Order no.
4-RBTK25001

4-RBTK25002

4-RBTK25003

4-RBTK25004
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Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding FTK 25 refill service flipchart marker
Refill ink with capillary system, ideal for clean and straightforward refilling
of almost all edding flipchart markers. The refill bottle has a volume of
25 ml. Simply stand the marker nib downwards in the refill bottle for at
least an hour, or ideally overnight. And the marker is ready to write again.
Available in the colours black, red, blue and green.
For refilling the flipchart markers e-380, e-383, and also EcoLine e-31
and e-32. Clean and standalone refill solution to prolong lifespan of
almost all edding flipchart markers. Easy handling. Refilling is eco-friendly
as it reduces the waste of materials. Long lasting and brilliant colours.
High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.


Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

001 black
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

47 x 47 x 45

002 red
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

47 x 47 x 45

003 blue
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

47 x 47 x 45

004 green
Content: 25 ml
1 piece

47 x 47 x 45

Code
4 004764 780242

4 004764 780273

4 004764 780303

4 004764 780334

Order no.
4-FTK25001

4-FTK25002

4-FTK25003

4-FTK25004

edding BMA 1 board cleaner
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Board cleaner for regular thorough cleaning of whiteboards, especially
developed to suit the characteristics of edding whiteboard marker ink.
Spray bottle with a volume of 250 ml. Handy atomiser spray bottle,
biodegradable cleaning fluid.
Ideal solution for regular cleaning of whiteboards. Liquid is
biodegradable. Alcoholic strength less than 10%. High-quality brand
product. Made in Germany.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
1 piece

42 x 42 x 195

Code
4 004764 814909

Order no.
4-BMA1

edding BMA 2 whiteboard eraser
Board eraser for dry removal of whiteboard markings. With integrated
magnetic strip for direct adhesion to the whiteboard. The product can be
refilled with edding BMA 4 spare wiper sheets.
Dry and stainless erasing of whiteboard marker markings. Replacable
sheets are available. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
1 piece

160 x 70 x 45

Code
4 004764 816415

Order no.
4-BMA2

203

Spare parts, inks
and accessories

edding BMA 3 board marker holder
Whiteboard marker holder for the product-specific, horizontal storage
of four edding whiteboard markers. With integrated magnetic strip for
placement as required directly on the whiteboard.
Individual, magnetic placement directly on the whiteboard. Suitable for
all edding whiteboard markers. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
1 piece

130 x 155 x 40

Code
4 004764 816453

Order no.
4-BMA3

edding BMA 4 eraser refill paper
Spare wiper sheets for the edding BMA 2 board eraser. For dry removal
of board markings.
Refill solution to prolong lifespan of the whiteboard eraser. Economical
because of replacable sheets. High-quality brand product. Made in
Germany.

Product
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Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

000 without colour
1 piece

223 x 162 x 37

Code
4 004764 816491

Order no.
4-BMA4

edding BMA 15 S accessory set for whiteboard markers
Spare parts, inks
and accessories

Practical whiteboard marker accessory set consisting of 1 edding
BMA 1 board cleaner, 1 edding BMA 2 board eraser, 1 edding BMA 3
whiteboard marker holder and 4 edding 360 whiteboard markers in the
colours black, red, blue and green.
Practical accessory set containing all essential equipment for working
on whiteboards. Helpful set which assists you while working on
whiteboards. High-quality brand product. Made in Germany.

Product

Description / Delivery Unit

Dimensions

edding BMA 15S whiteboard marker
accessory set
000
1 piece

235 x 215 x 50

Code

4 004764 817412

Order no.

4-BMA15
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Colour overview

Colour overview
001

002

003

004

005

006

007

008

009

010

011

012

013

014

015

016

017

018

019

020

021

022

025

026

027

028

029

030

031

032

033

034

035

036

038

040

041

043

045

046

048

049

053

054

055

061

063

064

065

066

068

069

070

072

073

074

078

079

082

083

084

085

086

138

139

black

violet

olive green

lemon yellow

pale violet

brownish grey

gold

neon orange

violet metallic

red

pink

light orange

bottle green

laurel green

blue grey

silver

neon violet

pink metallic

100

134

255

550

transparent

flesh-coloured
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pastel violet

yellow/green

blue

light blue

steel blue

silver grey

orient blue

brilliant yellow

copper

neon pink

apricot nude

135

pastel yellow

green

light green

dark brown

olive brown

pale green

sepia

raspberry

light blue metallic

honeydew melon

136

pastel orange

yellow

grey

carmine red

english red

coral pink

crimson lake

neon blue

red metallic

tangerine

137

pastel green

orange

ochre

magenta

prussian blue

manganese blue

leaf green

neon green

blue metallic

azure-blue

pastel rose

brown

turquoise

dark grey

rosewood

oyster

white

neon yellow

green metallic

papaya

pastel blue

602

603

604

606

607

608

609

611

612

613

614

616

617

618

619

621

622

623

624

walnut

beech/maple

teak

oak

mahogany, light

alder wood,
medium

mahogany

pear wood, light

pine

cherry tree

walnut, light

maple, natural

colonial

oak, light

beech

beech, light

Colour overview

Furniture colours

spruce/pine

walnut, antique

pure white

Spray colours
Matt
RAL 9005

901

black

RAL 3020

902

traffic red

RAL 5010

903

gentian blue

RAL 6005

904

moss green

RAL 4010

908
lilac

909

telemagenta

pastel blue

917

pastel green

RAL 7035

905

traffic yellow

910

berry

920

light ivory

911

petrol
RAL 9001

912

purple red

906

907

914

915

sunny yellow

chocolate brown

pastel rose matt

pastel yellow

921

922

923

924

931

932

cream white

traffic white

silver

rich gold

RAL 6018

926

927

928

930

933

934

935

937

938

elegant midnight

RAL 8017

RAL 9016

925

light grey

RAL 1037

RAL 3004

RAL 1015

916

RAL 1023

anthracite

opulent turqoise

yellow green

classy mauve

mellow mint

rose gold

powdery peach

light lavender

precious copper

vibrant amber

Glossy
RAL 9005

951

black

RAL 3020

952

traffic red

RAL 9016

953

traffic white

Effect paint
936

rust effect paint

Printing on paper does not give exact reproduction of the ink and wax colours.
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edding 0.5 mini permanent marker

34

edding No. 1 permanent marker

35

edding 7 mini highlighter

109

edding 7 mini pastel colours

110

edding 13 FUNTASTICS MAGIC FUN fibre pen for children

158

edding 14 FUNTASTICS fibre pen for children

159

edding 15 FUNTASTICS fibre pen for children

161

edding 16 FUNTASTICS WINDOW FUN window marker for children

162

edding 17 FUNTASTICS TEXTILE FUN textile marker for children

163

edding 21 EcoLine permanent marker

37

edding 22 EcoLine permanent marker

38

edding 24 EcoLine highlighter

112

edding 25 EcoLine permanent marker

39

edding 28 EcoLine whiteboard marker

75

edding 29 EcoLine whiteboard marker

76

edding 30 brilliant paper marker

56

edding 31 EcoLine flipchart marker

59

edding 32 EcoLine flipchart marker

60

edding 33 brilliant paper marker

57

edding 47 FUNTASTICS FACE FUN family face painter

164

edding 55 fineliner

87

edding 88 office liner F

88

edding 89 office liner EF

89

edding 90 glassboard marker

65

edding 140 S permanent pen

100

edding 141 F permanent pen

101

edding 142 M permanent pen

102

edding 143 B permanent pen

103

edding 150 S non-permanent pen

96

edding 151 F non-permanent pen

97

edding 152 M non-permanent pen

98

edding 250 whiteboard marker

77

edding 300 permanent marker

40

edding 330 permanent marker

41

edding 345 highlighter

113

edding 360 whiteboard marker

78

edding 361 whiteboard marker

79

edding 363 whiteboard marker

80

edding 365 whiteboard marker

81

edding 366 whiteboard marker

82

edding 370 permanent marker

43

edding 380 flipchart marker

61

edding 383 flipchart marker

62

edding 388 flipchart marker

63

edding 390 permanent marker

44

edding 400 permanent marker

45

edding 404 permanent marker

47

edding 500 permanent marker

48

edding 550 permanent marker

49

edding 725 neon board marker

68

edding 750 gloss paint marker

15

edding 751 gloss paint marker

17

edding 751 paint marker

27
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Article

Page

edding 753 gloss paint marker calligraphy

20

edding 780 gloss paint marker

22

edding 780 paint marker

28

edding 800 permanent marker

50

edding 850 permanent marker

51

edding 950 industry painter

121

edding 1200 metallic colour pen

142

edding 1200 colour pen fine

144

edding 1255 calligraphy pen

154

edding 1300 colour pen medium

147

edding 1340 brush pen

150

edding 1455 calligraphy marker with flexible nib

156

edding 1500 pastel pen

152

edding 1515 ink eraser

116

edding 1700 VARIO fineliner

90

edding 1706 M VARIO cartridge

188

edding 1800 profipen

105

edding 1880 drawliner

107

edding 2000 C permanent marker

52

edding 2185 gel roller

92

edding 2200 C permanent marker

54

edding 4000 matt paint marker

30

edding 4040 matt paint marker

31

edding 4090 chalk marker

69

edding 4095 chalk marker

71

edding 4200 porcelain brush pen

166

edding 4500 textile marker

169

edding 4600 textile pen

171

edding 5200 permanent spray premium acrylic paint

174

edding 5200 permanent spray universal primer

179

edding 5200 permanent spray polystyrene primer

180

edding 5200 permanent spray plastic primer

181

edding 5200 permanent spray clear lacquer

182

edding 5200 permanent spray sprayhead set

183

edding 7410 correXion correction tape

117

edding 7506 correXion correction tape mini

117

edding 7700 correction pen

116

edding 7720 correXion correction fluid

118

edding 8000 freeze marker

122

edding 8010 x-ray marker

123

edding 8011 cleanroom marker

123

edding 8014 laboratory marker

124

edding 8015 F laboratory marker

124

edding 8020 skin marker

125

edding 8030 NLS high-tech marker

125

edding 8040 laundry marker

126

edding 8050 tyre marker

127

edding 8055 outdoor marker

127

edding 8150 oil maintenance marker

128

edding 8180 label removal marker

129

edding 8200 grout marker

130

edding 8280 securitas uv marker

131

edding 8300 industry permanent marker

131
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edding 8400 CD/DVD/BD marker

84

edding 8404 aerospace marker

132

edding 8407 cable marker

132

edding 8408 laundry marking set

133

edding 8408 shoe marking set

133

edding 8500 RW CD/DVD/BD marker non-permanent

85

edding 8750 industry paint marker

134

edding 8850 carpenter pen

135

edding 8900 furniture marker

136

edding 8901 furniture repair wax kit

138

edding 8902 wooden floor repair wax kit

139

edding 8903 heating iron for wooden floor repair waxes

140

edding BMA 1 board cleaner

202

edding BMA 2 whiteboard eraser

202

edding BMA 3 board marker holder

203

edding BMA 4 eraser refill paper

203

edding BMA 15 S accessory set for whiteboard markers

204

edding BT 30 refill ink whiteboard marker

198

edding BTK 25 refill service whiteboard marker

199

edding CB 18 spare blades

186

edding CB 9 spare blades

186

edding DR 20 eraser

118

edding FTK 25 refill service flipchart marker

201

edding HTK 25 refill service highlighter

191

edding M 9 cutter

185

edding M 18 cutter

185

edding MTK 25 refill service permanent marker

193

edding PTK 25 refill service brilliant paper marker

192

edding R 20 eraser

119

edding RBTK 25 refill service retract 12 whiteboard marker

200

edding retract 11 permanent marker

36

edding retract 12 whiteboard marker

74

edding RMTK 25 refill service retract 11 permanent marker

194

edding T 25 refill ink permanent marker

195

edding T 100 refill ink permanent marker

196

edding T 1000 refill ink permanent marker

197

edding V 100 thinner permanent marker ink

197
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